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The contents of this report relate only to the matters which have come to our attention, which we believe need to be reported to you as part of our audit planning process. It is not a
comprehensive record of all the relevant matters, which may be subject to change, and in particular we cannot be held responsible to you for reporting all of the risks which may affect the
Authority or all weaknesses in your internal controls. This report has been prepared solely for your benefit and should not be quoted in whole or in part without our prior written consent.
We do not accept any responsibility for any loss occasioned to any third party acting, or refraining from acting on the basis of the content of this report, as this report was not prepared for,
nor intended for, any other purpose.

Grant Thornton UK LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales: No.OC307742. Registered office: 30 Finsbury Square, London, EC2A 1AG. A list of members
is available from our registered office. Grant Thornton UK LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Grant Thornton UK LLP is a member firm of Grant
Thornton International Ltd (GTIL). GTIL and the member firms are not a worldwide partnership. Services are delivered by the member firms. GTIL and its member firms are not agents
of, and do not obligate, one another and are not liable for one another’s acts or omissions.
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1. Introduction & headlines
Purpose

Scope of our audit

This document provides an overview of the planned scope and timing of the
statutory audit of Rother District Council (‘the Council’) for those charged with
governance.

The scope of our audit is set in accordance with the Code and International Standards on
Auditing (ISAs) (UK). We are responsible for forming and expressing an opinion on the :
•

Authority’s financial statements that have been prepared by management with the
oversight of those charged with governance (the Audit committee); and

•

Value for Money arrangements in place at the Authority for securing economy, efficiency
and effectiveness in your use of resources.

Respective responsibilities

The National Audit Office (‘the NAO’) has issued a document entitled Code of Audit
Practice (‘the Code’). This summarises where the responsibilities of auditors begin
and end and what is expected from the audited body. Our respective
responsibilities are also set out in the Terms of Appointment and Statement of
Responsibilities issued by Public Sector Audit Appointments (PSAA), the body
responsible for appointing us as auditor of Rother District Council. We draw your
attention to both of these documents on the PSAA website.
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Significant risks

The audit of the financial statements does not relieve management or the Audit Committee of
your responsibilities. It is the responsibility of the Authority to ensure that proper arrangements
are in place for the conduct of its business, and that public money is safeguarded and properly
accounted for. We have considered how the Authority is fulfilling these responsibilities.
Our audit approach is based on a thorough understanding of the Authority's business and is
risk based.

Those risks requiring special audit consideration and procedures to address the likelihood of a material financial statement error have been
identified as:
•

Management override;

•

Valuation of land and buildings;

•

Valuation of net pension fund liability.

We will communicate significant findings on these areas as well as any other significant matters arising from the audit to you in our Audit Findings
(ISA 260) Report.
Materiality

We have determined planning materiality to be £880,000 (PY £874,000), which equates to approximately 2% of your prior year gross expenditure
for the year. We are obliged to report uncorrected omissions or misstatements other than those which are ‘clearly trivial’ to those charged with
governance. Clearly trivial has been set at £44,000 (PY £43,000).

Value for Money arrangements

Our risk assessment regarding your arrangements to secure value for money have identified the following VFM significant risks;
•

Audit logistics

continuing to maintain an effective financial planning framework to manage the impact of reductions in government funding.

Our interim visit will take place in March 2020 and our final visit will take place in June/July 2020. Our key deliverables are this Audit Plan and
our Audit Findings Report. Our audit approach is detailed in Appendix A.
Our fee for the audit will be £44,559 (PY: £44,959) for the Authority, subject to the Authority meeting our requirements set out on page 11.

Independence

We have complied with the Financial Reporting Council's Ethical Standard and we as a firm, and each covered person, confirm that we are
independent and are able to express an objective opinion on the financial statements.
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2. Key matters impacting our audit
Factors
The wider economy and financial pressures

Financial reporting and audit – raising the bar

Implementation of IFRS 16 -Leases

Local authorities continue to face financial pressures associated
with reductions in government funding. There also wider
uncertainties over the future funding framework for local
government. Locally you face significant cost pressures, including
those relating to homelessness and the impact of the new waste
collection and street cleaning contract. Forecast income from
property investments is currently under target.

The Financial Reporting Council (FRC) has set out
its expectation of improved financial reporting from
organisations and the need for auditors to
demonstrate increased scepticism and challenge,
and to undertake more robust testing as detailed in
Appendix 1.

International Financial Reporting Standard 16 Leases
(IFRS 16) was published by the international
Accounting standards (IASB) in January 2016. IFRS 16
is applicable for accounting periods beginning on or
after 1 January 2019. For Local Authorities IFRS 16 (as
adapted and interpreted by the Code) will be effective
from 1 April 2020.

Our work in 2018/19 has highlighted areas where
local government financial reporting, in particular
property, plant and equipment and pensions, needs
to be improved, with a corresponding increase in
audit procedures. We have also identified an
increase in the complexity of local government
financial transactions which require greater audit
scrutiny.

The current distinction between operating and finance
leases will be removed for lessees next year (2020/21).
All leases will therefore be recognised on the balance
sheet as a right of use asset and a liability to make the
lease payments. There are some exemptions for short
term leases and for leases of low value assets.
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Your most recent reporting indicates that you are forecasting a
deficit of £698,000 against revenue budget for 2019/20. To
.
achieve a balanced revenue budget for 2020/21 you are utilising
approximately £0.9m of earmarked reserves, with a further £1.4m
used to support capital expenditure. You will also need to deliver
recurring savings of £1.3m. Your medium term financial strategy
anticipates the continued use of contributions from reserves to
balance the revenue budget in future years, with total usable
reserves forecast to reduce from £14.9m at 31.3.20 to £6.9m at
31.3.2025. You will also need to deliver further recurring savings,
rising to £3m per annum from 2022/23. You therefore face
significant challenges over the medium term in ensuring the
Council’s financial position remains sustainable.

In 2019/20 you will need a disclosure note in your
financial statements which explains to the reader the
impact of implementing IFRS 16.

Our response
We will consider your arrangements for managing and reporting
your financial resources as part of our work in reaching our
Value for Money conclusion.

As a firm we are absolutely committed to meeting
the expectations of the FRC with regard to audit
quality and local government financial reporting.
Our proposed work and fee, as set out further in
our Audit Plan, has been agreed with the Chief
Finance Officer and is subject to PSAA agreement.
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regarding the financial impact of implementing IFRS 16
- Leases.
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4. Significant risks identified
Significant risks are defined by ISAs (UK) as risks that, in the judgement of the auditor, require special audit consideration. In identifying risks, audit teams consider the nature of the risk,
the potential magnitude of misstatement, and its likelihood. Significant risks are those risks that have a higher risk of material misstatement.

Risk

Reason for risk identification

The revenue cycle includes
fraudulent transactions

Under ISA (UK) 240 there is a presumed risk that revenue Having considered the risk factors set out in ISA240 and the
may be misstated due to the improper recognition of nature of the revenue streams at the Council, we have determined
revenue.
that the risk of fraud arising from revenue recognition can be
rebutted, because:
This presumption can be rebutted if the auditor concludes
that there is no risk of material misstatement due to fraud
relating to revenue recognition.
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Management over-ride of
controls

Key aspects of our proposed response to the risk

•

there is little incentive to manipulate revenue recognition;

•

opportunities to manipulate revenue recognition are very
limited;

•

the culture and ethical frameworks of local authorities,
including the Council, mean that all forms of fraud are seen as
unacceptable.

Therefore we do not consider this to be a significant risk for the
Council.

Under ISA (UK) 240 there is a non-rebuttable presumed
risk that the risk of management over-ride of controls is
present in all entities.

We will:
•

evaluate the design effectiveness of management controls
over journals;

We therefore identified management override of control, in
particular journals, management estimates and
transactions outside the course of business as a significant
risk.

•

identify and test unusual journal entries for appropriateness;

•

gain an understanding of the accounting estimates and critical
judgements applied and consider their reasonableness;

•

evaluate the rationale for any changes in accounting policies,
estimates or significant unusual transactions.
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Significant risks identified
Risk

Reason for risk identification

Key aspects of our proposed response to the risk

Valuation of
land and
buildings

The Council regularly revalues its land
and buildings to ensure that the carrying
value is not materially different from the
current value at the financial statements
date. Investment properties are revalued
annually at fair value.

We will:

These valuations represent a significant
estimate by management in the financial
statements.
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Valuation of
the pension
fund net
liability

The valuation of the Council’s net pension
liability as reflected in its balance sheet
represents a significant estimate in the
financial statements.



review management's processes and assumptions for the calculation of the estimate, the instructions
issued to valuers and the scope of their work;



consider the competence, expertise and objectivity of any valuation experts used.;



write to the valuer to confirm the basis on which the valuation was carried out to ensure that the
requirements of the Code are met;



review the information and assumptions used by the valuer to assess completeness and consistency
with our understanding;



test that revaluations made during the year are input correctly into the Council's asset register;



evaluate the assumptions made by management for those property, plant and equipment assets not
revalued during the year and how management have satisfied themselves that these are not
materially different to current value.

We will:

•

update our understanding of the processes and controls put in place by management to ensure that
the Council’s pension fund net liability is not materially misstated and evaluate the design of the
associated controls;

•

evaluate the instructions issued by management to their management expert (an actuary) for this
estimate and the scope of the actuary’s work;

•

assess the competence, capabilities and objectivity of the actuary who carried out the Authority’s
pension fund valuation;

•

assess the accuracy and completeness of the information provided by the Authority to the actuary to
estimate the liability;

•

test the consistency of the pension fund asset and liability and disclosures in the notes to the core
financial statements with the actuarial report from the actuary;

•

undertake procedures to confirm the reasonableness of the actuarial assumptions made by
reviewing the report of the consulting actuary (as auditor’s expert) and performing any additional
procedures suggested within the report.

We will communicate significant findings on these areas as well as any other significant matters arising from the audit to you in our Audit Findings Report in July 2020.
© 2019 Grant Thornton UK LLP | External Audit Plan for Rother District Council | 2019/20
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5. Other risks identified
Risk

Reason for risk identification

Key aspects of our proposed response to the risk

International
Financial
Reporting
Standard
(IFRS) 16
Leases –
(issued but
not adopted)

The public sector will implement this standard from 1 April 2020. It will
replace IAS 17 Leases, and the three interpretations that supported its
application (IFRIC 4, Determining whether an Arrangement contains a
Lease, SIC-15, Operating Leases – Incentives, and SIC-27 Evaluating
the Substance of Transactions Involving the Legal Form of a
Lease). Under the new standard the current distinction between
operating and finance leases is removed for lessees and, subject to
certain exceptions, lessees will recognise all leases on their balance
sheet as a right of use asset and a liability to make the lease payments.

We will:

•

Evaluate the processes the Authority has adopted to assess the
impact of IFRS16 on its 2020/21 financial statements and whether the
estimated impact on assets, liabilities and reserves has been
disclosed in the 2019/20 financial statements;

•

Assess the completeness of the disclosures made by the Authority in
its 2019/20 financial statements with reference to The Code and
CIPFA/LASAAC Local Authority Leasing Briefings.
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In accordance with IAS 8 and paragraph 3.3.4.3 of the Code disclosures
of the expected impact of IFRS 16 should be included in the Authority’s
2019/20 financial statements. The Code adapts IFRS 16 and requires
that the subsequent measurement of the right of use asset where the
underlying asset is an item of property, plant and equipment is measured
in accordance with section 4.1 of the Code.

We will communicate significant findings on these areas as well as any other significant matters arising from the audit to you in our Audit Findings Report in July 2020.
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6. Other matters
Other work

Other material balances and transactions

In addition to our responsibilities under the Code of Practice we have a number of other
audit responsibilities, as follows:
We read your Narrative Report and Annual Governance Statement to check that
they are consistent with the financial statements on which we give an opinion and
consistent with our knowledge of the Authority

•

We carry out work to satisfy ourselves that disclosures made in your Annual
Governance Statement are in line with the guidance issued by CIPFA

Going concern

•

We carry out work on your consolidation schedules for the Whole of Government
Accounts process in accordance with NAO group audit instructions

•

We consider our other duties under the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 (the
Act) and the Code, as and when required, including:
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•

Under International Standards on Auditing, "irrespective of the assessed risks of material
misstatement, the auditor shall design and perform substantive procedures for each
material class of transactions, account balance and disclosure". All other material
balances and transaction streams will therefore be audited. However, the procedures will
not be as extensive as the procedures adopted for the risks identified in this report.

•

•

Giving electors the opportunity to raise questions about your 2019/20
financial statements, consider and decide upon any objections received in
relation to the 2019/20 financial statements

•

Issue of a report in the public interest or written recommendations to the
Authority under section 24 of the Act, copied to the Secretary of State

•

Application to the court for a declaration that an item of account is contrary
to law under Section 28 or for a judicial review under Section 31 of the Act
or

•

Issuing an advisory notice under Section 29 of the Act.

As auditors, we are required to “obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence about the
appropriateness of management's use of the going concern assumption in the
preparation and presentation of the financial statements and to conclude whether there is
a material uncertainty about the Council’s ability to continue as a going concern” (ISA
(UK) 570). We will review management's assessment of the going concern assumption
and material uncertainties, and evaluate the disclosures in the financial statements.

We certify completion of our audit.

© 2019 Grant Thornton UK LLP | External Audit Plan for Rother District Council | 2019/20
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Materiality
The concept of materiality
The concept of materiality is fundamental to the preparation of the financial statements
and the audit process and applies not only to the monetary misstatements but also to
disclosure requirements and adherence to acceptable accounting practice and
applicable law. Misstatements, including omissions, are considered to be material if
they, individually or in the aggregate, could reasonably be expected to influence the
economic decisions of users taken on the basis of the financial statements.

Materiality for planning purposes

Materiality
£880,000
Gross expenditure (cost of services)
£44m

Whole financial
statements materiality

We have determined financial statement materiality based on a proportion of the gross
expenditure of the Authority for the financial year. In the prior year we used the same
benchmark. Materiality at the planning stage of our audit is £880,000 (PY £874,000)
which equates to 2% of your prior year gross expenditure for the year.
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We reconsider planning materiality if, during the course of our audit engagement, we
become aware of facts and circumstances that would have caused us to make a
different determination of planning materiality.

Matters we will report to the Audit Committee
Whilst our audit procedures are designed to identify misstatements which are material to
our opinion on the financial statements as a whole, we nevertheless report to the Audit
Committee any unadjusted misstatements of lesser amounts to the extent that these are
identified by our audit work. Under ISA 260 (UK) ‘Communication with those charged
with governance’, we are obliged to report uncorrected omissions or misstatements
other than those which are ‘clearly trivial’ to those charged with governance. ISA 260
(UK) defines ‘clearly trivial’ as matters that are clearly inconsequential, whether taken
individually or in aggregate and whether judged by any quantitative or qualitative
criteria. In the context of the Authority, we propose that an individual difference could
normally be considered to be clearly trivial if it is less than £44,000 (PY £43,000).
If management have corrected material misstatements identified during the course of
the audit, we will consider whether those corrections should be communicated to the
Audit Committee to assist it in fulfilling its governance responsibilities.
.

Gross expenditure

Materiality

£44,000
Misstatements reported
to the Audit Committee

© 2019 Grant Thornton UK LLP | External Audit Plan for Rother District Council | 2019/20
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8. Value for Money arrangements
Background to our VFM approach

Significant VFM risks

The NAO issued its guidance for auditors on Value for Money work in November 2017. The
guidance states that for Local Government bodies, auditors are required to give a
conclusion on whether the Authority has proper arrangements in place to secure value for
money.

Those risks requiring audit consideration and procedures to address the likelihood that
proper arrangements are not in place at the Authority to deliver value for money.

The guidance identifies one single criterion for auditors to evaluate:
“In all significant respects, the audited body takes properly informed decisions and deploys
resources to achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people.”
This is supported by three sub-criteria, as set out below:

Financial sustainability
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You continue to face significant financial pressures associated with
reductions in government funding. You have taken a number of measures
over recent years to address these issues, both to reduce costs and
generate additional income. However, your medium term financial strategy
indicates that further substantial savings and contributions from reserves
will be required to maintain a balanced position in future years.
The continued strength of your financial planning framework is key to
maintaining a sustainable financial position whilst delivering your key
objectives over the medium term.
We will update our understanding of your medium term financial plan and
review the supporting information trails.

Informed
decision
making

Value for
Money
arrangements
criteria
Working
with partners
& other third
parties

Sustainable
resource
deployment
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9. Audit logistics & team
Audit
Committee
17 March 2020

Audit
Committee
TBC
Interim audit
March 2020

Planning and
risk assessment

Year end audit
June/July 2020
Audit
Findings
Report

Audit
Plan

Darren Wells, Key Audit Partner

Audit
Committee
TBC

Audit
opinion

Annual
Audit
Letter

Client responsibilities
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Where clients do not deliver to the timetable agreed, we need to ensure that this does not
impact on audit quality or absorb a disproportionate amount of time, thereby
disadvantaging other clients. Where the elapsed time to complete an audit exceeds that
agreed due to a client not meeting its obligations we will not be able to maintain a team on
site. Similarly, where additional resources are needed to complete the audit due to a client
not meeting their obligations we are not able to guarantee the delivery of the audit to the
agreed timescales. In addition, delayed audits will incur additional audit fees.
Our requirements
Trevor Greenlee, Audit Manager
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To minimise the risk of a delayed audit, you need to ensure that you:
•

produce draft financial statements of good quality by the deadline you have agreed with
us, including all notes, the narrative report and the Annual Governance Statement

•

ensure that good quality working papers are available at the start of the audit, in
accordance with the working paper requirements schedule that we have shared with
you

•

ensure that the agreed data reports are available to us at the start of the audit and are
reconciled to the values in the accounts, in order to facilitate our selection of samples

•

ensure that all appropriate staff are available on site throughout (or as otherwise
agreed) the planned period of the audit

•

respond promptly and adequately to audit queries.
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10. Audit fees
.

Planned audit fees 2019/20
Across all sectors and firms, the FRC has set out its expectation of improved financial reporting from organisations and the need for auditors to demonstrate increased scepticism and challenge
and to undertake additional and more robust testing. Within the public sector, where the FRC has recently assumed responsibility for the inspection of local government audit, the regulator
requires that all audits achieve a 2A (few improvements needed) rating.
Our work across the sector in 2018/19 has highlighted areas where local government financial reporting, in particular, property, plant and equipment and pensions, needs to be improved. We
have also identified an increase in the complexity of local government financial transactions. Combined with the FRC requirement that 100% of audits achieve a 2A rating this means that
additional audit work is required. We have set out below the expected impact on our audit fee. The table overleaf provides more details about the areas where we will be undertaking further
testing.
As a firm, we are absolutely committed to meeting the expectations of the FRC with regard to audit quality and local government financial reporting. Our proposed work and fee for 2019/20 at the
planning stage, as set out below and with further analysis overleaf, has been agreed with the Chief Finance Officer and is subject to PSAA agreement.
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Actual Fee 2017/18

Council Audit

£48,000

Actual Fee 2018/19
£44,959

Proposed fee 2019/20
£44,559

Assumptions:
In setting the above fees, we have assumed that the Authority will:
- prepare a good quality set of accounts, supported by comprehensive and well presented working papers which are ready at the start of the audit
- provide appropriate analysis, support and evidence to support all critical judgements and significant judgements made during the course of preparing the financial statements
- provide early notice of proposed complex or unusual transactions which could have a material impact on the financial statements.
Relevant professional standards:
In preparing our fee estimate, we have had regard to all relevant professional standards, including paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2 of the FRC’s Ethical Standard which stipulate that the Engagement Lead
(Key Audit Partner) must set a fee sufficient to enable the resourcing of the audit with staff of appropriate skills, time and abilities to deliver an audit to the required professional standard.

© 2019 Grant Thornton UK LLP | External Audit Plan for Rother District Council | 2019/20
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Audit fee variations – Further analysis
Planned audit fees
The table below shows the planned variations to the original scale fee for 2019/20 based on our best estimate at the audit planning stage. Further issues identified during the
course of the audit may incur additional fees. In agreement with PSAA (where applicable) we will be seeking approval to secure these additional fees for the remainder of the
contract via a formal rebasing of your scale fee to reflect the increased level of audit work required to enable us to discharge our responsibilities. Should any further issues
arise during the course of the audit that necessitate further audit work additional fees will be incurred, subject to PSAA approval.
£

Scale fee

37,059

Raising the bar

2,500

The Financial Reporting Council (FRC) has highlighted that the quality of work by all audit firms needs to improve
across local audit. This will require additional supervision and leadership, as well as additional challenge and
scepticism in areas such as journals, estimates, financial resilience and information provided by the entity.

Pensions – valuation of net
pension liabilities under
International Auditing
Standard (IAS) 19

1,750

We have increased the granularity, depth and scope of coverage, with increased levels of sampling, additional levels
of challenge and explanation sought, and heightened levels of documentation and reporting.

PPE Valuation – work of
experts

1,750

We have increased the volume and scope of our audit work to ensure an adequate level of audit scrutiny and
challenge over the assumptions that underpin PPE valuations.

New standards/developments

1,500

You are required to respond effectively to new accounting standards and we must ensure our audit work in these
new areas is robust. This year we will be responding to the introduction of IFRS16. IFRS16 requires a leased asset,
previously accounted for as an operating lease off balance sheet, to be recognised as a ‘right of use’ asset with a
corresponding liability on the balance sheet from 1 April 2020. There is a requirement, under IAS8, to disclose the
expected impact of this change in accounting treatment in the 2019/20 financial statements.

Revised scale fee (to be
approved by PSAA)

44,559
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Audit area

Rationale for fee variation
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11. Independence & non-audit services
Auditor independence
Ethical Standards and ISA (UK) 260 require us to give you timely disclosure of all significant facts and matters that may bear upon the integrity, objectivity and independence of the firm
or covered persons relating to our independence. We encourage you to contact us to discuss these or any other independence issues with us. We will also discuss with you if we make
additional significant judgements surrounding independence matters.
We confirm that there are no significant facts or matters that impact on our independence as auditors that we are required or wish to draw to your attention. We have complied with the
Financial Reporting Council's Ethical Standard and we as a firm, and each covered person, confirm that we are independent and are able to express an objective opinion on the financial
statements.
We confirm that we have implemented policies and procedures to meet the requirements of the Financial Reporting Council’s Ethical Standard and we as a firm, and each covered
person, confirm that we are independent and are able to express an objective opinion on the financial statements. Further, we have complied with the requirements of the National Audit
Office’s Auditor Guidance Note 01 issued in December 2017 and PSAA’s Terms of Appointment which set out supplementary guidance on ethical requirements for auditors of local
public bodies.
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Other services provided by Grant Thornton
For the purposes of our audit we have made enquiries of all Grant Thornton UK LLP teams providing services to the Authority. The following other services were identified.

Service

£

Threats

Safeguards

Self-Interest (because
this is a recurring fee)

The level of this recurring fee taken on its own is not considered a significant threat to independence as the fee
for this work in 2018/19 was £12,750 in comparison to the total fee for the audit of £44,959, and in particular
relative to Grant Thornton UK LLP’s turnover overall. Further it is a fixed fee and there is no contingent element
to it. These factors all mitigate the perceived self-interest threat to an acceptable level.

Audit related:
Certification of Housing
Benefit Subsidy claim

TBC

Non-audit related:
None
The amounts detailed are fees agreed to-date for audit related and non-audit services to be undertaken by Grant Thornton UK LLP in the current financial year. These services are
consistent with the Council’s policy on the allotment of non-audit work to your auditors. Any changes and full details of all fees charged for audit related and non-audit related services by
Grant Thornton UK LLP and by Grant Thornton International Limited network member Firms will be included in our Audit Findings report at the conclusion of the audit.
None of the services provided are subject to contingent fees.
The firm is committed to improving our audit quality – please see our transparency report - https://www.grantthornton.ie/about/transparency-report/
© 2019 Grant Thornton UK LLP | External Audit Plan for Rother District Council | 2019/20
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Appendices

Audit Quality – national context
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A.
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Appendix A: Audit Quality – national context
What has the FRC said about Audit Quality?

What are we doing to address FRC findings?

The Financial Reporting Council (FRC) publishes an annual Quality Inspection of our firm,
alongside our competitors. The Annual Quality Review (AQR) monitors the quality of UK
Public Interest Entity audits to promote continuous improvement in audit quality.

In response to the FRC’s findings, the firm is responding vigorously and with purpose. As
part of our Audit Investment Programme (AIP), we are establishing a new Quality Board,
commissioning an independent review of our audit function, and strengthening our senior
leadership at the highest levels of the firm, for example through the appointment of Fiona
Baldwin as Head of Audit. We are confident these investments will make a real difference.

All of the major audit firms are subject to an annual review process in which the FRC
inspects a small sample of audits performed from each of the firms to see if they fully
conform to required standards.

•

improve the extent and rigour of challenge of management in areas of judgement

We have also undertaken a root cause analysis and put in place processes to address the
issues raised by the FRC. We have already implemented new training material that will
reinforce the need for our engagement teams to challenge management and demonstrate
how they have applied professional scepticism as part of the audit. Further guidance on
auditing areas such as revenue has also been disseminated to all audit teams and we will
continue to evolve our training and review processes on an ongoing basis.

•

improve the consistency of audit teams’ application of professional scepticism

What will be different in this audit?

•

strengthen the effectiveness of the audit of revenue

•

improve the audit of going concern

•

improve the audit of the completeness and evaluation of prior year adjustments.

We will continue working collaboratively with you to deliver the audit to the agreed
timetable whilst improving our audit quality. In achieving this you may see, for example, an
increased expectation for management to develop properly articulated papers for any new
accounting standard, or unusual or complex transactions. In addition, you should expect
engagement teams to exercise even greater challenge management in areas that are
complex, significant or highly judgmental which may be the case for accounting estimates,
going concern, related parties and similar areas. As a result you may find the audit process
even more challenging than previous audits. These changes will give the audit committee –
which has overall responsibility for governance - and senior management greater
confidence that we have delivered a high quality audit and that the financial statements are
not materially misstated. Even greater challenge of management will also enable us to
provide greater insights into the quality of your finance function and internal control
environment and provide those charged with governance confidence that a material
misstatement due to fraud will have been detected.

The most recent report, published in July 2019, shows that the results of commercial audits
taken across all the firms have worsened this year. The FRC has identified the need for
auditors to:
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The FRC has also set all firms the target of achieving a grading of ‘2a’ (limited
improvements required) or better on all FTSE 350 audits. We have set ourselves the same
target for public sector audits from 2019/20.
Other sector wide reviews

Alongside the FRC, other key stakeholders including the Department for Business, energy
and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) have expressed concern about the quality of audit work and
the need for improvement. A number of key reviews into the profession have been
undertaken or are in progress. These include the review by Sir John Kingman of the
Financial Reporting Council (Dec 2018), the review by the Competition and Markets
authority of competition within the audit market, the ongoing review by Sir Donald Brydon
of external audit, and specifically for public services, the Review by Sir Tony Redmond of
local authority financial reporting and external audit. As a firm, we are contributing to all
these reviews and keen to be at the forefront of developments and improvements in public
audit.

We will still plan for a smooth audit and ensure this is completed to the timetable agreed.
However, there may be instances where we may require additional time for both the audit
work to be completed to the standard required and to ensure management have
appropriate time to consider any matters raised. This may require us to agree with you a
delay in signing the announcement and financial statements. To minimise this risk, we will
keep you informed of progress and risks to the timetable as the audit progresses.
We are absolutely committed to delivering audit of the highest quality and we should be
happy to provide further detail about our improvement plans should you require it.

© 2019 Grant Thornton UK LLP | External Audit Plan for Rother District Council | 2019/20
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Introduction & headlines
Purpose
This document provides an update to the planned scope and timing of the statutory audit of Rother District Council (‘the Council’), as reported in our Audit Plan dated March 2020, for those
charged with governance.
The current environment
In addition to the audit risks communicated to those charged with governance in our Audit Plan dated March 2020 recent events have led us to update our planning risk assessment and
reconsider our audit and value for money (VfM) approach to reflect the unprecedented global response to the Covid-19 pandemic. The significance of the situation cannot be underestimated
and the implications for individuals, organisations and communities remains highly uncertain. For our public sector audited bodies we appreciate the significant responsibility and burden your
staff have to ensure vital public services are provided. As far we can our aim is to work with you in these unprecedented times, ensuring up to date communication and flexibility where
possible in our audit procedures.
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Impact on our audit and VfM work
Management and those charged with governance are still required to prepare financial statements in accordance with the relevant accounting standards and the Code of Audit Practice, albeit
the deadline for the preparation of financial statements has now been extended to 31 August 2020 and for the publication of audited financial statements to 30 November 2020. We continue to
be responsible for forming and expressing an opinion on the Council’s financial statements and VfM arrangements. We will liaise with management to agree a timescale for our work on the
Council’s 2019/20 accounts.
In order to fulfil our responsibilities under International Auditing Standards (ISA’s (UK)) we have revisited our planning risk assessment. We may also need to consider implementing changes to
the procedures we had planned and reported in our Audit Plan to reflect current restrictions to working practices, such as the application of technology to allow remote working. Additionally it
has been confirmed since our Audit Plan was issued that the implementation of IFRS 16 has been delayed for the public sector until 2021/22.
Changes to our audit approach
To date we have:
- identified a new significant financial statement risk, as described overleaf
- reviewed the materiality levels we determined for the audit. We did not identify any changes to our materiality assessment as a result of the risk identified due to Covid-19.
Changes to our VfM approach
We have updated our VfM risk assessment to document our understanding of your arrangements to ensure critical business continuity in the current environment. In our Audit Plan we
identified a significant VfM risk relating to financial sustainability. We have not identified any new VfM risks in relation to Covid-19.
Conclusion
We will ensure any further changes in our audit and VfM approach and procedures are communicated with management and reported in our Audit Findings Report. We wish to thank
management for their timely collaboration in this difficult time.

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP | External Audit Plan addendum for Rother District Council | 2019/20
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Significant risks identified – Covid-19 pandemic
Risk

Reason for risk identification

Covid – 19 The global outbreak of the Covid-19 virus pandemic has led to unprecedented uncertainty for all
organisations, requiring urgent business continuity arrangements to be implemented. We expect
current circumstances will have an impact on the production and audit of the financial statements
for the year ended 31 March 2020, including and not limited to;
-

-

Key aspects of our proposed response to the risk
We will:
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•

remote working arrangements and redeployment of staff to critical front line duties may impact
on the quality and timing of the production of the financial statements, and the evidence we can
obtain through physical observation;

work with management to understand the implications the
response to the Covid-19 pandemic has on the organisation’s
ability to prepare the financial statements and update financial
forecasts and assess the implications on our audit approach

•

volatility of financial and property markets will increase the uncertainty of assumptions applied
by management to asset valuation and receivable recovery estimates, and the reliability of
evidence we can obtain to corroborate management estimates;

liaise with other audit suppliers, regulators and government
departments to co-ordinate practical cross-sector responses to
issues as and when they arise

•

evaluate the adequacy of the disclosures in the financial
statements in light of the Covid-19 pandemic.

-

financial uncertainty will require management to reconsider financial forecasts supporting their
going concern assessment and whether material uncertainties for a period of at least 12 months
from the anticipated date of approval of the audited financial statements have arisen; and

•

evaluate whether sufficient audit evidence using alternative
approaches can be obtained for the purposes of our audit whilst
working remotely

-

disclosures within the financial statements will require significant revision to reflect the
unprecedented situation and its impact on the preparation of the financial statements as at 31
March 2020 in accordance with IAS1, particularly in relation to material uncertainties.

•

evaluate whether sufficient audit evidence can be obtained to
corroborate significant management estimates such as asset
valuations and recovery of receivable balances

•

evaluate management’s assumptions that underpin the revised
financial forecasts and the impact on management’s going
concern assessment

•

discuss with management any potential implications for our audit
report if we have been unable to obtain sufficient audit evidence.

We have therefore identified the global outbreak of the Covid-19 virus as a significant risk.

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP | External Audit Plan addendum for Rother District Council | 2019/20
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Darren Wells
Engagement Lead
T 01293 554120
M 07880 456152
E darren.j.wells@uk.gt.com
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This paper provides the Audit Committee with a report on progress in
delivering our responsibilities as your external auditors.
The paper also includes a summary of emerging national issues and developments that may be relevant to you as a
Council.
Members of the Audit Committee can find further useful material on our website, where we have a section dedicated
to our work in the public sector. Here you can download copies of our publications www.grantthornton.co.uk .

Trevor Greenlee

If you would like further information on any items in this briefing, or would like to register with Grant Thornton to
receive regular email updates on issues that are of interest to you, please contact either your Engagement Lead or
Engagement Manager.

Engagement Manager

tthornton.co.uk/sights-local-government--transitioning-successfully/

T 01293 554071
M 07880 456148
E trevor.greenlee@uk.gt.com
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Progress at March 2020
2018/19 Housing Benefit Subsidy claim
Certain claims and returns submitted by local authorities require work by a Reporting
Accountant to help confirm the authority's entitlement to funding. We completed our work
as Reporting Accountant on the Council’s 2018/19 housing benefit subsidy claim in
November 2019. The Council’s 2018/19 housing benefit subsidy claim was for £20.4
million.

Interim audit
Our interim audit work, including early substantive testing, will commence in March 2020.
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Our work was performed under a framework for Reporting Accountants issued by the
Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) in accordance with the International Standard
on Related Services (ISRS) 4400 “Engagements to perform agreed-upon-procedures
regarding financial information”. Our engagement required us to complete the work
specified under the Housing Benefit (Subsidy) Assurance Process (HBAP).

The HBAP framework requires sample testing of benefit claims to confirm benefit has
been awarded in accordance with regulations and correctly recorded for subsidy
purposes. Where errors are identified then additional testing is performed. If an
adjustment is required and the impact of the error can be quantified exactly then the
claim is amended, otherwise the impact is extrapolated and reported to DWP.
Our work on the 2018/19 claim identified a number of errors which required additional
testing under the HBAP framework. However, the nature of the errors and the outcomes
from testing were such that there was no impact on subsidy. There were no
amendments to the 2018/19 claim and no issues which required us to report
extrapolations to DWP.

2019/20 Audit
Audit planning
Our 2019/20 audit plan is included as a separate item on today’s agenda.
We will continue to:
•

hold discussions with management to inform our risk assessment;

•

review minutes and papers from key meetings; and

•

review relevant sector information to ensure that we capture any emerging issues and
consider these as part of our audit.

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP.
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Audit Deliverables

2019/20 Deliverables

Planned Date

Status

Fee Letter

April 2019

Complete

March 2020

Included as a separate item
on today’s agenda

July 2020

Not yet due

July 2020

Not yet due

September 2020

Not yet due

Our fee letter confirms the audit fee for 2019/20.
Accounts Audit Plan
We are required to issue a detailed accounts audit plan to the Audit Committee setting out our
proposed approach in order to give an opinion on the Council’s 2019-20 financial statements.
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Audit Findings Report
The Audit Findings Report summarises the outcomes from our work on the financial statements and to
support our value for money conclusion.
Auditors Report
This is the opinion on your financial statements, annual governance statement and value for money
conclusion.
Annual Audit Letter
The annual audit letter communicates the key issues arising from our 2019/20 work.

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP.
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Sector Update

Councils are tackling a continuing drive to
achieve greater efficiency in the delivery of
public services, whilst facing the challenges to
address rising demand, ongoing budget
pressures and social inequality.
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Our sector update provides you with an up to date summary of emerging
national issues and developments to support you. We cover areas which
may have an impact on your organisation, the wider NHS and the public
sector as a whole. Links are provided to the detailed report/briefing to
allow you to delve further and find out more.
Our public sector team at Grant Thornton also undertake research on
service and technical issues. We will bring you the latest research
publications in this update. We also include areas of potential interest to
start conversations within the organisation and with audit committee
members, as well as any accounting and regulatory updates.

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP.

•

Grant Thornton Publications

•

Insights from local government sector
specialists

•

Reports of interest

•

Accounting and regulatory updates

More information can be found on our dedicated local government section on the
Grant Thornton website at https://www.grantthornton.co.uk/en/industries/publicsector/local-government/
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Brydon Review – the quality & effectiveness of

audit
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The Brydon review is an independent review, led by Sir
Donald Brydon, which has looked at the quality and
effectiveness of audit, seeking to make proposals that will
improve the UK audit ‘product’. The review has examined the
nature and scope of audit from a user perspective and seeks
to clarify and potentially close the ‘expectation gap’ (ie what
stakeholders and society expect from audit compared to what
it delivers today).
A full list of Sir Donald’s recommendations can be found online, and a brief summary is
provided below:

On the auditor’s responsibility to detect fraud, Jonathan Riley, Grant Thornton Head of
Quality and Reputation, said: “We are pleased to note that Sir Donald Brydon makes it clear
that not only is there an expectation gap in relation to the purpose of audit and the detection
of fraud but that the current ISAs need revision, and training of corporate auditors need to be
enhanced, in order to allow auditors to better detect fraud. This is further reinforced by the
new ability to make it easier for users of accounts, not just management, to inform the
auditor of concerns relating to financial statements.”
“Notwithstanding these proposals, it is neither possible or desirable for an auditor to test in
detail every transaction of the company and so materiality will still exist. In addition, a fraud
involving collusion and sophistication may still prove extremely hard to detect.”
Grant Thornton welcomes the consideration given by Sir Donald on the quality and
effectiveness of audit. These recommendations should bring far greater clarity and
transparency to the profession and ultimately result in an audit regime that allows auditors to
better assess, assure and inform all users of financial accounts.

•

Redefinition of audit and its purpose

•

Creation of a corporate auditing profession, governed by principles

•

Introduction of suspicion into the qualities of auditing

•

Extension of the concept of auditing to areas beyond financial statements

•

Mechanisms to encourage greater engagement of shareholders with audit and auditors

•

Change in language of the opinion given by auditors

•

Introduction of a corporate Audit and Assurance Policy, a Resilience Statement and a
Public Interest Statement

•

Suggestions to inform the work of BEIS on internal controls and improve clarity on capital
maintenance

•

Greater clarity around the roles of the audit committee

The public perception of audit remains weak and failures continue to happen, so we agree
that now is the right time to explore what needs to change to ensure that audit is fit for
modern day business and meets the public interest. The report should contribute heavily
towards this outcome.

•

A package of measures around fraud detection and prevention

Link to the full report and full list of recommendations:

•

Improved auditor communication and transparency

•

Obligations to acknowledge external signals of concern

•

Extension of audit to new areas including Alternative Performance Measures

•

Increased use of technology

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP.

Crucially, the Government must now consider these recommendations not just in context of
earlier inquiries into the profession, but also against the backdrop of global trade and
Britain’s future role as a pillar of global commerce. The report places new obligations not
only on auditors, but also on company directors. Together with other regulations such as the
revised Ethical Standard and wider corporate governance requirements, the proposed
changes need to strike the right balance and not dent our place on the world’s financial
stage. Careful explanation particularly of what this means to those fast growing mid-sized
public entities seeking capital will be necessary.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-quality-and-effectiveness-of-auditindependent-review
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MHCLG – Independent probe into local

government audit
In July, the then Communities secretary, James Brokenshire,
announced the government is to examine local authority
financial reporting and auditing.
At the CIPFA conference he told delegates the independent review will be headed up by Sir
Tony Redmond, a former CIPFA president.
The government was “working towards improving its approach to local government oversight
and support”, Brokenshire promised.
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“A robust local audit system is absolutely pivotal to work on oversight, not just because it
reinforces confidence in financial reporting but because it reinforces service delivery and,
ultimately, our faith in local democracy,” he said.
“There are potentially far-reaching consequences when audits aren’t carried out properly and
fail to detect significant problems.”
The review will look at the quality of local authority audits and whether they are highlighting
when an organisation is in financial trouble early enough.
It will also look at whether the public has lost faith in auditors and whether the current audit
arrangements for councils are still “fit for purpose”.
On the appointment of Redmond, CIPFA chief executive Rob Whiteman said: “Tony
Redmond is uniquely placed to lead this vital review, which will be critical for determining
future regulatory requirements.
“Local audit is crucial in providing assurance and accountability to the public, while helping to
prevent financial and governance failure.”
He added: “This work will allow us to identify what is needed to make local audit as robust as
possible, and how the audit function can meet the assurance needs, both now and in the
future, of the sector as a whole.”

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP.

In the question and answer session following his speech, Brokenshire said he was not
looking to bring back the Audit Commission, which appointed auditors to local bodies and
was abolished in 2015. MHCLG note that auditing of local authorities was then taken over by
the private, voluntary and not-for-profit sectors.
He explained he was “open minded”, but believed the Audit Commission was “of its time”.
Local authorities in England are responsible for 22% of total UK public sector expenditure so
their accounts “must be of the highest level of transparency and quality”, the Ministry of
Housing, Local Government and Communities said. The review will also look at how local
authorities publish their annual accounts and if the financial reporting system is robust
enough.
Redmond, who has also been a local authority treasurer and chief executive, was expected
to report to the communities secretary with his initial recommendations in December 2019,
with a final report published in March 2020. Redmond has also worked as a local
government boundary commissioner and held the post of local government ombudsman.
The terms of reference focus on whether there is an “expectation gap” between the purpose
of external audit and what it is currently delivering. It will examine the performance of local
authority audit, judged according to the criteria of economy, effectiveness and efficiency.
Other key areas of the review include whether:
1)

audit recommendations are effective in helping councils to improve financial
management

2)

auditors are using their reporting powers appropriately

3)

councils are responding to auditors appropriately

4)

Financial savings from local audit reforms have been realised

5)

There has been an increase in audit providers

6)

Auditors are properly responding to questions or objections by local taxpayers

7)

Council accounts report financial performance in a way that is transparent and open to
local press scrutiny
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Redmond Review – Review of local authority
financial reporting and external audit
•

Investing in improving the quality of financial reporting by local bodies;

•

A realistic timescale for audit reporting, with opinion sign off by September each year,
rather than July;

•

An increase in audit fees to appropriate levels that reflect current levels of complexity and
regulatory focus;

Grant Thornton provided a comprehensive submission, We believe that local authority
financial reporting and audit is at a crossroads. Recent years have seen major changes.
More complex accounting, earlier financial close and lower fees have placed pressure on
authorities and auditors alike. The target sign-off date for audited financial statements of 31
July has created a significant peak of workload for auditors. It has made it impossible to
retain specialist teams throughout the year. It has also impacted on individual auditors’ wellbeing, making certain roles difficult to recruit to, especially in remote parts of the country.

•

A more tailored and proportional approach to local audit regulation, implementing the
Kingman recommendations in full;

•

Ensuring that Value for Money audit work has a more impactful scope, as part of the
current NAO Code of Audit Practice refresh;

•

Introducing urgent reforms which help ensure future audit arrangements are sustainable
and attractive to future generations of local audit professionals.

Meanwhile, the focus on Value for Money, in its true sense, and on protecting the interests of
citizens as taxpayers and users of services are in danger of falling by the wayside. The use
of a black and white ‘conclusion’ has encouraged a mechanistic and tick box approach, with
auditors more focused on avoiding criticism from the regulator than on producing Value for
Money reports that are of value to local people.

We note that Sir Donald Brydon, in his review published this week, has recommended that
“the Audit, Reporting and Governance Authority (ARGA) (the proposed new regulatory body)
should facilitate the establishment of a corporate auditing profession based on a core set of
principles. (This should include but not be limited to) the statutory audit of financial
statements.” Recognising the unique nature of public audit, and the special importance of
stewardship of public money, we also recommend that a similar profession be established
for local audit. This should be overseen by a new public sector regulator.
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The independent review led by Sir Tony Redmond sought
views on the quality of local authority financial reporting and
external audit. The consultation ran from 17 September 2019
to 20 December 2019.

In this environment, persuading talented people to remain in the local audit market is difficult.
Many of our promising newly qualified staff and Audit Managers have left the firm to pursue
careers elsewhere, often outside the public sector, and almost never to pursue public audit
at other firms. Grant Thornton is now the only firm which supports qualification through
CIPFA. It is no longer clear where the next generation of local auditors will come from.
We believe that now is the time to reframe both local authority financial reporting and local
audit. Specifically, we believe that there is a need for:
•

More clearly established system leadership for local audit;

•

Simplified local authority financial reporting, particularly in the areas of capital accounting
and pensions;

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP.

As the reviews by John Kingman, Sir Donald Brydon, and the CMA have made clear, the
market, politicians and the media believe that, in the corporate world, both the transparency
of financial reporting and audit quality needs to be improved. Audit fees have fallen too low,
and auditors are not perceived to be addressing the key things which matter to stakeholders,
including a greater focus on future financial stability. The local audit sector shares many of
the challenges facing company audit. All of us in this sector need to be seen to be stepping
up to the challenge. This Review presents a unique opportunity to change course, and to
help secure the future of local audit, along with meaningful financial reporting.
.”
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National Audit Office – Code of Audit Practice
The Code of Audit Practice sets out what local auditors of
relevant local public bodies are required to do to fulfil their
statutory responsibilities under the Local Audit and
Accountability Act 2014. ‘Relevant authorities’ are set out in
Schedule 2 of the Act and include local councils, fire
authorities, police and NHS bodies.
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Local auditors must comply with the Code of Audit Practice.
Consultation – New Code of Audit Practice from 2020
Schedule 6 of the Act requires that the Code be reviewed, and revisions considered at least
every five years. The current Code came into force on 1 April 2015, and the maximum fiveyear lifespan of the Code means it now needs to be reviewed and a new Code laid in
Parliament in time for it to come in to force no later than 1 April 2020.
In order to determine what changes might be appropriate, the NAO consulted on potential
changes to the Code in two stages:
Stage 1 involved engagement with key stakeholders and public consultation on the issues
that are considered to be relevant to the development of the Code.
The NAO received a total of 41 responses to the consultation which included positive
feedback on the two-stage approach to developing the Code that has been adopted. The
NAO stated that they considered carefully the views of respondents in respect of the points
drawn out from the Issues paper and this informed the development of the draft Code. A
summary of the responses received to the questions set out in the Issues paper can be
found below.

Stage 2 of the consultation involved consulting on the draft text of the new Code. To support
stage 2, the NAO published a consultation document, which highlighted the key changes to
each chapter of the draft Code. The most significant changes are in relation to the Value for
Money arrangements. The draft Code incudes three specific criteria that auditors must
consider:
a)

Financial sustainability: how the body plans and manages its resources to ensure it can
continue to deliver its services;

b)

Governance: how the body ensures that it makes informed decisions and properly
manages its risks; and

c)

Improving economy, efficiency and effectiveness: how the body uses information about
its costs and performance to improve the way it manages and delivers its services.

The auditor will be required to provide a commentary on the arrangements in place to secure
value for money. Where significant weaknesses are identified the auditor should make
recommendations setting out
•

Their judgement on the nature of the weakness identified

•

The evidence on which their view is based

•

The impact on the local body

•

The action the body needs to take to address the weakness

The consultation document and a copy of the new Code can be
found on the NAO website. The new Code will apply from audits
of local bodies’ 2020-21 financial statements onwards.
Link to NAO webpage for the new Code:
https://www.nao.org.uk/code-audit-practice/wpcontent/uploads/sites/29/2020/01/Code_of_audit_practice_2020.pdf

Local audit in England Code of Audit Practice – Consultation Response (pdf – 256KB)

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP.
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Financial Reporting Council – Summary of key
developments for 2019/20 annual reports
On 30 October the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) wrote
an Open Letter to Company Audit Committee Chairs. Some
of the points are relevant to local authorities.

IFRS 16 Leases
The FRC letter also comments on the introduction of IFRS 16. Please refer to pages XX for
more information on this topic.

The reporting environment

Page 29

The FRC notes that, “In times of uncertainty, whether created by political events, general
economic conditions or operational challenges, investors look for greater transparency in
corporate reports to inform their decision-making. We expect companies to consider carefully
the detail provided in those areas of their reports which are exposed to heightened levels of
risk; for example, descriptions of how they have approached going concern considerations,
the impact of Brexit and all areas of material estimation uncertainty.” These issues equally
affect local authorities, and the Statement of Accounts or Annual Report should provide
readers with sufficient appropriate information on these topics.

Critical judgements and estimates
The FRC wrote “More companies this year made a clear distinction between the critical
judgements they make in preparing their accounts from those that involve the making of
estimates and which lead to different disclosure requirements. However, some provided
insufficient disclosures to explain this area of their reporting where a particular judgement
had significant impact on their reporting; for example, whether a specific investment was a
joint venture or a subsidiary requiring consolidation. We will continue to have a key focus on
the adequacy of disclosures supporting transparent reporting of estimation uncertainties. An
understanding of their sensitivity to changing assumptions is of critical value to investors,
giving them clearer insight into the possible future changes in balance sheet values and
which can inform their investment decisions.” Critical judgements and estimates also form a
crucial part of local authority statements of account, with the distinction often blurred.

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP.

Financial Reporting
Challenge question:
Will you have the opportunity to review and comment on your
authority’s statement of accounts before they are published at the
end of May?
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Financial Reporting Council – aid to Audit
Committees in evaluating audit quality
On 19 December the Financial Reporting Council (FRC)
issued an update of its Practice Aid to assist audit committees
in evaluating audit quality in their assessment of the
effectiveness of the external audit process.

The FRC encourages audit committees to use the Practice Aid to help develop their own
approach to their evaluation of audit quality, tailored to the circumstances of their company.
Audit committees are encouraged to see their evaluation as integrated with other aspects of
their role related to ensuring the quality of the financial statements – obtaining evidence of
the quality of the auditor’s judgments made throughout the audit, in identifying audit risks,
determining materiality and planning their work accordingly, as well as in assessing issues.”
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The FRC notes that, “The update takes account of developments since the first edition was
issued in 2015, including revisions of the UK Corporate Governance Code, the requirement
for all Public Interest Entities (PIEs) to conduct a tender at least every 10 years and rotate
auditors after at least 20 years, and increasing focus generally on audit quality and the role
of the audit committee. It also takes account of commentary from audit committees
suggesting how the Practice Aid could be more practical in focus and more clearly
presented.
The framework set out in the Practice Aid focuses on understanding and challenging how the
auditor demonstrates the effectiveness of key professional judgments made throughout the
audit and how these might be supported by evidence of critical auditor competencies. New
sections have been added addressing the audit tender process, stressing that high-audit
quality should be the primary selection criterion, and matters to cover in audit committee
reporting.
As well as illustrating a framework for the audit committee’s evaluation, the Practice Aid sets
out practical suggestions on how audit committees might tailor their evaluation in the context
of the company’s business model and strategy; the business risks it faces; and the
perception of the reasonable expectations of the company’s investors and other
stakeholders. These include examples of matters for the audit committee to consider in
relation to key areas of audit judgment, and illustrative audit committee considerations in
evaluating the auditor's competencies.

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP.

The Practice Aid can be obtained from the FRC website:
https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/68637e7a-8e28-484a-aec2-720544a172ba/Audit-QualityPractice-Aid-for-Audit-Committees-2019.pdf
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Implementation of International Financial
Reporting Standard 16 Leases
IFRS 16 Leases, as interpreted and adapted for the public
sector, will be effective from 1 April 2020.
Background

Information needed for 2019/20 financial statements
In order to make disclosures in 2019/20, a significant amount of data will be needed, most
significantly:
•

a complete list of leases previously identified under IAS 17 and IFRIC 4

•

details of non-cancellable lease terms, purchase options, extension and termination
options

•

details of lease arrangements at peppercorn or NIL rental

The new Standard replaces the current leasing standard IAS 17 and related interpretation
documents IFRIC 4, SIC 15 and SIC 27 and it sets out the principles for the recognition,
measurement, presentation and disclosure of leases. The IASB published IFRS 16 because
it was aware that the previous lease accounting model was criticised for failing to provide a
faithful representation of leasing transactions.

•

anticipated future cash flows and implicit interest rates or incremental borrowing rates to
enable calculation of lease liabilities

Impact on 2019/20 financial statements

•

determined whether the impact of IFRS 16 will be material for your authority

Whilst the new Standard is effective from 1 April 2020, authorities are required by the Code
to ‘disclose information relating to the impact of an accounting change that will be required
by a new standard that has been issued but not yet adopted’. This requirement of the Code
(3.3.4.3) reflects the requirements of paragraph 30 of IAS 8 Accounting Policies, Changes in
Accounting Estimates and Errors.

•

raised awareness of the new Standard across the authority, potentially including
procurement, estates, legal and IT departments

•

assessed the completeness and accuracy of your lease register and taken action if
necessary

In the 2019/20 financial statements we would therefore expect to see authorities make
disclosures including:

•

formalised and signed existing lease documentation

•

identified leases of low value assets and leases with short terms

•

the title of the Standard

•

considered whether liaison with valuation experts is necessary

•

the date of implementation

•

started to draft your 2019/20 disclosure note

•

the fact that the modified retrospective basis of transition is to be applied, with transition
adjustments reflected through opening reserves

•

started to embed processes to capture the data necessary to manage the ongoing
accounting implications of IFRS 16

•

known or reasonably estimable information relevant to assessing the possible impact that
application will have on the entity’s financial statements, including the impact on assets,
liabilities, reserves, classification of expenditure and cashflows

and that you are monitoring progress against an approved IFRS 16 implementation plan.
Your local engagement team will be in touch to discuss your progress with IFRS 16
implementation and audit working paper requirements.

•

the basis for measuring right of use assets on transition

•

the anticipated use of recognition exemptions and practical expedients recognising that
what is sufficient disclosure for one body may not be sufficient for another

IFRS 16 Leases was issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) in
January 2016 and is being applied by HM Treasury in the Government Financial Reporting
Manual from 1 April 2020. Implementation of the Standard will be included in the Code of
Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom (the Code) for 2020/21.

Page 31

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP.

Audit work on IFRS 16 transition
At this stage, we would expect you to have:
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Implementation of International Financial
Reporting Standard 16 Leases
.

Further information and guidance

CIPFA published their 2020/21 Code consultation on 12 July 2019, including an Appendix
concerned with IFRS 16 implementation, further details can be found at:
https://www.cipfa.org/policy-and-guidance/consultations-archive/code-of-practice-on-localauthority-accounting-in-the-united-kingdom-202021?crdm=0

Financial Reporting
Challenge question:

Does your authority have a project plan in place in relation to IFRS
16 Leases implementation?
Is your authority’s progress against the project plan on track?

Page 32

HM Treasury published IFRS 16 Application Guidance in December 2019 which can be
found at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_dat
a/file/853238/IFRS_16_Application_Guidance_December_2019.pdf

CIPFA’s IFRS 16 ‘Early guide for local authority practitioners’ is available at:
https://www.cipfa.org/policy-and-guidance/publications/i/ifrs-16-leases-an-early-guide-forlocal-authority-practitioners

IFRS 16 has been adopted a year earlier in the commercial sector. The Financial Reporting
Council has published an IFRS 16 Thematic Review ‘Review of Interim Disclosures in the
First Year of Application’, containing key findings from their review and providing helpful
insights into important disclosure requirements. The FRC’s publication is available at:
https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/a0e7c6e7-67d0-40fe-b869-e5cc589afe79/IFRS-16thematic-review-2019-optomised.pdf.

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP.
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What is the future for local audit?
Paul Dossett, Head of local government at Grant Thornton,
has written in the Municipal Journal “Audit has been a hot
topic of debate this year and local audit is no exception. With
a review into the quality of local audit now ongoing, it’s critical
that part of this work looks at the overarching governance and
management of the audit regime. We believe there is a strong
need for new oversight arrangements if the local audit regime
is to remain sustainable and effective in the future.”
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Paul goes on to write “Local (local authority and NHS) audit has been a key part of the
oversight regime for public services for more than a century. The National Audit Office (NAO)
has exercised this role in central government for several generations and their reporting to
Parliament via the Public Accounts Committee is a key part of the public spending
accountability framework.

These various bodies have pursued separate objectives in areas such as audit fee reduction,
scope of work, compliance with commercial practice, earlier reporting deadlines and
mirroring commercial accounting conventions – to name just a few.
This has resulted in a regime that no stakeholder is wholly satisfied with and one that does
not ensure local audit is providing a sufficiently robust and holistic oversight of public
spending.
To help provide a more cohesive and co-ordinated approach within the sector, we believe
that new oversight arrangements should be introduced. These would have ultimate
responsibility for ensuring the sustainability of the local audit regime and that its component
parts – including the Audit Code, regulation, market management and fees – interact in an
optimal way. While these arrangements do not need to be another Audit Commission, we
need to have a strategic approach to addressing the financial sustainability challenges facing
local government and the NHS, the benchmarking of performance and the investigation of
governance failings.
There are a number of possible solutions including:

1)
Local audit got a significant boost with the creation of the Audit Commission in 1983 which
provided a coordinated, high profile focus on local government and (from 1990) NHS
spending and performance at a local level. Through undertaking value for money reviews
and maintaining a tight focus on the generational governance challenges, such as rate
capping in the 1980s and service governance failings in the 1990s, the Commission provided
a robust market management function for the local audit regime. Local audit fees,
2)
appointments, scope, quality and relevant support for auditors all fell within their ambit.
However, the Commission was ultimately deemed, among other things, to be too expensive
and was abolished in 2010, as part of the Coalition Government’s austerity saving plans.
While the regime was not perfect, and the sector had acknowledged that reform of the
Commission was needed, complete abolition was not the answer.
Since then, there has been no body with complete oversight of the local audit regime and
how it interacts with local public services. The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government; Department of Health; NHS; NAO; Local Government Association (LGA);
Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd (PSAA); the Financial Reporting Council (FRC); the
Chartered Institute of Public Finance & Accountancy (CIPFA), audit firms and the audited
bodies themselves all have an important role to play but, sometimes, the pursuit of individual
organisational objectives has resulted in sub-optimal and even conflicting outcomes for the
regime overall.

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP.

The creation of a new arm’s length agency with a specific remit for overseeing and
joining up local audit. It would provide a framework to ensure the sustainability of the
regime, covering fees, appointments, and audit quality. The body would also help to
create a consistent voice to government and relevant public sector stakeholders on key
issues arising from the regime. Such a body would need its own governance structure
drawn from the public sector and wider business community; and
Extending the current remit of the NAO. Give it total oversight of the local audit regime
and, in effect, establish a local audit version of the NAO, with all the attendant powers
exercised in respect of local audit. In this context, there would be a need to create
appropriate governance for the various sectors, similar to the Public Accounts
Committee.

While the detail of the new arrangements would be up for debate, it’s clear that a new type of
oversight body, with ultimate responsibility for the key elements of local audit, is needed. It
would help to provide much-needed cohesion across the sector and between its core
stakeholders.

The online article is available here:
https://www.themj.co.uk/What-is-the-future-for-audit/214769
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Grant Thornton’s Sustainable Growth Index
Report
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Grant Thornton has launched the Sustainable Growth Index
(formerly the Vibrant Economy Index) – now in its third year.
The Sustainable Growth Index seeks to define and measure
the components that create successful places. Our aim in
establishing the Index was to create a tool to help frame
future discussions between all interested parties, stimulate
action and drive change locally. We have undergone a
process of updating the data for English Local Authorities on
our online, interactive tool, and have produced an updated
report on what the data means. All information is available
our on our online hub, where you can read the new report and
our regional analyses.
The Sustainable Growth Index provides an independent, data-led scorecard for each local
area that provides:
• businesses with a framework to understand their local economy and the issues that will
affect investment decisions both within the business and externally, a tool to support their
work with local enterprise partnerships, as well as help inform their strategic purpose and
CSR plans in light of their impact on the local social and economic environment
• policy-makers and place-shapers with an overview of the strengths, opportunities and
challenges of individual places as well as the dynamic between different areas

Our index is divided into six baskets. These are:
1 Prosperity
2 Dynamism and opportunity
3 Inclusion and equality
4 Health, wellbeing and happiness
5 Resilience and sustainability
6 Community trust and belonging
This year’s index confirms that cities have a consistent
imbalance between high scores related to prosperity,
dynamism and opportunity, and low scores for health,
wellbeing, happiness inclusion and equality. Disparity
between the richest and poorest in these areas
represents a considerable challenge for those places.
Inclusion and equality remains a challenge for both highly urban and highly rural places and
coastal areas, particularly along the east coast from the North East to Essex and Kent, face
the most significant challenges in relation to these measures and generally rank below
average.
Creating sustainable growth matters and to achieve this national policy makers and local
authorities need to do seven things:
1 Ensure that decisions are made on the basis of robust local evidence.
2 Focus on the transformational trends as well as the local enablers

• Citizens with an accessible insight into how their place is doing, so that they can contribute
to shaping local discussions about what is important to them

3 Align investment decisions to support the creation of sustainable growth

The Index shows the 'tip of the iceberg' of data sets and analysis our public services
advisory team can provide our private sector clients who are considering future locations in
the UK, or wanting to understand the external drivers behind why some locations perform
better than others.

5 Provide space for innovation and new approaches

Our study looks at over 50 indicators to evaluate all the facets of a place and where they
excel or need to improve.

4 Align new funding to support the creation of sustainable growth

6 Focus on place over organisation
7 Take a longer-term view

The online report is available here:
https://www.grantthornton.co.uk/en/insights/sustainable-growth-index-how-does-your-placescore/

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP.
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Institute for Fiscal Studies – English local
government funding: trends and challenges in
2019 and beyond

Page 35

The Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) has found “The 2010s
have been a decade of major financial change for English
local government. Not only have funding levels – and hence
what councils can spend on local services – fallen
significantly; major reforms to the funding system have seen
an increasing emphasis on using funding to provide financial
incentives for development via initiatives such as the
Business Rates Retention Scheme (BRRS) and the New
Homes Bonus (NHB).”

The IFS reports a number of key facts and figures, including
1)

Cuts to funding from central government have led to a 17% fall in councils’ spending on
local public services since 2009–10 – equal to 23% or nearly £300 per person.

2)

Local government has become increasingly reliant on local taxes for revenues.

3)

Councils’ spending is increasingly focused on social care services – now 57% of all
service budgets.

The IFS report is available on their website below:
https://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/14563

The IFS goes on to report “Looking ahead, increases in council tax and additional grant
funding from central government mean a boost to funding next year – but what about the
longer term, especially given plans for further changes to the funding system, including an
expansion of the BRRS in 2021–22?
This report, the first of what we hope will be an annual series of reports providing an up-todate analysis of local government, does three things in this context. First, it looks in detail at
councils’ revenues and spending, focusing on the trends and choices taken over the last
decade. Second, it looks at the outlook for local government funding both in the short and
longer term. And third, it looks at the impact of the BRRS and NHB on different councils’
funding so far, to see whether there are lessons to guide reforms to these policies.
The report focuses on those revenue sources and spending areas over which county, district
and single-tier councils exercise real control. We therefore exclude spending on police, fire
and rescue, national park and education services and the revenues specifically for these
services. When looking at trends over time, we also exclude spending on and revenues
specifically for public health, and make some adjustments to social care spending to make
figures more comparable across years. Public health was only devolved to councils in 2013–
14, and the way social care spending is organised has also changed, with councils receiving
a growing pot of money from the NHS to help fund services.”

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP.
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CIPFA Financial Resilience Index

The Chartered Institute of Public Finance & Accountancy’s
(CIPFA) Financial Resilience Index is a comparative tool
designed to provide analysis on resilience and risk and
support good financial management.
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CIPFA note “The index shows a council’s position on a range of measures associated with
financial risk. The selection of indicators has been informed by the extensive financial
resilience work undertaken by CIPFA over the past four years, public consultation and
technical stakeholder engagement. The index is made up of a set of indicators. These
indicators take publicly available data and compare similar authorities across a range of
factors. There is no single overall indicator of financial risk, so the index instead highlights
areas where additional scrutiny should take place in order to provide additional assurance.
This additional scrutiny should be accompanied by a narrative to place the indicator into
context.”

The Financial Resilience tool is available on the CIPFA website below:
https://www.cipfa.org/services/financial-resilience-index/

At the launch of the index in December, CIPFA commented “ the index analyses council
finances using a suite of nine measures including level of reserves, rate of depletion of
reserves, external debt, Ofsted judgements and auditor value for money assessments.”

Financial Resilience

CIPFA found that against these indicators the majority of councils are not showing signs of
stress. But around 10% show “some signs of potential risk to their financial stability.

Has your Authority used the CIPFA index and fed back the key
messages?

© 2020 Grant Thornton UK LLP.

Challenge question:
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Agenda Item 7
Rother District Council
Report to

-

Audit and Standards Committee

Date

-

18 May 2020

Report of the

-

Executive Director

Subject

-

Internal Audit Report to 31 December 2019

Recommendation: It be RESOLVED: That:
1)

the Internal Audit report to 31 December 2019 (including the Audit Manager’s
draft overall assessment of the Council’s internal control systems and draft
opinion on the control environment) be noted; and

2)

the revised Internal Audit Charter shown in Appendix D be approved.

Audit Manager: Gary Angell

Introduction
1.

The Council is required to ensure that it has reliable and effective internal
control systems in place. The adequacy of these systems is tested by both
Internal and External Audit.

2.

The Council’s Internal Audit Service operates in accordance with the Public
Sector Internal Audit Standards. It is a requirement of these Standards that
Internal Audit report to the Audit and Standards Committee on audit matters
and any emerging issues not only in relation to audit but also to risk
management and corporate governance.

3.

The Audit Manager makes a provisional assessment of the Council’s control
environment prior to the end of each financial year so that his comments may
be included in the Annual Governance Statement. Seeing as this opinion is
based solely on the first ten months of the financial year 2019/20, only a draft
assessment and opinion (shown elsewhere in this report) can be given at this
stage. The Audit Manager will therefore review these statements again at the
end of the financial year to check that nothing has changed and will confirm
his final opinion on 2019/20 at the June 2020 meeting.

Current Position
4.

Internal Audit is still on target to complete all of the Governance Audits by 31
March 2020 as well as most of the other planned work for 2019/20. However,
as indicated at the last report, a few audits will have to be postponed until
2020/21 due to various reasons beyond the team’s control.

Summary of Activity to 31 December 2019
5.

Five audit reports were issued in the quarter. All provided good or substantial
assurance on the overall governance arrangements and no areas of
significant concern were found.
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Implementation of Audit Recommendations
6.

Each quarter, Members are updated on the progress made on implementing
the audit recommendations reported at previous meetings. Appendix B shows
a summary of the current position.

7.

From this it can be seen that good progress continues to be made on the
current year recommendations. Progress is slower on the recommendations
made in previous years but most have shown some movement since the last
report. All eleven of the oldest recommendations have now been brought to
the attention of the Executive Director who will be monitoring progress.

Draft Overall Assessment of the Council’s Internal Control Systems
8.

Under the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015, ultimate responsibility for
maintaining a sound system of internal control rests with the Council but this
has been delegated to the Assistant Director Resources (s.151 Officer). The
assessment of the control environment is made in two ways, by reviewing the
recommendations made in Internal Audit reports and by the production of the
Annual Governance Statement. The Annual Governance Statement will be
considered by the Committee later in this agenda.

9.

The following area has been identified for inclusion in the Annual Governance
Statement because the internal control environment is not satisfactory:
− Property Investment – The first audit review of this subject has only
recently been completed. As with any new initiative, the Council’s
approach will take time to develop. It is therefore no surprise that the
report highlighted a number of areas where control needs to be
strengthened and/or transparency improved. Recommendations for
improvement included enhancements to the processes for property
evaluation, scrutiny and due diligence.
Note – As this audit was only issued on 4 February 2020, the executive
summary is yet to be reported to this Committee. This will be supplied at
the next meeting along with the executive summaries for all other audits
issued in the fourth quarter of 2019/20.
− U4BW ERP System Administration – Concerns have previously been
expressed about the adequacy of resources to administer the new U4BW
ERP system. However, since last year the amount of dedicated resource
has further reduced. There is an offsite support contract, emergency
support from the Council’s partner authority and other members of the
Finance team provide minimal cover whilst a new resource is recruited. It
is however considered a risk in having no system administration support
on site available for this major system and follow up on outstanding
system issues is minimal. The Council is looking to employ a Deputy
System Administrator to address this but it will take time to gain Council
specific expertise to effectively administer the system.

10.

Other issues that may impact on the Council include:
− U4BW ERP Implementation Project – This project was originally due to
complete in April 2018, but it is still ongoing. The Finance and Payroll
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modules have been operational since April and July 2018 respectively, but
the implementation of the Human Resources and Self Service modules
continues to be delayed primarily due to problems with system
functionality. It is now hoped that these issues will be overcome in order to
go live in April 2020 but if this is not achievable, the Council may have to
consider an alternative way forward.
− Risk Management – Whilst risk is regularly considered by Senior
Management this process is not always documented. Consequently, the
corporate risk register, which should include all of the major risks facing
the Council, is not being regularly updated and actively monitored at
present. Furthermore, following the departure of the Service Manager who
was previously responsible for maintaining the Risk Management Policy
and Framework, it is currently unclear who has been assigned this role.
There is therefore a need for greater corporate oversight of risk
management activity.
− Major Projects – The Council will be undertaking a number of high profile
projects over the next few years with the aim of delivering housing and
regeneration to the district. Most of which are being project managed by
the Special Projects team in the Acquisitions, Transformation and
Regeneration Service. Some projects will need to be managed by officers
within the relevant departments (in addition to their normal day jobs) and
not all of these may have project management experience. There could be
substantial financial and reputational risks if the Council fails to
successfully deliver these projects.
− Staff Morale – A number of internal and external factors are having a
negative impact on staff morale. Voluntary redundancies are also likely to
place additional pressure on remaining staff as the work previously
undertaken by their departing colleagues is shared out amongst them.
Whilst it is accepted that there is no easy solution to this problem in the
current financial climate, it is mentioned here as low morale increases the
risk of staff turnover and this could result in the loss of knowledge and
experience which the Council relies upon moving forward.
Draft Opinion on the Control Environment
11.

12.

All audit reports are given an assurance rating based on the following criteria:
Rating

Description

Good

Strong controls are in place and are complied with.

Substantial

Controls are in place but improvements would be beneficial.

Limited

Improvements in controls or in the application of controls are
required.

Minimal

Urgent improvements in controls or in the application of
controls are required.

Limited/minimal assurance ratings are triggered by the presence of either high
risk recommendations or five or more medium risk recommendations – which
refer to likelihood and impact of a negative outcome occurring, if the expected
controls are not in place.
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13.

In forming an overall opinion, Internal Audit findings need to be set in context
and viewed corporately. The summary of the 2019/20 audit reports completed
as at 12 February 2020 (Appendix C) shows that two audit reports (14.3%)
have received a “limited” assurance rating so far this financial year but only
one of the 61 control objectives examined during the period had not been
“met” at least in part.

14.

The quarterly Internal Audit activity reports submitted to this Committee have
also shown that the vast majority of the expected controls are in place,
although it has been necessary to make a number of recommendations during
the year where areas were identified for improvement.

15.

Work on the remaining 2019/20 audits was still on going at the time of writing
this report and the Audit Manager will confirm the final position at the next
meeting in June 2020.

16.

Taking all of the factors highlighted here and the quarterly reports into
account, the draft Internal Audit assessment of the Council’s framework of
governance, risk management and control is that it is adequate and effective.

Internal Audit Charter
17.

The Standards require the development and adoption of an Internal Audit
Charter to define the purpose, authority and principal responsibilities of the
Internal Audit Service. The existing charter was last revised in May 2017 and
now needs to be updated. A revised Internal Audit Charter is therefore
provided in Appendix D for Members’ consideration and approval.

Malcolm Johnston
Executive Director
Risk Assessment Statement
A strong, independent and well supported Internal Audit function ensures that the
Council does not suffer from poor internal control systems.
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Audit Reports issued during Quarter to 31 December 2019

Appendix A

ROTHER DISTRICT COUNCIL
HOUSING ALLOCATIONS AUDIT
Head of Service: Joe Powell
Officer(s) Responsible for Implementing Recommendations: Helen Gilhespy
Overall Level of Assurance: SUBSTANTIAL
Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of the audit is to provide organisational and departmental management
with an assurance as to the adequacy of the control systems based on compliance
with the control objectives set out in the table below.
These objectives are designed to assess the extent to which the organisation meets
its legal requirements, its own needs and those of its stakeholders and how the
control systems in place contribute to the overall governance arrangements and
securing value for money from the Council's services and operations.
Control Objectives
The audit opinion is based on the extent of compliance with the objectives (below),
which have either been met in full (M), partially met (P) or not met (N).
Full and effective use is made of all nomination rights.

P

The allocation of housing is fair and transparent.

M

Level of Assurance
Based on the findings from the audit we have determined that substantial assurance
can be given on the overall governance arrangements.
The main issues found are as follows:
-

There is no definitive list of the properties where the Council has nomination
rights. Although there is no statutory obligation for the Council to maintain such
a list, it would be advisable to compile one, so that:
(a) the Council can confidently quote the number of properties with nomination
rights within the district; and
(b) the Housing team can investigate if it suspects that the Council is not
receiving all the of the nomination rights it is entitled to.

-

The records kept of new developments need to be improved to ensure that full
nomination rights are received.

The process for allocating the housing that is made available (including the
prioritisation of housing need and the bidding process) was found to be operating
satisfactorily.
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Executive Summary
Overall, the control objectives are considered to have only been partially met. We
have made two medium risk recommendations to management to enhance the
governance arrangements.

Internal Audit Service
November 2019
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ROTHER DISTRICT COUNCIL
DEBTORS AUDIT
Head of Service: Robin Vennard
Officer(s) Responsible for Implementing Recommendations: Chris Watchman and
Wendy Swain
Overall Level of Assurance: GOOD

Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of the audit is to provide organisational and departmental management
with an assurance as to the adequacy of the control systems based on compliance
with the control objectives set out in the table below.
These objectives are designed to assess the extent to which the organisation meets
its legal requirements, its own needs and those of its stakeholders and how the
control systems in place contribute to the overall governance arrangements and
securing value for money from the Council's services and operations.
Control Objectives
The audit opinion is based on the extent of compliance with the objectives (below),
which have either been met in full (M), partially met (P) or not met (N).
Billing Arrangements – Debtor invoices are promptly and correctly raised
for all sums owed to the Council.

M

Collection, Debt Recovery and Refunds – Procedures for the recovery
of unpaid debts are documented and implemented. Direct debit income is
collected on time. Refunds and write-offs are properly authorised.

M

Suspense Account – Unallocated payments are posted to a suspense
account and promptly investigated and cleared.

M

Monitoring of Arrears – Debt collection performance is monitored.

P

Level of Assurance
Based on the findings from the audit we have determined that good assurance can
be given on the governance arrangements as no significant issues were identified.
The monitoring of debts by management is the only area flagged in the report where
improvements could be made.
Executive Summary
Overall, the control objectives are considered to have been met and it was only
necessary to make one low risk recommendation to management to further enhance
the governance arrangements.
Internal Audit Service
November 2019
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ROTHER DISTRICT COUNCIL
COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY (CIL) AUDIT
Head of Service: Tim Hickling
Officer(s) Responsible for Implementing Recommendations: Christine Hyszka
Overall Level of Assurance: SUBSTANTIAL
Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of the audit is to provide organisational and departmental management
with an assurance as to the adequacy of the control systems based on compliance
with the control objectives set out in the table below.
These objectives are designed to assess the extent to which the organisation meets
its legal requirements, its own needs and those of its stakeholders and how the
control systems in place contribute to the overall governance arrangements and
securing value for money from the Council's services and operations.
Control Objectives
The audit opinion is based on the extent of compliance with the objectives (below),
which have either been met in full (M), partially met (P) or not met (N).
CIL Scheme – The Charging Schedule implemented at the Council has
been scrutinised by an independent examiner and approved by Members,
and full details of the CIL Scheme published on the Council’s website.

M

Calculation of Liability – The levy is calculated in accordance with the
approved Charging Schedule and by applying the relevant formulae based
on internal area and agreed indices.

M

Exemptions and Relief – Compulsory and non-compulsory provisions for
exemption or relief from the levy have been granted in accordance with the
regulations.

M

Collection – Liability to CIL is established and the liable person promptly
billed once development has commenced. Any overpayments are correctly
refunded.

M

Enforcement – Appropriate enforcement action is taken against
responsible persons who fail to adhere to the CIL regulations.

P

Use of CIL Funds – CIL receipts are spent in accordance with regulations
and payments are authorised before the funds are released.

M

Reporting Arrangements – The CIL received, spent, transferred and
retained is reported and placed on the Council’s website.

M

Level of Assurance
Based on the findings from the audit we have determined that substantial assurance
can be given on the governance arrangements.
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No major problems were found but the report missed out on a ‘good’ assurance
rating due to a few minor oversights and administrative delays observed which can
be attributed to current staff resourcing issues. This situation has been compounded
by the recent departure of the designated CIL Officer. However, it is understood that
a new CIL/S106 Officer will be appointed in the near future and it is hoped that this
will go some way to addressing the issue.
Executive Summary
Overall, the control objectives are considered to have largely been met and it was
only necessary to make two low risk recommendations to management to further
enhance the governance arrangements.
Internal Audit Service
December 2019

CIL Review
Since undertaking the audit work it has been noted that a report to Cabinet in
December 2019 has recommended a review of the bidding process for CIL funds
following changes in the regulations and a review of internal processes. A CIL
Steering group will determine the way forward by December 2020. Bidding for CIL
monies has therefore been paused until this time.
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ROTHER DISTRICT COUNCIL
COUNCIL TAX AUDIT
Head of Service: Robin Vennard
Officer(s) Responsible for Implementing Recommendations: Jamie Wilson
Overall Level of Assurance: SUBSTANTIAL
Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of the audit is to provide organisational and departmental management
with an assurance as to the adequacy of the control systems based on compliance
with the control objectives set out in the table below.
These objectives are designed to assess the extent to which the organisation meets
its legal requirements, its own needs and those of its stakeholders and how the
control systems in place contribute to the overall governance arrangements and
securing value for money from the Council's services and operations.
Control Objectives
The audit opinion is based on the extent of compliance with the objectives (below),
which have either been met in full (M), partially met (P) or not met (N).
Valuation and Liability – All taxable properties and liable persons are
identified, and exemptions, discounts and disregards are correctly applied.

P

Billing – The Council complies with all statutory requirements for tax
setting and amounts due in respect of each taxable property have been
correctly calculated and payment promptly demanded.

M

Collection and Refunds – There is a sound system for the collection of
income and the refund of overpayments.

M

Recovery and Enforcement – All arrears are promptly identified, and
effectively pursued in accordance with statutory requirements/laid down
procedures. All write-offs are valid and authorised.

M

Level of Assurance
Based on the findings from the audit we have determined that substantial assurance
can be given on the governance arrangements.
It should be noted that this assurance rating has been awarded despite current
resourcing and workload issues within the Revenues and Benefits team due to the
prolonged absence or loss of several key members of staff. To date, this has not
resulted in any significant control issues as Management are well aware of the
situation and are coping as best they can. However, there is always a risk that this
position may change in the future if the current difficulties continue or get worse.
Notwithstanding the above matter, the only real issue identified at the audit was
around the operation and monitoring of property inspections. Following on from a
recommendation made at last year’s audit, Management are currently looking to
address this issue through the use of technology. In the meantime, a
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recommendation is made to improve the recording of all new builds to ensure that
inspections are not overlooked.
Executive Summary
Overall, the control objectives are considered to have largely been met and it was
only necessary to make one medium risk recommendation to Management to further
enhance the governance arrangements.
Internal Audit Service
December 2019
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ROTHER DISTRICT COUNCIL
MAIN ACCOUNTING AUDIT
Head of Service: Robin Vennard
Officer(s) Responsible for Implementing Recommendations: Tony Baden
Overall Level of Assurance: GOOD
Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of the audit is to provide organisational and departmental management
with an assurance as to the adequacy of the control systems based on compliance
with the control objectives set out in the table below.
These objectives are designed to assess the extent to which the organisation meets
its legal requirements, its own needs and those of its stakeholders and how the
control systems in place contribute to the overall governance arrangements and
securing value for money from the Council's services and operations.
Control Objectives
The audit opinion is based on the extent of compliance with the objectives (below),
which have either been met in full (M), partially met (P) or not met (N).
Completeness of Records – All transactions are promptly recorded in the
General Ledger and bank reconciliations are regularly carried out to
ensure that they are correct.

M

Journals – All journal entries are complete, accurate and properly
authorised.

M

Budgetary Control – All expenditure and income is closely monitored and
controlled.

M

Year End Provisions – Adequate provisions are made for outstanding
liabilities and income due in the final accounts.

M

Level of Assurance
Based on the findings from the audit we have determined that good assurance can
be given on the governance arrangements as no significant issues were found.
Executive Summary
Overall, the control objectives are considered to have been met and it was only
necessary to make one low risk recommendation to management to further enhance
the governance arrangements.
Internal Audit Service
December 2019
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Summary of Progress on Recommendations Made up to 30 September 2019
Audit Recommendations 2017/18 and 2018/19
Previous quarter’s performance shown in brackets (totals amended to correct for items recorded in
wrong columns)

Risk

Issued

Implemented

Work-in-Progress

Not Started

High

5

5

(5)

0

(0)

0

(0)

Medium

77

70

(68)

6

(8)

1

(1)

Low

58

54

(54)

4

(3)

0

(1)

Total

140

129

(127)

10

(11)

1

(2)

92.1%

(90.7%)

7.2%

(7.9%)

0.7%

(1.4%)

Breakdown of outstanding audit recommendations for 2017/18 and 2018/19 by Head
of Service:
Robin Vennard (Resources)
-

Data Protection – issued 22/09/17 (1 Medium, 1 Low)
ICT Governance (2017/18 Review) – issued 06/04/18 (1 Low)
Procurement – issued 05/10/18 (2 Medium)
Council Tax – issued 04/01/19 (1 Medium, 1 Low)
ICT Network Security – issued 16/01/19 (1 Low)
Creditors – issued 12/03/19 (1 Medium)
ICT Governance (2018/19 Review) – issued 12/04/19 (1 Medium)
Payroll – issued 18/04/19 (1 Medium)

Audit Recommendations 2018/19 (up to 30 September 2019)
Previous quarter’s performance shown in brackets (totals amended to correct for one item wrongly
shown as implemented)

Issued

Implemented

Work-in-Progress

Not Started

High

0

0

0

(0)

0

(0)

0

(0)

Medium

10

(5)

8

(4)

2

(0)

0

(1)

Low

6

(2)

5

(2)

0

(0)

1

(0)

Total

16

(7)

13

(6)

2

(0)

1

(1)

81.2%

(85.7%)

12.5%

(0%)

6.3%

(14.3%)
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2019/20 Audit Reports Completed as at 12 February 2020
Control
Objectives
Met

Control
Objectives
Met In
Part

Control
Objectives
Not Met

Assurance
Rating

3

1

2

0

Substantial

Benefits

6

6

0

0

Good

Business Rates

5

4

1

0

Substantial

Council Tax

4

3

1

0

Substantial

Debtors

4

3

1

0

Good

Main Accounting

4

4

0

0

Good

Car Park Income

5

3

1

1

Limited

Community Grants

5

4

1

0

Substantial

Community Infrastructure Levy

7

6

1

0

Substantial

Disabled Facilities Grants

3

2

1

0

Substantial

HMO Licensing

5

4

1

0

Substantial

Housing Allocations

2

1

1

0

Substantial

Joint Waste Contract – Central
Admin (Old Contract)

3

3

0

0

Good

Property Investment

5

1

4

0

Limited

61
100%

45
73.8%

15
24.6%

1
1.6%

Audit

Control
Objectives
(Number)

Audits Brought Forward from 2018/19
Software Licensing
Governance Audits

High/Medium Risk Audits

Total: 14 Audit Reports
Good/Substantial Assurance
Limited/Minimal Assurance

12 (10)

85.7% (71.4%)

2 (4)

14.3% (28.6%)

Previous year’s performance italicised and in brackets.
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INTERNAL AUDIT CHARTER

Introduction
1.

This Charter defines the purpose, authority and principal responsibilities of the
Internal Audit Service.

Definition of Internal Audit
2.

The definition of Internal Audit specified by the Chartered Institute of Internal
Auditors (IIA) and adopted by the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and
Accountancy (CIPFA) reads as follows:
“Internal Auditing is an independent, objective assurance and consulting
activity designed to add value and improve an organisation’s operations. It
helps an organisation accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic,
disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk
management, control and governance processes.”

Requirement for Internal Audit
3.

There is a statutory requirement for Rother District Council to provide an
Internal Audit Service. This is stated in Regulation 5 (1) of the Accounts and
Audit Regulations 2015 which requires that “a relevant authority must
undertake an effective Internal Audit to evaluate the effectiveness of risk
management, control and governance processes, taking into account public
sector internal auditing standards or guidance”.

Standards
4.

The standards for the work of Internal Audit are laid down in the Public Sector
Internal Audit Standards (hereafter referred to as “the Standards”). These
standards, which also relate to CIPFA and their professional requirements,
were last updated in April 20162017.

5.

The Standards are based on the mandatory elements of the IIA International
Professional Practices Framework (IPPF) as follows:
•
•
•

6.

Definition of Internal Auditing;
Code of Ethics; and
International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing
(including interpretations and glossary).

The Standards also state the Mission of Internal Audit and the Core Principles
for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing.
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67.

It is a mandatory requirement that Internal Audit must comply complies fully
with all of these standards, elements of which and they are also form part
ofincluded in this Charter.

78.

The Standards set out the responsibility for the “Chief Audit Executive” to
ensure compliance. There is no requirement within the Standards to adopt this
job title and this role is fulfilled by the Audit Manager.

89.

In addition to the Standards, the Internal Audit Service is also governed by the
Council’s Financial Procedure Rules.

Mission of Internal Audit
910. The Standards include the following mission statement:
“To enhance and protect organisational value by providing risk-based and
objective assurance, advice and insight.”
Core Principles for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing
1011. The Standards state that all the following Core Principles should be present
and operating effectively for an Internal Audit function to be considered
effective:
•

Demonstrates integrity;

•

Demonstrates competence and due professional care;

•

Is objective and free from undue influence (independent);

•

Aligns with the strategies, objectives, and risks of the organisation;

•

Is appropriately positioned and adequately resourced;

•

Demonstrates quality and continuous improvement;

•

Communicates effectively;

•

Provides risk-based assurance;

•

Is insightful, proactive, and future-focused;

•

Promotes organisational improvement.

1112. The Internal Audit Service strives to meet these requirements (and the
Mission of Internal Audit) through compliance with the Standards.
Code of Ethics
1213. All Internal Auditors must conform to the Code of Ethics set out in the
Standards. The Code of Ethics requires that Internal Auditors carry out their
duties with integrity and objectivity, to protect the confidentiality of all
information acquired in the course of their work, and for them to only engage
in services they are competent to perform.
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Definition of the Board and Senior Management
1314. Under the Standards, this Charter is required to define the “Board” and
“Senior Management”. Both the Board and Senior Management have specific
and complementary roles and responsibilities set out within the Standards.
With the exception of matters relating to employment (see below), the “Board”
is the Audit and Standards Committee.
1415. The Audit Manager is not a statutory post within the definition of the Local
Government Act 1972. The Head of Paid Service and Senior Management
are therefore responsible for the appointment and remuneration of the Audit
Manager where the service is provided in-house and would constitute “the
Board”.
1516. “Senior Management” comprises the members of the Strategic Management
Team.
Scope and Objectives of the Internal Audit Service
1617. The Audit Manager is required to manage the provision of a complete Internal
Audit Service to the authority which will include systems, probity, computer
and contract audits.
1718. There are no limitations on the scope of activities of the Internal Audit Service.
This allows for unrestricted coverage of all the authority’s activities, including
both financial and non-financial systems of internal control.
1819. The main objectives of the Internal Audit Service are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

independently review and appraise the effectiveness of the Council’s risk
management, control and governance processes;
recommend improvements in control, performance and productivity in
achieving corporate objectives;
contribute to and support the objectives of the Section 151 Officer by
promoting the need for sound financial systems;
support the Monitoring Officer in the discharge of his/her responsibilities
for maintaining high standards of governance, conduct and ethical
behaviour;
advise on risk, control and governance issues in respect of new activities,
major system changes and other areas of concern, and to facilitate good
practice in managing risks;
work in partnership with the External Auditors; and
investigate allegations of fraud or irregularity, identify fraud as a
consequence of its reviewswork, and to act as a visible deterrent to
potential wrongdoers.

Rights of Access
1920. The rights of access for the Internal Auditor Service are provided for by the
Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015. Regulation 5 (2) states that:
“Any officer or member of a relevant body must, if required to do so for the
purposes of the Internal Audit:
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(a) make available such documents and records; and
(b) supply such information and explanation as are considered necessary by
those conducting the Internal Audit.”
2021. Regulation 5 (3) also goes on to state that the definition of “documents and
records” includes information recorded in an electronic form.
2122. There are consequently no limitations on Internal Audit's access to records.
Internal Audit staff have the authority to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

access Council premises at reasonable times;
access all assets, records, documents, correspondence and control
systems;
receive any information and explanation considered necessary concerning
any matter under consideration;
require any employee of the authority to account for cash, stores or any
other authority asset under his/her control;
access records belonging to third parties, such as contractors when
(provided this right of access is specified in their contract)required; and
have direct access to the Executive Directors, Section 151 Officer,
Monitoring Officer, Heads of Service Managers and any Member or body
of Members considered appropriate and any other person charged with
the governance of the authority.

Main Areas of Work
2223. Internal Audit’s main areas of work relate to the following key areas:
•
•
•

Assurance Work
Consultancy Work
Anti-Fraud and CorruptionCounter Fraud Work

Assurance Work
2223.1
The primary purpose of Internal Audit is to independently
review and appraise the Council’s key risk management, control and
governance processes and to provide assurance on their effectiveness.
2223.2
Internal Audit uses a risk-based approach to evaluate a
broad range of activities including an annual review of the key financial
systems (or Governance Audits). These reviews provide reasonable
assurance that corporate objectives will be achieved, with particular
reference to:
•
•
•
•
•

the reliability and integrity of financial and operational information;
the effectiveness and efficiency of operations and programmes;
safeguarding of assets and interests from losses of all kinds,
including those arising from fraud, irregularity and corruption;
compliance with laws, regulations, policies, procedures and
contracts;
the economic and efficient use of resources (value for money); and
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effective monitoring systems and optimum use of performance
management information.

Consultancy Work
2223.3
Internal Audit give advice on risk, control and governance issues
in respect of new activities, major system changes and other areas of
concern. This work can take any form, provided that the independence
of the service is not compromised, but will typically include special
reviews or assignments where requested by Management, which fall
outside the approved work plan and for which a contingency is included
in the Audit Plan. Any consultancy work known about in advance will
however be itemised in the Audit Plan. There will be no significant
variation in consultancy work without approval by the Board.
Anti-Fraud and CorruptionCounter Fraud Work
2223.4
Senior Management have clearly defined responsibilities for risk
management, internal control and preventing fraud and corruption,
which are set out in the authority’s Financial Procedure Rules and the
Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy Framework.
2223.5
The Internal Audit Service also has a role in fraud prevention,
detection and investigation and. Its Auditors are required to consider
the possibility of fraud in all systems they review, and work with
Management to make sure that the correct controls are in place to
reduce the likelihood of fraud occurring. The fact that absolutely any
Council activity can be subject to Internal Audit review also acts as a
deterrent to potential fraudsters.
23.6

Other counter fraud activities carried out by the Internal Audit Service
include:
-

assists in the development and maintenance of an the Anti-Fraud
and Corruption Strategy and Fraud Response PlanFramework.;

-

coordinating the National Fraud Initiative data matching exercises
and assisting with the analysis of the results;

-

the investigation of any areas of potential fraud or error identified
through routine audit work or brought to its attention by
Management.
The Audit Manager will also investigate any
allegations of fraud or corruption involving staff, Members or
contractors;

-

reviewing and acting upon whistleblowing referrals; and

-

the proactive gathering of intelligence on areas of potential fraud;
examining individual cases for evidence of error or wrongdoing;
and liaising with the relevant departments to stop or recover losses
where fraud is suspected.
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Audit Strategy and Work Plan
2324 In order for the Internal Audit Service to accomplish its objectives, the Audit
Manager will:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

prepare a rolling 3-year risk-based Audit Plan in consultation with Senior
Management and Heads of Service Managers for approval by the Board
(note that the “Board” may approve, but not direct the plan). This Strategic
Plan will be regarded as flexible, to allow for changing needs and priorities
identified through the Corporate, Project and Service Risk Registers. It will
be reviewed annually and reported to the Board each March;
prepare a detailed Annual Audit Plan setting out the work to be undertaken
in any given financial year;
prepare the Internal Audit Budget and Resource Plan;
ensure a system of close supervision of audit work and maintain a review
of audit files, adherence to standards and quality of audits;
formally report the results of audits and the recommendations made to
Senior Management, other relevant managers and the Board. Where
Management has accepted a level of risk that may be unacceptable to the
Council and this is not resolved with Senior Management, the Audit
Manager will report this to the Board;
follow up audit recommendations to make sure that corrective action is
taken;
provide an annual audit opinion to those charged with governance based
on an objective assessment of the framework of governance, risk
management and control, sufficient to inform the Council’s Annual
Governance Statement; and
undertake an annually a review of the effectiveness of Internal Audit and
report the outcomes to Senior Management and the Board as part of the
Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme (QAIP). At least once
every 5 years, the Internal Audit Service will also commission an external
assessment or peer review.

Resources
2425. The resources available to Internal Audit are finite; however it is through the
audits undertaken annually that Internal Audit determines a level of
confidence on the control environment within the authority. Such audits allow
the Section 151 Officer to place reliance on the work undertaken and to gain
assurance on the control environment from the independent review of the key
financial systems. A set of Governance Audits has been established which will
be undertaken within each financial year. This will be complemented by a
regular review of those areas identified as high or medium risk. This will
ensure that key work streams which are considered business critical or of
higher risk to the Council are reviewed on a timely basis. This process will
largely determine the level of resources required.
Staffing
2526. The Internal Audit Service at Rother District Council is provided by an
in-house team.
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2627. The Standards state that “Internal Auditors must possess the knowledge,
skills and other competencies needed to perform their individual
responsibilities. The Internal Audit activity collectively must possess or obtain
the knowledge, skills and competencies.”
2728. The Audit Manager must hold a professional qualification (CMIIA, CCAB or
equivalent) and be suitably experienced. The Audit Manager is a Chartered
Member of the Institute of Internal Auditors (CMIIA) and also has the IIA’s
QIAL designation.
2829. The job descriptions and recruitment processes provide for the appointment of
individuals with an appropriate set of skills, competencies and qualifications to
meet the standard, either individually or as a combined Internal Audit Service.
2930. All Internal Audit staff are trained in order to be able to perform each element
of their assignments with due professional care.
3031. All Internal Audit staff are encouraged to enhance their knowledge, skills and
other competencies through continuing professional development (CPD).
Where staff are members of professional bodies, they must also comply with
any CPD requirements of their membership.
Independence
3132. The main determinant of the effectiveness of Internal Audit is that it is (and
seen to be) independent in its planning and operation. To ensure this, Internal
Audit will operate within a framework that allows:
•
•
•

unrestricted access to Senior Management;
reporting in its own name; and
segregation from line operations.

3233. The Internal Audit Service is an independent unit within the Corporate Core
and the Audit Manager reports directly to the Executive Directors of
Resources.
Non-Audit Duties and Avoidance of Conflicts of Interest
3334. Every effort is made to preserve objectivity by ensuring that all Internal
Auditors are free from any conflicts of interest and the undertaking of nonaudit duties is kept to a minimum. Internal Auditors are required within the
Standards to refrain from participating “in any activity or relationship which
may impair or be presumed to impair their unbiased assessment.”
3435. A conflict of interest is a situation in which an Internal Auditor, who is in a
position of trust, has a competing professional or personal interest. Such
competing interests can make it difficult to fulfil his or her duties impartially. A
conflict of interest exists even if no unethical or improper act results. A conflict
of interest can create an appearance of impropriety that can undermine
confidence in the Auditor, the Internal Audit Service, and the profession. A
conflict of interest could impair an individual's ability to perform his or her
duties and responsibilities objectively.
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36.

Where the Audit Manager has or is expected to have roles and/or
responsibilities that fall outside of internal auditing, safeguards must be put in
place to limit impairments to independence and objectivity. The Audit Manager
must also highlight any potential or perceived impairment to the Board. The
Board should then approve and periodically review any safeguards put in
place to limit impairments to independence and objectivity. Safeguards may
include delegating the audit of any such activity to an appropriate independent
“deputy” or commissioning an independent third party (such as another local
authority or a contractor) who will then report directly to those charged with
governance.

3537. Where Internal Audit staff are required to undertake non-audit duties, the
Audit Manager will make it clear that those audit staff are not fulfilling those
duties as Internal Auditors. The Audit Manager will ensure that within the
service there remains sufficient impartiality to enable the actions and activities
of those Internal Audit staff to be subject to audit by those independent from
the activity.
3638. Internal Auditors are not permitted to assess specific operations for which they
were previously responsible for a period of at least 12 months.
37.

Should the Audit Manager become engaged in non-audit or other professional
duties, the audit of any such activity may be delegated to an appropriate
independent “deputy” or commissioned from an independent third party such
as another local authority or a contractor who will then report directly to those
charged with governance.

3839. If any member of the Internal Audit Service, or any individual or organisation
engaged to act on its behalf considers that there is, or is perceived to be a
conflict of interest, this must be declared to the Audit Manager, who will direct
alternative and independent resources to the audit. If the Audit Manager finds
himself in that position, he will must declare this in writing to the Strategic
Management Team and another independent person or body will be
appointed to fulfil this role.
Management and Internal Audit
3940.

It is the responsibility of Management to establish systems of internal control
to ensure that activities are conducted in a secure and well-ordered manner.
Internal Audit is one element of the control environment but its existence
does not relieve Management of its responsibility for maintaining effective
risk management, control and governance processes.

Relationships with Elected Members and Reporting
4041. The Audit Manager must establish and maintain good working relationships
and channels of communication with Members. This should be achieved by
regularly attending Audit and Standards Committee meetings and responding
to any issues raised by Councillors, especially those who are members of the
Audit and Standards Committee.
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Appendix D
4142. The Audit Manager will report periodically to Senior Management and the
Board in accordance with the Standards. The programme of planned reports
for a calendar year is shown below.
March

Quarterly Report on Internal Audit Activity Q3

March

Internal Audit Plan for forthcoming financial year

March

Annual Review of the Effectiveness of Internal Audit

June

Annual Report on Internal Audit Activity

September

Quarterly Report on Internal Audit Activity Q1

December

Quarterly Report on Internal Audit Activity Q2

4243. Internal Audit aims to apply appropriate levels of transparency in reporting on
work undertaken and recommendations for improvement. Reporting
arrangements are designed to clearly show the standards and controls which
services are measured against and the Auditor’s opinion on whether these
have been met as well as applicable conclusions, recommendations and
action plans. Reports deliberately do not include operational detail which
might contain personal or commercially sensitive data.
Glossary
CMIIA – Chartered Member of the Institute of Internal Auditors
CCAB – Consultative Committee of Accountancy Bodies
QIAL – Qualification in Internal Audit Leadership

Review of This Charter
This Charter will be reviewed and updated as necessary, and in any event, at least
once every 3 years.
Date of next scheduled review: May 2020March 2023

Gary Angell
Audit Manager
May 2017February 2020
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Agenda Item 8
Rother District Council
Report to

-

Audit and Standards Committee

Date

-

18 May 2020

Report of the

-

Executive Director

Subject

-

Internal Audit Plan 2020/21

Recommendation: It be RESOLVED: That the Internal Audit Plan 2020/21 be
approved.

Audit Manager: Gary Angell

Introduction
1.

The Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 require the Council to “undertake
an effective Internal Audit to evaluate the effectiveness of risk management,
control and governance processes, taking into account public sector internal
auditing standards or guidance”. The proper practice for the Internal Audit
Service is laid down in the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (hereafter
referred to as “the Standards”).

2.

These standards are met by establishing a risk-based plan to determine the
priorities of the Internal Audit Service, consistent with the Council’s goals. This
plan must take into account the requirement to produce an annual Internal
Audit opinion and the assurance framework. It must also incorporate or be
linked to a strategic or high-level statement of how the Internal Audit Service
will be delivered and developed in accordance with the Internal Audit Charter.

3.

The Audit Manager is required to communicate the plan and resource
requirements, including significant interim changes, to senior management
and the Audit and Standards Committee for review and approval. In order to
approve the Internal Audit Plan for 2020/21, Members must first be satisfied
that it meets the above requirements.

Assurance Map
4.

The Standards require that the Audit Manager considers other sources of
assurance as part of the planning process. An ‘assurance map’ has therefore
been developed to assess the level of assurance provided.

5.

An assurance map is a visual representation of the various assurance
activities carried out across an organisation. Its purpose is to assist our
understanding of the assurance received, to evaluate its adequacy and to
highlight any potential gaps in coverage.

6.

To produce an assurance map for this Council, the main sources of
assurance were first grouped based on the ‘three lines of defence’ model
shown below.
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First Line

Second Line

Third Line

The first level of the
defence is the control
environment – the
business operations
that perform day to day
risk management
activity.

Oversight functions
such as the Strategic
Management Team
and individual
committees which set
directions, define
policy and provide
assurance.

Internal and external audit,
and any other scrutiny or
regulatory body that offer
independent challenge to
the levels of assurance
provided by business
operations and oversight
functions.

7.

The effectiveness of each type of assurance across a number of key services
and processes is then assessed and scored, and a traffic light system is used
to indicate the level of assurance obtained. Any gaps in assurance are
highlighted in red.

8.

The assurance map was last reported to this Committee in December 2018.
This document has now been updated and the current position (as at January
2020) is shown in Appendix A. Our assessment methodology is set out in
Appendix B.

9.

The results of this exercise have been used to inform the preparation of the
Audit Plan for 2020/21. It should be noted however that not all areas
highlighted as High or Medium risk feature in this plan because of other
considerations – e.g. the subject may only recently have been reviewed or
there could be outstanding recommendations from a previous audit which are
still being monitored or the next review may be temporarily deferred for
operational reasons.

Audit Plan 2020/21
10.

The Audit Plan sets out Internal Audit’s work programme to obtain assurance
on the Council’s control environment. The Audit Plan for 2020/21 is attached
in Appendix C.

11.

The plan represents the second year of operation of a three-year Strategic
Audit Plan which was approved by Members in March 2019. However, as is
normal practice for a rolling plan, the original Year 2 (2020/21) plan has been
updated to reflect the results of a recent risk assessment exercise carried out
by the Audit Manager including new and emerging risks identified through
discussions with the Heads of Service. The results of the latest assurance
map were also taken into consideration.

12.

The plan has been compiled by the Audit Manager in accordance with the
Internal Audit Charter 2017. The Executive Directors and Heads of Service
have all been consulted about the contents of the plan and the final version
detailed in this report was reviewed by the Strategic Management Team in
February 2018 and is supported by them.

13.

The plan allows for 563 days of audit work on 24 separate audit reviews/
consultancy activities, plus provisions for counter fraud work. It is important
that the plan includes a broad range of activities as this allows the Audit
Manager to obtain sufficient assurance from the audit work to enable him to
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present an annual Internal Audit opinion on the adequacy of the control
environment.
14.

As in previous years, a significant portion of the plan will be spent on the
annual Governance Audits. These audits are reviewed each year as failures in
these areas could have a negative impact on the External Auditor’s overall
opinion of the Council’s financial statements.

15.

The remainder of the plan has been updated as necessary based on the risk
assessment exercise mentioned above. All systems/activities rated as high
risk have been included in the plan, except where they have recently been
reviewed. All other audits in the plan are medium risk items and these are
usually only reviewed once in the three-year cycle.

Resources
16.

Best practice dictates that the Plan should meet the audit needs of the
organisation, regardless of the level of resources available to deliver it. If the
days required exceed the days available, then it is for senior management to
decide whether additional resources should be made available or whether
they are content to accept the risks involved of not carrying out some of the
reviews, and state which reviews should be omitted.

17.

The resources for the Audit Plan 2020/21 are shown in Appendix D. From this
it can be seen that it will be possible to meet the total resource requirement
using existing resources as predicted in the Strategic Audit Plan.

Reporting Arrangements
18.

Progress against the Plan will be monitored by the Audit Manager and
reported to the Audit and Standards Committee once a quarter. The content
of the Plan will also be kept under review by the Audit Manager in liaison with
the Strategic Management Team and Heads of Service, and adjusted if
required, to ensure that it continues to reflect the Council’s needs and
priorities.

Conclusion
19.

The Audit Plan needs to provide sufficient coverage to meet the Council’s
statutory duty. The three-year Strategic Audit Plan and the annual Audit Plan
aim to meet this requirement by optimising the effectiveness of Internal Audit
so as to contribute to the achievement of sound governance.

20.

The Audit and Standards Committee should note the report, approve the Audit
Plan for 2020/21 and make any comments considered appropriate to their
governance role.

Malcolm Johnston
Executive Director
Risk Assessment Statement
A strong, independent and well supported Internal Audit function ensures that the
Council does not suffer from poor internal control systems.
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Asset Management
Contract Compliance
Data Protection
Environmental Services
Financial Services
Housing
Human Resources & Payroll
ICT Security
Planning
Procurement
Property Investment
Revenues & Benefits
Risk Management
Treasury Management

0
3
3
0
0
3
0
0
0
3
3
0
3
0

0

3

0
3
0

3
0
0
0
3
3
0
3
0
3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
3
3

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
3
0

0
3
3
0
0
3
0
0
0
3
3
0
3
0

0

0
0
0

0

3
9
12
3
3
12
6
6
3
12
14
6
12
3

Processes Assurance Key and Scoring

Assurance Gap Risk Analysis Key

Good Assurance

0

Low Risk (0-6)

Moderate Assurance

3

Medium Risk (7-12)

Inadequate Assurance

5

High Risk (13+)

Not Applicable
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Low
Medium
High

Internal Audit - Assurance Gap Risk Analysis

Third party assurance/advice

External Audit

0

Internal Audit

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0

Reporting to Members

Service or Process

Risk Management

Functions that provide
independent assurance

Strategic Management Team

Functions that oversee or
specialise in risk
management compliance

Strategy/Policy In Place

Functions that own and manage risk

Complaints Reporting

Third Line of Defence

Key Performance Indicators

Second Line of Defence

Management self assessements

First Line of Defence

Gap Analysis - Cumulative Points

Appendix A

Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
Low

Appendix B

Rother Assurance Map – Methodology
First Line of Defence
Management Self-Assessments
Ideally an exercise should be carried out by management to determine the levels of
assurance they consider to be in place for processes under their control. This should
be based on their opinion of the quality of internal controls, the quality of operational
management, the experience and knowledge of staff etc. However, in order to
complete this section of the map we have mirrored the Internal Audit assurance
ratings. This is done on the basis that management have agreed the Internal Audit
reports and have had an opportunity to challenge areas where they disagree. On the
whole, Internal Audit reports are accepted by management without dispute.
Key Performance Indicators
The Council has a number of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that are reported to
Members at the Overview and Scrutiny Committee. However, these do not cover all
the services identified in the assurance map. Furthermore, there are some KPIs
which are reported that are not included in the mapping exercise as the processes
concerned are not considered to be areas of significant strategic risk - e.g. Customer
Services.
Out of the five process areas identified where KPIs were applicable, two were behind
target at the time of this exercise – i.e. Housing and Property Investment (i.e. Asset
Income). The assurance level in both these areas is therefore rated as “amber”.
Complaints Reporting
Details of all official complaints received by the Customer Services team between
April 2019 and December 2019 were reviewed. Complaints were received in respect
of a number of areas, notably Contract Compliance (Waste contract), Planning and
Revenues & Benefits. However, out of the 59 complaints recorded in the period, the
only area where a complaint has been upheld was Revenues & Benefits. This area
was therefore rated as “amber”.
Strategy/Policy in Place
Any processes where an up-to-date policy or strategy is in place are rated “green”.
Processes which are in place, but which are overdue a review are rated “amber”.
Second Line of Defence
Strategic Management Team
The level of assurance in this section is based on the amount of senior management
oversight and awareness of current issues in the listed areas. The scores shown
were discussed and agreed by the Strategic Management Team.
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Appendix B
Rother Assurance Map – Methodology (continued)
Risk Management
The Corporate Risk Register was reviewed to ascertain if risks have been identified
and are being addressed. The Corporate Risk Register was last updated in
November 2018 meaning that the risks previously identified are not being actively
monitored. All such risks are therefore rated “amber”.
Asset Management, Environmental Services, Planning and Revenues & Benefits are
only covered in the broadest sense by the risk “Failure of a significant system
supplier”. Housing is only partly addressed by the risk “Safeguarding Children and
Vulnerable Adults”.
Property Investment is rated “red” because this key area does not feature at all in the
Corporate Risk Register.
Reporting to Members
All processes where regular reports are made to Members are rated “green”.
Risk Management is rated “amber” as updates are only reported annually.
Third Line of Defence
Internal Audit
Assurance ratings are based on Internal Audit findings on engagements carried out
in the last two years. Any processes where there has been at least one minimal
overall audit assurance rating or two limited audit assurance ratings are marked as
“red”. Any processes which have had one limited audit assurance rating are marked
as “amber”. Processes where all audits undertaken in the last two years have had a
good or substantial audit assurance rating are marked as “green”.
There are three audit processes where no audit engagements have been completed
in the last two years, namely Data Protection, Property Investment, and Risk
Management. As only moderate assurance can be given on these three processes,
they have been marked as “amber”.
External Audit
The external auditors give assurance on the final accounts and the Housing Benefit
subsidy claims. As no significant issues have been reported in recent years, all
relevant processes have been marked as “green”.
Third Party Assurance/Advice
Only two categories were identified where this is applicable – Property Investment
and Treasury Management. Professional and legal advice is obtained regarding the
acquisition of land and property, and Link Asset Services provide advice on Treasury
Management issues.
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Appendix B
Rother Assurance Map – Methodology (continued)
Scoring System and Analysis
Processes Assurance Key and Scoring
This is set out in the yellow box at the bottom of the assurance map. Points are
awarded based on whether the assurance function provides good, moderate or
inadequate assurance. These scores enable us to quantify the level of assurance
received and identify those areas of higher risk where control may need to be
improved.
Gap Analysis – Cumulative Points
This column records the cumulate scores after all sources of assurance have been
taken into consideration.
Internal Audit - Assurance Gap Risk Analysis
This column is aimed at prioritising areas for future Internal Audit assurance and
consultancy exercises.
Using the scoring system outlined above, the results are then banded into three
categories; Low, Medium and High risk.
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Appendix C

AUDIT PLAN 2020/21
GOVERNANCE AUDITS

DAYS

Benefits

25

Business Rates

20

Cash and Banking

15

Council Tax

25

Creditors

25

Debtors

15

ICT Governance

15

Main Accounting

10

Payroll

25

Treasury Management

20

TOTAL

195

OTHER GOVERNANCE WORK

DAYS

Joint Waste Contract - Central Admin

25

TOTAL

25

HIGH & MEDIUM RISK AUDITS

DAYS

BACS/BACSTEL-IP Computer System

8

Camber Beach & Foreshore

10

Data Protection

15

Estates Income

15

Homelessness Prevention Initiatives

15

Housing Temporary Accommodation

10

Land Charges

12

Licensing

12

Planning Income

15

Works Contracts

16

TOTAL

128

CONSULTANCY WORK

DAYS

ERP System - HR/Self-Service Health Check

5

ERP System - Implementation/Ongoing Advice

10

New Initiatives - Audit Advice

20

TOTAL

35
Page 1 of 2
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Appendix C

AUDIT PLAN 2020/21 (Continued)
COUNTER FRAUD WORK

DAYS

Fraud Analysis & Referrals

60

NFI Coordination & Review

15

TOTAL

75

OTHER WORK

DAYS

2019/20 Audit Plan Overruns

10

Audit Advice/Special Investigations

60

Committee Representation and Training

20

Liaison with External Audit

5

Recommendation Follow Up

10

TOTAL

105

TOTAL CHARGEABLE DAYS

563

NUMBER OF AUDITS AND CONSULTANCY WORK

24

Page 2 of 2
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Appendix D
RESOURCES FOR THE AUDIT PLAN 2020/21

TOTALS
AUDIT TEAM

Audit
Manager

Senior
Auditor

Internal
Auditor

G. Angell

S. Akehurst

S. Thomas

FTE POSTS

3.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

DAYS AVAILABLE

783

261

261

261

PLANNED AUDIT WORK
Governance Audits
Other Governance Work
High & Medium Risk Audits

Days
195
25
128

Consultancy Work

35

Counter Fraud Work

75

Other Work

105

TOTAL CHARGEABLE DAYS

563

NON-CHARGEABLE TIME

Days

Supervision & Management

50

40

10

0

Team Meetings

18

6

6

6

Seminars & Training

12

3

3

6

Planning & Business Development

10

10

0

0

Performance Appraisals

4

2

1

1

Annual Leave (Inc. Days Carried Over)

87

33

32

22

Public Holidays

24

8

8

8

Sickness

15

5

5

5

Maternity/Paternity Leave

0

0

0

0

Vacancies/Recruitment

0

0

0

0

TOTAL NON-CHARGEABLE DAYS

220

107

65

48

TOTAL RESOURCE REQUIREMENT

783

TOTAL AVAILABLE DAYS

783
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Agenda Item 9
Rother District Council
Report to

-

Audit and Standards Committee

Date

-

18 May 2020

Report of the

-

Executive Director

Subject

-

Review of Internal Audit 2019/20

Recommendation: It be RESOLVED: That the Review of Internal Audit 2019/20 be
approved.

Audit Manager: Gary Angell

Introduction
1.

The Council’s Internal Audit Service is operated in accordance with the Public
Sector Internal Audit Standards. These Standards require the Audit Manager
to undertake periodic self-assessments of the effectiveness of Internal Audit
but they do not specify how frequently these reviews should take place. The
Audit Manager considers it beneficial for annual reviews to be carried out, and
for Members to receive the findings, prior to 31 March each year so that
reliance can be placed on the effectiveness of Internal Audit when reviewing
the Annual Governance Statement.

Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme
2.

The Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (hereafter referred to as ‘the
Standards’) aim to achieve consistent industry standards for Internal Audit.
The Standards also require the Audit Manager to develop and maintain a
Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme that covers all aspects of the
Internal Audit activity. This includes both internal and external assessments.

3.

Periodic internal assessments are necessary to evaluate conformance with
the Definition of Internal Auditing, the Code of Ethics, and Attribute and
Performance Standards. The Audit Manager therefore carries out an annual
self-assessment review of the Internal Audit function in order to meet this
requirement and uses a comprehensive checklist to ensure that all aspects of
the Standards are covered. Given the length of this document, the results of
the review have been summarised for this report but the detailed checklist is
also available to view upon request. The Summary Compliance Checklist can
be found at Appendix A.

4.

Internal Auditors are expected to comply with the Standards as far as possible
and where compliance is not possible, to explain why. The level of compliance
with each aspect of the Standards is indicated in the checklist by a tick in the
relevant column; Y (Yes - Compliant), P (Partial Compliance) or N (Not
Compliant). Where an item on the checklist is not compliant or only partially
compliant, there is an explanatory comment. However, on this occasion, there
are no items which required further action.
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5.

Any material non-compliance with the Standards would need to be highlighted
in the Annual Governance Statement but no such issues were found.

6.

In addition to periodic self-assessment, the Standards also require an external
(peer) review to be carried out at least once every five years. The last peer
review was conducted by the Chief Internal Auditors at Arun and Horsham
District Councils and was completed in 2017/18. The results were reported to
the Audit and Standards Committee on 26 June 2017 (Minute AS17/14
refers). No significant issues were found and the Assessment Team
concluded that “the Internal Audit Service of Rother District Council generally
conforms with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) and general
good practice for the profession”.

Conclusion
7.

In summary, no new issues have come out of the latest internal assessment.

8.

The results of this assessment, and the earlier peer review, therefore
demonstrate the Internal Audit Service continues to achieve a good level of
compliance with the Standards and none of the areas of partial compliance
are significant in nature. On this basis, the Audit Manager concludes that
there is a high level of effectiveness overall.

9.

The Section 151 Officer and Monitoring Officer support the conclusion.

Malcolm Johnston
Executive Director
Risk Assessment Statement
A strong, independent and well supported Internal Audit function ensures that the
Council does not suffer from poor internal control systems.
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Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme

Appendix A

Review of Internal Audit 2019/20 – Summary Compliance Checklist
Ref

Public Sector Internal Audit Standards Compliance Check

Y

1.0

Definition of Internal Auditing

1.1

Using evidence gained from assessing conformance with other Standards, is the Internal
Audit activity:
a) Independent?



b) Objective?
1.2

2.0
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2.1

2.2



Using evidence gained from assessing conformance with other Standards, does the
Internal Audit activity use a systematic and disciplined approach to evaluate and improve
the effectiveness of risk management, control and governance processes within the
organisation?



Code of Ethics
Integrity
Using evidence gained from assessing conformance with other Standards, do Internal
Auditors:
a) Perform their work with honesty, diligence and responsibility?



b) Observe the law and make disclosures expected by the law and the profession?



c) Not knowingly partake in any illegal activity nor engage in acts that are
discreditable to the profession of Internal Auditing or to the organisation?



d) Respect and contribute to the legitimate and ethical objectives of the
organisation?



Objectivity
Using evidence gained from assessing conformance with other Standards, do Internal
Auditors display objectivity by not:
a) Taking part in any activity or relationship that may impair or be presumed to
impair their unbiased assessment?



b) Accepting anything that may impair or be presumed to impair their professional
judgement?



c) Disclosing all material facts known to them that, if not disclosed, may distort the
reporting of activities under review?
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P

N

Comments

Ref

Public Sector Internal Audit Standards Compliance Check

Y

2.3

Confidentiality
Using evidence gained from assessing conformance with other Standards, do Internal
Auditors display confidentiality by:
a) Acting prudently when using information acquired in the course of their duties and
protecting information?

P

N

Comments


b) Not using information for any personal gain or in any manner that would be
contrary to the law or detrimental to the legitimate and ethical objectives of the
organisation?
2.4

Competency
Using evidence gained from assessing conformance with other Standards, do Internal
Auditors display competency by:
a) Only carrying out services for which they have the necessary knowledge, skills
and experience?
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b) Performing services in accordance with the Standards?



c) Continually improving their proficiency and effectiveness and quality of their
services, for example through Continuing Professional Development schemes?



Standards

3.0

Attribute Standards

3.1

1000 Purpose, Authority and Responsibility



1010 Recognising Mandatory Guidance in the Internal Audit Charter



1100 Independence and Objectivity



3.2.1

1110 Organisational Independence



3.2.2

1111 Direct Interaction with the Board



3.2.3

1112 Chief Audit Executive Roles Beyond Internal Auditing



3.2.4

1120 Individual Objectivity



3.2.5

1130 Impairment to Independence or Objectivity



1200 Proficiency and Due Professional Care



1210 Proficiency



3.1.1

3.2

3.3
3.3.1
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4

Not applicable at present.

This situation has not arisen in 2019/20.

Ref

Public Sector Internal Audit Standards Compliance Check

Y

3.3.2

1220 Due Professional Care



3.3.3

1230 Continuing Professional Development



1300 Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme (QAIP)



3.4.1

1310 Requirements of the Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme



3.4.2

1311 Internal Assessments



3.4.3

1312 External Assessments



3.4.4

1320 Reporting on the Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme



3.4.5

1321 Use of “Conforms with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards”



3.4.6

1322 Disclosure of Non-conformance



3.4

4.0

Performance Standards

4.1

2000 Managing the Internal Audit Activity



4.1.1
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2010 Planning



4.1.2

2020 Communication and Approval



4.1.3

2030 Resource Management



4.1.4

2040 Policies and Procedures



4.1.5

2050 Coordination



4.1.6

2060 Reporting to Senior Management and the Board



4.1.7

2070 External Service Provider and Organisational Responsibility for Internal Auditing

-

2100 Nature of Work



4.2

2110 Governance

4.2.2

2120 Risk Management



4.2.3

2130 Control



5

N

Comments

Peer Review – Completed April 2017

This situation has not arisen in 2019/20.

-



4.2.1
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P

-

N/A - Service provided by in-house team.

Internal Audit has never specifically evaluated the
design, implementation and effectiveness of the
Council’s ethics-related objectives, programmes
and activities but any significant governance issues
would be highlighted in other audit work.

Ref

Public Sector Internal Audit Standards Compliance Check

Y

4.3

2200 Engagement Planning



4.3.1

2201 Planning Considerations



4.3.2

2210 Engagement Objectives



4.3.3

2220 Engagement Scope



4.3.4

2230 Engagement Resource Allocation



4.3.5

2240 Engagement Work Programme



2300 Performing the Engagement



4.4.1

2310 Identifying Information



4.4.2

2320 Analysis and Evaluation



4.4.3

2330 Documenting Information



4.4.4

2340 Engagement Supervision



2400 Communicating Results



4.5.1

2410 Criteria for Communicating



4.5.2

2420 Quality of Communications



4.5.3

2421 Errors and Omissions



4.5.4

2430 Use of “Conducted in Conformance with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards”

4.4
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4.5



4.5.5

2431 Engagement Disclosure of Non-conformance



4.5.6

2440 Disseminating Results



4.5.7

2450 Overall Opinion



4.6

2500 Monitoring Progress



4.7

2600 Communicating Results



Key to level of compliance: Y (Yes - Compliant), P (Partial Compliance) or N (Not Compliant)
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P

N

Comments

Conformance with the Standards is not something
that is stated in individual audit reports but overall
conformance with the Standards is confirmed each
year in the Audit Manager’s annual report.

Agenda Item 10
Rother District Council
Report to

-

Audit and Standards Committee

Date

-

18 May 2020

Report of the

-

Executive Directors

Subject

-

Annual Governance Statement 2019/20

Recommendation: It be RESOLVED: That:
1)

the Annual Governance Statement be approved; and

2)

the Statement be signed by the Leader of the Council and the Executive
Directors.

Assistant Director Resources: Robin Vennard

Introduction
1.

Governance comprises the systems and processes and cultures and values
by which local government bodies are directed and controlled and through
which they account to, engage with and, where appropriate, lead their
communities. In essence, good governance ensures that an organisation is
doing the right things, in the right way, for the right people, in a timely, open
and accountable manner. There is a strong correlation between effective
governance and effective service delivery. Therefore to deliver the Council’s
ambition and support the drive for continuous improvement, strong
governance arrangements need to be in place.

2.

The Annual Governance Statement (AGS) at Appendix A comprises an
assessment of governance arrangements and internal controls across the
whole organisation against the Council’s Code of Corporate Governance and
whether these are supported by robust assurance processes. This review
includes:






3.

the robustness of the Council’s risk management, performance
management, financial management, legal and regulatory, IT and human
resources processes and having the evidence to support that these are in
place;
the governance arrangements in place for the management of
partnerships;
the work and effectiveness of the internal audit function; and
assurances from those managing the business (i.e. our Heads of Service)
that the processes in their area of business are robust and complied with.

The Accounts and Audit Regulations require that the Council reviews, at least
annually, its governance arrangements and, following this, agrees an AGS for
publication. It is still a requirement for the Council to demonstrate its
awareness of where weaknesses exist within its governance arrangements
and to develop and implement appropriate improvement plans. The annual
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review has assessed the Council against the new draft Code of Corporate
Governance. In undertaking the annual review the following sources of
assurance were considered:
 Head of Service self-assessments of their service areas;
 Internal Audit reports for 2019/20;
 Annual Review of Internal Audit, which is elsewhere on this agenda;
 External Audit “Annual Audit Letter” – December 2019; and
 Any other external review of Council services.
Review of Governance Issues
4.

The review work looked at issues arising from the various sources of
assurance outlined above. The outcome of the review is set out in the
Statement under the heading of Significant Governance Issues.

Conclusion
5.

This report shows the robust approach the Council takes to ensuring good
governance. The issues highlighted through inspection, both internal and
external, provide assurance that the controls and procedures in place provide
Members with a high degree of assurance. The report highlights the areas
where improvement is required and highlights the risks to the Council and its
partners resulting from the poor economic climate and the associated impact
on funding in the public sector.

Malcolm Johnston
Executive Director

Dr Anthony Leonard
Executive Director

Risk Assessment Statement
The adoption of the AGS provides a sound structure in which to consider the
Council’s governance arrangements. This ensures that major control issues are
identified and action taken to address those issues.
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Appendix A

ROTHER DISTRICT COUNCIL
ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT
Scope of Responsibility
Rother District Council (RDC) is responsible for ensuring that its business is
conducted in accordance with the law and proper standards, and that public money
is safeguarded and properly accounted for, and used economically, efficiently and
effectively. RDC also has a duty under the Local Government Act 1999 to make
arrangements to secure continuous improvement in the way in which its functions
are exercised, having regard to a combination of economy, efficiency and
effectiveness.
In discharging this overall responsibility, RDC is responsible for putting in place
proper arrangements for the governance of its affairs, facilitating the effective
exercise of its functions, and which includes arrangements for the management of
risk.
RDC has approved and adopted a local code of corporate governance, which is
consistent with the principles of the CIPFA/SOLACE Framework Delivering Good
Governance in Local Government. The local code has been amended to reflect
updated framework and guidance issued in 2016. A copy of the Code is on the RDC
website or can be obtained from the Council’s Monitoring Officer, Town Hall, Bexhillon-Sea, East Sussex, TN39 3JX or telephone 01424 787813. This statement
explains how RDC has complied with the code and also meets the requirements of
regulation 4(2) of the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 in relation to the
publication of a statement on internal control.
The Purpose of the Governance Framework
The governance framework comprises the systems and processes, and culture and
values by which the authority is directed and controlled and its activities through
which it accounts to, engages with and leads the community. It enables the authority
to monitor the achievement of its strategic objectives and to consider whether those
objectives have led to the delivery of appropriate, cost-effective services.
The system of internal control is a significant part of that framework and is
designated to manage risk to a reasonable level. It cannot eliminate all risk of failure
to achieve policies, aims and objectives and can therefore only provide reasonable
and not absolute assurance of effectiveness. The system of internal control is based
on an on-going process designed to identify and prioritise the risks to the
achievement of Rother’s policies, aims and objectives, to evaluate the likelihood of
those risks being realised and the impact should they be realised, and to manage
them efficiently, effectively and economically.
The governance framework has been in place at Rother for the year ended 31 March
2020 and up to the date of approval of the statement of accounts.
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ANNUAL GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK TO 31 MARCH 2020
Annual Governance
Statement

Framework – Key documents/process guidelines

Performance Management

Corporate Plan

Budget and Budgetary Control

Code of Corporate Governance

Project Management / Risk Management /
Counter Fraud Policy

Ethical Governance

Policies, Procedures, Codes of Conduct

Approval by Audit and
Standards Committee

Corporate group with responsibility for
drafting AGS evaluate assurances

Service Plans and Risk
Registers

Review of the effectiveness of
the system of Internal Audit
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Performance
Management
and Data
Quality

Risk
Management

Assurances
by Heads of
Service

Performance
Management
– reporting to
Overview and
Scrutiny

Risk Register
SMT/Service
Mgr
regular reports

Heads of
Service
Assurance
Statements

Financial
Control
Assurance

Reconciliation of
main accounting
systems
budgetary
control, FPRs
and CPRS

Ongoing internal assurance on adequacy and
effectiveness of controls over key risks
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Internal
Audit

System
reviews
opinion on
internal control
review of
effectiveness

Legal and
Regulatory
Assurance

Members’
Assurance

Other sources
of assurance
(including
third party)

Monitoring
Officer

Overview and
Scrutiny
Committee
Audit and
Standards
Committee

Various
Inspection
bodies – e.g.
Health and
Safety
Executive

Ongoing external assurance on adequacy and
effectiveness of controls over key risks

External
Audit

AAL
Annual
Governance
Report

Review of Effectiveness
RDC has responsibility for conducting, at least annually, a review of the
effectiveness of its governance framework including the system of internal control.
The review of effectiveness is informed by the work of the executive directors within
the authority who have responsibility for the development and maintenance of the
governance environment, the Audit Manager’s annual report, and also by comments
made by the external auditors and other review agencies and inspectorates. The
way the Council complied with the Code of Corporate Governance is explained
below:
PRINCIPLE A – Behaving with integrity, demonstrating strong commitment to
ethical values, and respecting the rule of law
Legal and Regulatory Assurance
The role of Solicitor to the Council entails oversight of all the Council’s legal dealings,
including as necessary the sealing or signing of formal legal documents. The role of
Monitoring Officer entails oversight of the Council’s ethical framework, oversight of
the Council’s Constitution including the proper allocation of functions between the
executive, regulatory and scrutiny limbs of the democratic machinery, and the
statutory duty to report direct to full Council with respect to any breach of law. Key to
the performance of the Monitoring Officer is the vetting of the agenda, reports and
minutes of all meetings.
The Democratic Services Manager was the Council’s Monitoring Officer in 2019/20.
The Council’s Legal Services are provided by Wealden District Council and their lead
officer is the appointed Solicitor to the Council.
Members’ Assurance – Audit and Standards Committee
During 2019/20, the Audit and Standards Committee (A&SC) received and
scrutinised quarterly reports from the Audit Manager on the reviews carried out and
progress against the plan and the year-end report includes a formal opinion of the
adequacy, reliability and effectiveness of the Council’s Internal Control systems.
In carrying out its responsibilities for Standards matters, the Committee also includes
three Independent Person(s) and two Parish and Town Councillor representatives,
who usually attend meetings of the A&SC twice a year, when standards related
matters are considered. Under the Localism Act 2011, the Standards regime
changed and Councils were given the responsibility of setting their own Codes of
Conduct and procedures for dealing with complaints against Members. The
Monitoring Officer is now able to assess all complaints after consultation with one of
the Independent Persons and determine what actions, if necessary, should be taken.
All valid complaints are reported to the A&SC for information bi-annually. Sanctions
for dealing with Councillors who may have breached the Code of Conduct are
significantly reduced under the new regime.
In addition to its statutory responsibilities, the Council has also vested in the
Committee the overview of complaints handling and Local Ombudsman
investigations. In this regard, the Committee receives a bi-annual report and an
annual report on the Council’s whole year performance.
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Anti-Fraud and Corruption Framework
All officers and Members are signed up to the Council’s Anti-Fraud and Corruption
Framework. The Framework is made up five separate but related documents,
namely:






Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy
Fraud Response Plan
Anti-Bribery Policy
Anti-Money Laundering Policy
Whistleblowing Policy

The Whistleblowing policy places emphasis on the agreed ethical values of Members
and employees, providing protection for individuals to raise concerns in confidence
about suspect behaviour and ensuring that any concerns raised are properly
investigated.
PRINCIPLE B
engagement

–

Ensuring

openness

and

comprehensive

stakeholder

Full Council, Cabinet, Regulatory and Scrutiny meetings are open to the public and
all agenda papers, reports and decisions made by the Council are published on the
Council’s website together with details of forthcoming consultation exercises,
surveys and public meetings, except those determined as exempt from publication.
The Council’s consultation charter sets out how it engages with stakeholders and
partners. Rother residents who want to have their say and hear regularly about new
opportunities can join Rother Citizens Panel. Currently there are around 300
residents and other interested parties involved. The Council website has a section
called “Ask the Leader!” where the Leader of the Council will answer question posted
online. The Council has a public question time scheme which allows the public to
put questions to the appropriate Member of Cabinet or Committee Chairman at full
Council meetings. Anyone who works or lives in the Rother District can submit one
written question to full Council attended by all the elected Councillors.
PRINCIPLES C AND D - Defining, optimising and achieving outcomes
The Rother Corporate Plan 2014 - 2021 sets out our vision for the district and priority
areas for improvement in quality of life locally. The Corporate Plan is delivered
through a programme of projects and complemented by a resetting strategy that
seeks to adapt our services to on-going cuts in central grant support. The Corporate
Plan is regularly monitored by Members.
Rother’s performance management framework is set out in its Annual Report,
published on 30 June each year. Objectives and targets are set against the
Council’s corporate aims:





An Efficient, Flexible and Effective Council
Sustainable Economic Prosperity
Stronger, Safer Communities
A Quality Physical Environment

Performance is monitored against a key performance indicator (KPI) set
recommended by Overview and Scrutiny (OSC) Members in January of each year
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and subsequently approved by Cabinet. Performance against the KPI basket is
reported to Members quarterly and includes other areas if performance is giving rise
for concern. Details of any remedial action to be undertaken are included in these
reports. Benchmarking against other similar authorities and national quartiles where
available is a key aspect of performance reporting. Strategic Management Team
and the OSC routinely carry out high-level oversight of performance. The Committee
recommends actions and resource reallocation for action by Cabinet where
appropriate.
The Council’s performance reporting system, Pentana, is used to capture and
analyse data for the Council. The use of the system has been extended to record
data to enable the effective monitoring of the delivery of projects and business plans
associated with the Corporate Plan.
The Council shares the system with Wealden District Council and this has brought
significant financial savings to both authorities. This management information
system incorporates robust data quality features. A regular User Group brings
together users from across the Council to share experience and ideas. Data quality
is also managed through service representatives across the organisation. Quality
control processes include Head of Service sign off, risk assessment and internal
auditing of measures and their data.
PRINCIPLE E – Developing capacity and capability
A key element of the Council’s service planning is to maximise the investment in staff
through staff training to ensure we have the necessary skills for the future. All
employees’ training and development needs are considered as part of their annual
appraisal. The Council is the lead authority for the Sussex Training Consortium
which provides access to cost effective training for all Councils across East and
West Sussex. The Council works across a broad set of partnerships and
collaborative arrangements, and uses commissioning and procurement processes to
maximise capacity by delivering services in the most effective and efficient way.
PRINCIPLE F – Managing risks and performance
Risk Management
The Council has an approved Risk Management Policy and Strategic Integrated
Framework. This document shows the role both Members and officers have in the
identification and minimisation of risk. Progress has been made to further embed
risk management within the organisation and is now driven by risk and corporate
governance forming an integral part of meetings of the Strategic Management Team
(SMT). Desk top exercises are held on a regular basis to test identified risks against
our Business Continuity planning. Risk Management is a feature of all new projects
and is an integral part to the service planning process. Day to day management and
monitoring processes and procedures are in place but work continues to improve the
awareness of all staff. The corporate risk register forms an integral part of the
Council’s risk management process and is now available throughout the Council’s
services.
Financial Control Assurance
A regular process of reconciling the main accounting systems is in place. Budget
monitoring is produced monthly for all budget managers and regular reports have
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been submitted to Cabinet. The quality of reporting is continually under review by
Finance and budget managers and improvements have been made this last year.
Internal Audit
Each year an Internal Audit plan of work is agreed by the SMT, the Section 151
Officer and the Audit and Standards Committee. The majority of the 2019/20 Audit
Plan is expected to be completed by the financial year end. At the time of writing,
75% had been completed. The Plan includes all core financial audits together with
the audits that had been categorised as high/medium risk within the Plan.
The Audit Manager reports quarterly to the A&SC on the audit reviews that have
been undertaken, highlighting any significant recommendations that have been
made. The Audit Manager reports monthly to the Executive Director and quarterly to
the A&SC on the audit reviews that have been undertaken, highlighting any
significant recommendations that have been made. In addition, SMT and the
Section 151 Officer review the effectiveness of Internal Audit annually.
External Audit
External audit provide the Council with an Annual Audit Letter and an Annual
Governance report, which reports on the Council’s financial performance, value for
money and a review of the effectiveness of the governance arrangements.
PRINCIPLE G – Implementing good practices in transparency, reporting, and
accountability
All Council decisions are published online together with supporting information to
outline why that decision was chosen above other options. The Council has
developed both its website and the format of Council reports to improve
transparency and accessibility.
The Council reports performance against targets and financial targets on a regular
basis. This reporting incorporates services provided by all models of delivery
including services shared with other authorities, partnerships and contracted out
services. All high risk audit recommendations are reported to the A&SC, to ensure
that officers undertake any follow up actions as appropriate.
Significant Governance Issues
In terms of internal control, there have been areas where weaknesses which have
been identified through the review of compliance to the local code of corporate
governance, Managers’ Assurance Statements, Internal Audit and the work of the
A&SC and these are commented on below. In addition, there are areas where due
to external factors these have potential to adversely impact on the Council.
Governance issues arising from the review of the Local Code of Corporate
Governance
There are no outstanding issues to report from previous years, save covered in the
sections below.
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Internal Audit Reviews Showing Unacceptable Internal Control Environment
Internal audit reviews identified areas where the internal control environment was not
satisfactory and action needed:
Property Investment – The first audit review of this subject has only recently been
completed. As with any new initiative, the Council’s approach will take time to
develop. It is therefore no surprise that the report highlighted a number of areas
where control needs to be strengthened and/or transparency improved.
Recommendations for improvement included enhancements to the processes for
property evaluation, scrutiny and due diligence.
U4BW ERP System Administration – Concerns have previously been expressed
about the adequacy of resources to administer the new U4BW ERP system.
However since last year the amount of dedicated resource has further reduced.
There is an offsite support contract, emergency support from the Council’s partner
authority and other members of the Finance team provide minimal cover whilst a
new resource is recruited. It is however considered a risk in having no system
administration support on site available for this major system and follow up on
outstanding system issues is minimal. The Council is looking to employ a Deputy
System Administrator to address this but it will take time to gain Council specific
expertise to effectively administer the system.
Other issues and areas of emerging risk that may impact on the Council include:
Local Government Funding Review and Business Rate Retention Scheme
reset – the impact of the Government’s review of local government funding and
review of business rates is unlikely to be known until late summer 2020. This is
therefore a significant source of uncertainty over the Council’s financial stability.
Achieving a balanced budget – as a result of the above uncertainty and the
projected financial funding shortfall in the Council’s Medium Term Financial Plan,
there is pressure on the Council to deliver savings and additional income of £3m. A
major facet of the current plan is the delivery of savings (£1.3m) through the
devolvement of services to alternative providers. Failure to deliver these could result
in difficulties in achieving a balanced revenue budget without recourse to using a
major proportion of the Council’s reserves. The Council’s plans in delivering savings
need to be fully developed during 2020/21 in preparation of the outcome of the
Government reviews.
Emerging new Corporate Plan – with the change in May 2019 of the political
administration of the Council, a new Corporate Plan is being developed which will
have new key objectives. The emerging themes are centred around the environment
and new housing. It is likely that resources will need to be redirected to meet these
ambitions which will bring a degree of financial and other risks to the Council which
will need to be managed.
Joint Working – It is expected that the Council will continue with its programme of
delivering services jointly with other bodies where it helps to maintain or improve
services at a reduced cost. The Council has 3 main shared services. Building Control
and Legal services are provided by Wealden District Council. The shared
Environmental Health and Licensing Service with Wealden is provided by this
authority. Shared services provided by another Council could limit the Council’s
ability to maintain the quality of a service, particularly in the short term. The provision
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of a shared service for another Council does reduce the Council’s flexibility and
ability to redirect its resources when committed to delivery of a service for another
Council. The Council also jointly procures a number of major contracts including
waste collection and street cleaning and grounds maintenance.
Loss of staff and recruitment – A number of internal and external factors are
having a negative impact on staff morale. Voluntary redundancies are also likely to
place additional pressure on remaining staff as the work previously undertaken by
their departing colleagues is shared out amongst them. Whilst it is accepted that
there is no easy solution to this problem in the current financial climate, low morale
increases the risk of staff turnover and this could result in the loss of knowledge and
experience which the Council relies upon moving forward. In addition, the
recruitment of professional level Local Government posts continues to be
problematic. There are a range of factors influencing this, but seasoned
professionals and specialists are becoming a real issue for Local Government and in
particular, semi-rural Councils such as Rother. The Council’s ability to deliver
services and projects can be severely compromised by the inability to recruit,
combined with the retirement of qualified and experienced staff. This may be
resolved in a few years if the Council employs and trains Apprentices in these
professional roles.
Property Investment – The Council has commenced a programme of acquisition
and development of commercial property in the district with a view to stimulating
economic activity and generating rental income to support the revenue budget. Most
of this property investment will be funded by borrowing and this is expected to peak
at approximately £35m by 2021. Whilst the potential gains from such an approach
can be very attractive, there can also be significant financial risks if the Council does
not invest wisely or fails to secure the expected rental income. The Council also
needs to have regard to Government and CIPFA advice and guidance on
commercial investments. The Council carefully considers all property investment
opportunities and seeks professional advice before making acquisitions. This is why
the Council has put in place a Property Investment Panel that comprises Members
and Officers who will be supported by specialist valuation and financial advisors.
U4BW ERP Implementation Project – This project was originally due to complete
in April 2018, but it is still ongoing. The Finance and Payroll modules have been
operational since April and July 2018 respectively, but the implementation of the
Human Resources and Self Service modules continues to be delayed primarily due
to problems with system functionality. It is now hoped that these issues will be
overcome in order to go live in April 2020 but if this is not achievable, the Council
may have to consider an alternative way forward.
Risk Management – Whilst risk is regularly considered by Senior Management this
process is not always documented. Consequently, the corporate risk register, which
should include all of the major risks facing the Council, is not being regularly updated
and actively monitored at present. Furthermore, following the departure of the
Service Manager who was previously responsible for maintaining the Risk
Management Policy and Framework, it is currently unclear who has been assigned
this role. There is therefore a need for greater corporate oversight of risk
management activity.
.
Major Projects – The Council will be undertaking a number of high profile projects
over the next few years with the aim of delivering housing and economic
regeneration to the district. Most of which are being project managed by the Special
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Projects team in the Acquisitions, Transformation and Regeneration Service. Some
projects will need to be managed by officers within the relevant departments (in
addition to their normal day jobs) and not all of these may have project management
experience. There could be substantial financial and reputational risks if the Council
fails to successfully deliver these projects.
Post Exit of European Union – As negotiations commence on a new trading treaty
with the European Union the impact on the Food Control work of the Environmental
Health Service remain uncertain in relation to the export and importation of food,
which would have resource implications for the shared service with Wealden District
Council.
Pandemic Flu – The emergence of the Covid-19 virus increases the risk of a
Pandemic Flu outbreak in 2020/21. This could have a serious impact on Council
services if significant numbers of staff were absence due to sickness or quarantine.
Climate Change Emergency – The actions the Council will need to take to meet its
Climate Change Emergency commitments may limit some service provision or
increased costs, particularly around reduction in car mileage for visiting Officer, the
provision of electric vehicles and heating costs.
Joint Waste Collection and Street Cleaning Contract – The emerging risks
associated with the Joint Waste Contract arrangement in 2018/19 were effectively
managed Spring to Autumn 2019 with minimal services impact. Some residual risk of
service disruption remains pending Biffa Municipal Ltd’ final decisions on the need to
re-route collection services in 2020. This risk is therefore recorded in the Joint
Waste Partnership risk register and being managed through the established joint
waste contract management systems

We propose over the coming year to take steps to address these matters to further
enhance our governance arrangements. We are satisfied that these steps will
address the need for improvements that were identified in our review of effectiveness
and will monitor their implementation and operation as part of our next annual
review.

Cllr Doug Oliver
Leader of the Council
On behalf of Rother District Council
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Agenda Item 11
Rother District Council
Report to

-

Audit and Standards Committee

Date

-

18 May 2020

Report of the

-

Executive Director

Subject

-

Annual Property Investment Update

Recommendation: It be RESOLVED: That the report be noted.

Head of Service: Ben Hook

Introduction
1.

On 18 December 2017 (Minute C17/46 refers), Council approved the creation
of a Property Investment Strategy (PIS) with a £7m initial budget as part of the
capital programme and the establishment of the Property Investment Panel
(PIP) who would oversee and authorise the various investment opportunities.

2.

On 26 February 2018 (Minute C17/65 refers) Council approved the capital
programme up to 2022/23, which included a revised budget of £35m to enable
economic regeneration through property investment, which was to be funded
through borrowing.

The Process for Identifying Investments
3.

Property investments that have been considered as part of the Strategy fall
into two main categories; investments in existing properties and development
opportunities.

4.

Investments in existing properties provide an immediate financial return for
the authority and are likely to consist of built commercial space with an
existing rent-paying tenant. The investment in these properties safeguards
them for continued commercial use (thereby protecting employment) and not
for conversion into alternative uses. Investments into existing property tend to
represent the lower short-term risk option by providing greater certainty of
income, however returns are generally lower in the long term. Due to the use
of borrowing, the net yield achieved, after costs are taken into account, are
likely to be in the region of 2% per annum and therefore are below what a
normal investor would expect. This also means the risk margin is lower than
normal in relation to unexpected costs or the impact of vacant periods after
losing a tenant. When considering the return on investment our financial
appraisals therefore factor in the likelihood of voids and other outgoings.

5.

Development opportunities are sites or land that are acquired for the purposes
of development/redevelopment and achieving a longer term income. Where
properties are purchased for development purposes, additional authorisation
is and will be sought from Cabinet and Council for inclusion on to the
corporate capital programme.
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6.

Opportunities are identified through a range of sources including: local and
regional agents, existing development partners, commercial developers and
Locate East Sussex; as well as properties available on the open market such
as auctions and the press.

7.

Once opportunities are identified, they are recorded by officers and are then
subject to the seven stage acquisition process outlined in Appendix 1.
Progress through the various stages is then monitored and recorded onto the
spreadsheet at confidential Appendix 2.

The Acquisition Process
8.

Following an initial screening, a high level financial appraisal of the site is
undertaken and where necessary a site visit is conducted and a photographic
record taken. Officers have screened 39 properties since the beginning of the
programme and 16 since the last report to this Committee in March 2019.

9.

The PIS sets out the type of properties that may fall under consideration.
Identified properties are progressed for discussion by the Property Investment
Group (PIG). This group meets weekly and consists of the Executive
Director, Assistant Director Resources, Head of Service Acquisitions
Transformation and Regeneration, Property Investment and Regeneration
Manager and other property and finance officers as necessary.

10.

The Group will consider the potential return on investment, economic benefit
to the district, evaluate the risk and set the parameters for negotiation before
confirming that an approach to the vendor can be made. In compliance with
the PIS part of our due diligence is to comment in terms of how the acquisition
contributes towards the wider regeneration of the district.

11.

The PIG will report informally and seek views from the PIP members at an
early stage, in cases where a potential bid looks likely.

12.

Negotiations with vendors will be conducted differently depending on the
nature of the acquisition. Where there are existing relationships, or where the
Council already has an interest in the land, it is more likely that negotiations
will be conducted by officers. Where properties are available and advertised
on the open market, a direct approach has been made to the selling agent. In
certain circumstances there are opportunities identified that are not openly
available, nor are they identified through existing partnerships. In situations
such as this, agents have been appointed to approach landowners and
conduct negotiations on our behalf. This is a standard industry approach and
is used regularly by private investors.

13.

Following agreement on purchase price and heads of terms, a report is written
for consideration by the PIP.

The Property Investment Strategy
14.

The current PIS was adopted by the Council in May 2018 and is attached as
Appendix 3. The objective of the PIS is to support and safeguard the
economy of the Rother area through the long-term protection of existing and
the creation of new employment space, through investment in land and
property in the Rother economic area.
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15.

The PIS sets out the types of property that the Council will seek to acquire
and the factors that will be considered when assessing the suitability of
potential acquisitions. It also describes how purchases may be funded and
how the Council will manage risk.

The Property Investment Panel
16.

The terms of reference for the PIP was approved by Cabinet (Minute CB17/45
refers) in December 2017. The PIP is made up of five Members and is
chaired by the Leader of the Council. Current members of PIP are
Councillors Mrs Bayliss, Curtis, Dixon, Oliver, and Vine-Hall.

17.

Reports to the PIP provide extensive detail and include: a detailed site
description, a rationale for acquisition, details on any existing tenants, details
on the purchase price provisionally agreed through the negotiations,
provisional reports on title, the return on investment appraisal; as well as
commentary on associated financial, legal, environmental and planning risks.

18.

It should be noted that not all legal and conveyancing due diligence will have
been carried out at this stage and so should there be any significant changes
or risks identified, then Members will be made aware of this at the earliest
stage.

19.

Following approval of the PIP, officers and legal undertake the necessary due
diligence required for exchange and completion. This includes a full site
condition survey, a ‘Red Book’ valuation, a full report on title, tenant strength,
as well as relevant site specific reports such as land contamination.

Acquired Properties
20.

Since the previous report in March 2019 the Council has acquired a further
three properties with a total value of £11.125m. The properties that the
Council have acquired since March 2019 are:
Glovers, House, Bexhill Enterprise Park
Development Land at Barnhorn Green, Bexhill
Market Square, Battle

21.

£7.45m
£0.60m
£3.075m

The total value of the properties purchased by the Council as part of the PIS
is £13.625m, with a further £10m approved from borrowing to implement
development at Barnhorn Green.
Members will note as detailed in
confidential Appendix 2 that there are a number of properties that are
currently under consideration, negotiation, or undergoing the due diligence
process.

Internal Audit
22.

The Council’s internal auditors have recently reviewed the Council’s
processes for acquiring properties and identified no serious risks. However,
some recommendations were made to assist the process in future, as follows:


Management should consider adopting a weighted scorecard approach
to better quantify the relative merits of each acquisition. This would
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make it is easier for the Property Investment Panel to see the strengths
and weaknesses of each proposal and help to ensure consistency of
approach.

23.



Whilst risk registers are produced for development projects after the
sites have been acquired, it was recommended that a risk register is
produced prior to a decision being made to proceed with the purchase,
to ensure that any risks identified during the acquisition process are
considered and mitigating action put in place.



The Property Investment Panel currently consists of three Cabinet
Members and two non-Cabinet Members. This conflicts with the
Panel’s terms of reference which state that it should be made up of
three non-Cabinet Members and two Cabinet Members.



It was recommended that Members on the Property Investment Panel
should receive further property investment training to help them fulfil
their role.



The report recommends a checklist be produced to record all the key
stages of the due diligence process, to confirm that all necessary due
diligence checks have been carried out prior to completion taking place.

Officers have taken on board the recommendations of internal audit and these
are being actioned.

Risks and challenges
24.

In response to the rise in local authority borrowing to fund property
acquisitions, and the perceived risks associated with this, in the autumn of
2019 the Treasury placed a 1% increase on the Public Works Loan Board
rate. This has narrowed the viability margin for investment acquisitions. By
contrast the majority of private sector investors are cash buyers who do not
need to factor in the cost of loan repayments when considering bids for
properties.

25.

This has the result of rendering the Council less effective when competing in
the marketplace, particularly for investments which offer the greatest security
and lowest risk. The unintended consequence of the Treasury’s action, far
from reducing risk to the public purse, is to force local authorities to consider
less attractive investments with higher yields but attracting greater risks and
potential costs in terms of covenant strength, management costs,
obsolescence, etc.

26.

In general the UK investment market has been slow in recent years, largely as
a result of the uncertainty surrounding Brexit; with relatively few properties
coming to market and few transactions taking place. This means that there is
keen competition for good quality investments when they do come up for sale;
particularly in certain property sectors such as light industrial where investor
confidence and demand is high. The Council has direct experience of this
when bidding for local investments; where the eventual sale price has been
significantly in excess of a level that would be affordable to the Council.

27.

As stated above, the Council’s PIS is explicit in referencing local economic
benefit as the basis for acquiring properties, which points towards properties
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within the District or its immediate environs, where the case for local
economic benefit can be made. However, Rother does not have a significant
commercial property market and in general transactions are small-scale.
Whilst in theory the Council could acquire large numbers of small properties,
the acquisition process is heavily resource intensive and the ongoing
management of such properties would also require significant resourcing.
The opportunities locally for acquisitions that will make a significant
contribution to meeting the Council’s income targets are few and far between.
28.

Other investment activity, such as development of sites at Barnhorn Road and
Blackfriars, will yield a return in the longer run but require time to bring to
fruition.

29.

It is unlikely therefore that the Council will be able to meet the Council’s
Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) income targets through property
acquisitions under the current PIS, for the reasons given above.

Conclusion
30.

Members are asked to note this report and consider the work of officers and
the PIP in the delivery of the PIS.

31.

The work of the PIP has allowed swift action to facilitate acquisitions that may
otherwise have been lost to other investors. RDC is now becoming known to
agents that we are in the market for acquiring property and are bringing sites
to our attention. However, opportunities that meet the criteria of the PIS are
few and far between and a more proactive approach may be required to
identify premises. Both the officers and the PIP will continue to assess each
opportunity on its own merits.

32.

The forthcoming year will require us to make further acquisitions in order to
meet our regeneration objectives whilst creating a financial return and the PIP
remain focused on these objectives.

Dr Anthony Leonard
Executive Director
Risk Assessment Statement
Internal Audit have identified areas where the Council’s processes and procedures
can be improved, and these should be followed up to ensure that the Council does
not make poor investment decisions.
As with all investments the property market is subject to fluctuation and an economic
recession would affect the Council’s ability to generate revenue through rental
income.
The opportunities to acquire good quality investments locally are limited, putting
achievement of the Council’s MTFP target at risk
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Appendix 1
STAGES FOR ACQUISITION OF COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
Stage 1 – Properties identified and screened

Week 1

Regular review of relevant websites, local press and other
media.
Intelligence received from local agents, businesses,
landowners.
Initial discussion with internal Property Investment Group.
Properties approved for further investigation or rejected.
Stage 2 – Viewing & First Level Appraisal

Week 2

Potentially viable property viewed by officers. Photographic
record taken.
High level financial appraisal carried out.
Discussion with internal Property Investment Group re:
suitability, yield and purchase offer.
Stage 3 – Negotiation

Weeks 2-3

Receipt of relevant documentation – leases, evidence of title,
trading accounts (where relevant), plans, etc.
Purchase price negotiated with vendor. All negotiations
subject to contract, Property Investment Panel approval,
survey and external valuation.
Purchase price and other relevant Heads of Terms agreed in
principle.
Stage 4 – Report to Property Investment Panel

Week 3 onwards

Report to Property Investment Panel, including financial
appraisal, risk assessment, planning commentary,
recommendations.
Stage 5 – Due Diligence

Week 3 onwards

Arms’ length valuation commissioned to Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors ‘Red Book’ standard.
Condition survey commissioned.
Legal team at Wealden District Council instructed - where
insufficient capacity exists or unlikely to meet transaction
timescales, Wealden will contract out but retain management
of the case.
Receipt of report on Title, Searches, Valuation and Survey
reports. Review Heads of Terms or withdraw in the event of
prejudicial information coming to light.
Ongoing progress updates with internal Property Investment
Group.
Stage 6 – Exchange of contracts & completion

By Week 8

Completion Statement received and checked.
Transfer documents signed and monies transferred.
Internal administrative systems set up: Estates records
updated, Finance briefed.
Stage 7 – Exchange of contracts/completion
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Appendix 3
PROPERTY INVESTMENT STRATEGY
April 2018
Objective of the Strategy
1.

The Council is committed to supporting and safeguarding the economy of the
Rother area through the long term protection of existing and the creation of
new employment space. This objective will in part be achieved through the
investment in land and property in the Rother economic area. For this strategy
to be sustainable the investments must make a net positive return for the
Council. For new developments this may not occur in the early period but
must by the medium term be making a positive return. The Council will review
this strategy as the portfolio develops and as the Council’s business needs
evolve.

What will the Council invest in –
2.

The Council will seek to maintain a diversified and balanced portfolio of
property assets, having regard to the considerations set out below. The
general principle is that properties will be acquired in order to protect their
current or desired use and generate a stable revenue income for the Council.

3.

Established property investment practice has evolved based on long standing
markets for assets in mainstream sectors such as offices, retail, industrial and
residential. Investing in these traditional asset categories in a balanced
fashion, allows for a lower risk investment when compared to emerging
markets such as Student Accommodation, Nursing Homes and Medical
Centres.

4.

The Council will focus on acquiring properties which contribute to local
economic or social benefit, provided they meet the minimum yield
requirement.

5.

Where properties include residential accommodation either rented or on long
leasehold (likely especially in town centre locations), the Council will seek to
make alternative holding and management arrangements outside of the
Council.

6.

The Council will consider opportunities within the Rother District; or within its
immediate environs where a case can be made on the basis of local benefit.

7.

Freehold tenure is preferred to leasehold. Freehold provides for greater
levels of security than a leasehold asset that would effectively decrease in
value over time. However the Council may also buy back ground leases on
assets where the Council is already the freeholder, in order to gain control
over future development and benefit from increased rental income.

8.

Properties should preferably be let to a single tenant on a full repairing lease,
in order to minimise management input. Properties with more than one tenant
may be considered however if the management requirements are considered
to be acceptable. Whilst properties let to only one tenant may present a level
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of risk of a void in the event of tenant failure or at the end of the lease,
detailed financial due diligence would be undertaken to ascertain their
financial stability.
9.

The Council will balance investments that are already producing an income,
with existing tenants in place, with properties with vacant accommodation or
development sites where the return on investment is expected in the medium
term particularly where there are strategic reasons for doing so. The interim
funding implications will be considered as part of the business case for
investment.

Size of Investment Lots and investment criteria
10.

Due to the nature of the local property market the Council will be flexible on lot
size and consider investment opportunities on their individual merit; however
the ideal suggested lot size is between £1m and £10m. This will be flexible if
there is an overriding strategic reason to acquire a property.

11.

Opportunities may be sought that lend themselves to a potential to increase
rental income than is currently being realised.

12.

The following specific criteria will be applied:








Minimum Income Yield of 5% gross of borrowing costs, based on an
average over 10 years.
Individual Properties or Portfolios.
Flexible lot size but £1m – £10m preferred.
Freehold preferred.
Single tenanted preferred, or multi tenanted where management input
required is at an acceptable level.
Asset categories: likely to focus on Industrial, Office, Retail, Leisure, Trade
Counter; but others may be considered.
Geographically located within Rother District, or immediately nearby where
a case can be made on the basis of local benefit.

Land and Property Disposals
13.

The Council’s land and property holdings will be reviewed regularly to assess
their contribution to the objectives of this strategy and where there is a
shortfall may consider disposal. In addition where there is significant capital
appreciation of an asset, disposal may be considered where the capital
receipt enables reinvestment in the Rother area.

Funding the Investments
14.

Funding for the acquisition of assets will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis
from a number of sources:






Receipts from previous property disposals.
Receipts from proposed land / property disposals in future years.
Reallocation of some of the funds currently held in reserves.
Borrowing from external lenders – Bank Real Estate Finance, Annuity
Funds, Pension Funds.
Borrowing from the Public Works Loan Board.
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15.

Municipal Bonds Agency.

An initial budget of £35m to cover the three financial years 2018/19 to
2020/21 funded through borrowing has been approved to fund investment
acquisitions, to be drawn down as and when required.

Expert Support and Guidance
16.

External specialist property investment advisors will be retained as necessary
on each transaction, advising on suitability having undertaken detailed pre
purchase due diligence, including valuation, risk analysis and lease / title
reviews.

Managing Risk
17.

The risks of each potential investment will be considered by carrying out due
diligence to include the following:








18.

Valuation.
Market Conditions.
Covenant strength of tenants.
Terms of leases.
Structural surveys.
Funding options.
Future costs.

The subsequent management of the portfolio will be delivered from existing
resources within the Council’s Estates team, supplemented by specialist
external advice as needed. A specific budget provision will be made available
to meet these costs. This approach will be reviewed regularly by the Property
Investment Panel, including on-going resource requirements, as the portfolio
grows.

Monitoring the Strategy
19.

Performance of the investment portfolio will be measured against a number of
targets to be agreed annually by the Property Investment Panel. These will
include both financial and non-financial measures. It will also be necessary to
forecast performance of current assets to identify any which may fall below
the income return target.
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Agenda Item 12
Rother District Council
Report to

-

Audit and Standards Committee

Date

-

18 May 2020

Report of the

-

Executive Directors

Subject

-

Treasury Management Update

Recommendation: It be RESOLVED: That the report be noted.

Assistant Director Resources: Robin Vennard

Introduction
1.

Cabinet approved the Council’s 2019/20 Investment Strategy on the 11
February 2019. The investment strategy requires regular reports to be
presented to this Committee on the Council’s treasury management activities.
Members are also reminded that investment activity is also reported through
the Members’ Bulletin. In managing its treasury management activities, the
Council follows the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s
(CIPFA) Code of Practice on Treasury Management (revised 2017).

2.

Treasury Management covers two main areas:
i.

The management of day to day cash flows by way of short term investing
and borrowing. Longer term investment opportunities may arise
depending on cashflow requirements.

ii. Management of the Council’s long-term debt portfolio which is used to
finance capital expenditure that cannot be immediately funded by internal
resources (e.g.by using Capital Receipts).
3.

The CIPFA (Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy) Code of
Practice for Treasury Management recommends that Members be updated on
treasury management activities regularly. This report, therefore, ensures this
Council is implementing best practice in accordance with the Code.

Economic Update
4.

The UK has now formally left the EU although transition terms are in place,
meaning no actual change to trading conditions. The UK Government has
indicated that it wishes to strike a trade deal by the end of 2020 and if a broad
outline has not been agreed by June it will walk away from trade talks, which
would result in a ‘no deal’ outcome.

5.

The onset of the coronavirus is having a major impact on global markets,
particularly in China where the virus appears to have originated and where its
impact has been greatest.
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6.

In January 2020, the Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee voted not
to cut its base interest rate whilst indicating that a cut remained a possibility
later in the year. However on the 11 March 2020 they made an emergency
announcement to cut the base rate from 0.75% to 0.25% to try and mitigate
the economic impact of the Coronavirus on the UK. We will continue to take
advice from the Council’s asset management specialists, LINK Asset
Services, regarding base rate forecasts as they could be subject to further
changes arising from Brexit trade deal negotiations and other global events.

7.

Economic data releases have shown some positive signs in recent weeks with
the outcome of the General Election providing far greater political certainty.
CPI inflation remains low at 1.1% although UK GDP quarterly growth slowed
to an average of 0.2% in 2019. However, economic forecasts have recently
been more pessimistic following the above-mentioned coronavirus outbreak.

Financial Investments Review
8.

The Council currently makes the majority of its investments through the use of
call and deposit accounts with the major financial UK institutions. In addition,
the Council holds investments totalling £8m in Property Funds.

9.

As at 30 November 2019 the Council‘s total investments were £28,798m.
There was £11,984m of borrowing as at the 29 February 2020 and the Capital
Financing requirement was £17,267m.

10.

The Council’s investment policy is governed by Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government investment guidance, which has been
implemented in the annual investment strategy approved by Cabinet on the
10th February 2020. This policy sets out the approach for choosing
investment counterparties and is based on credit ratings provided by the three
main credit rating agencies, supplemented by additional market data (such as
rating outlooks, credit default swaps, bank share prices etc.).

11.

The investment activity during the year conformed to the approved strategy
and the Council had no liquidity difficulties.

12.

The total income from investments is estimated at £512,000 with an average
rate of return on investments of 1.83%.

13.

The investment portfolio as at the 2 March 2020 is shown in the table
overleaf:
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Type of
account
Lloyds - General (RFB)
Call
Lloyds - (RFB)
Fixed
Lloyds - (RFB)
Fixed
Lloyds - (RFB)
Fixed
Bank of Scotland (RFB)
Call
Bank of Scotland
32 Days Notice
Barclays - Call Account (NRFB)
Call
Santander - 31 Day Notice Account 31 Days Notice
CCLA Local Authority Property
Long Term
Fund
HERMES Property Fund
Long Term

Deposit

Maturity
Interest
Amount £
Share %
Date
Rate
N/A 10,794,445
0.65% 37.48%
24/04/2020 2,000,000
1.25%
6.95%
08/05/2020 1,000,000
1.25%
3.47%
20/03/2020 4,000,000
0.85% 13.89%
N/A
6
0.65%
0.00%
N/A 3,000,000
0.90% 10.42%
N/A
1,065
0.50%
0.00%
N/A
1,653
0.55%
0.01%
N/A

5,000,000

4.32%

N/A

2,999,998

3.01%

Total

28,797,166

Total managed in-house
Total managed externally
Total Treasury Investments

20,797,169
7,999,998
28,797,166

17.36%
10.42%
100.00%

Borrowing
14.

The Council’s underlying need to borrow for capital expenditure is termed the
Capital Financing Requirement (CFR). The figure is a gauge of the Council’s
indebtedness. The CFR results from the capital activity of the Council and
resources used to pay for the capital spend. It represents the 2019/20
unfinanced capital expenditure and prior years’ net or unfinanced capital
expenditure which has not been paid for by revenue or other resources.

15.

Part of the Council’s treasury activities is to address the funding requirements
for the borrowing need. Depending on the capital expenditure programme, the
treasury service organises the Council’s cash position to ensure that enough
cash is available to meet the capital plans and cash flow requirements. This
may be sourced through borrowing from external bodies, such as the
Government, through the Public Works Loan Board (PWLB), or the money
markets, or utilising temporary cash resources within the Council.

16.

The Council’s CFR is not allowed to rise indefinitely. Statutory controls are in
place to ensure that capital assets are broadly charged to revenue over the
life of the asset. The Council is required to make an annual revenue charge,
called the Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP), to reduce the CFR. This is
effectively a repayment of the borrowing need. External debt can be borrowed
or repaid at any time, but this does not change the CFR.

17.

The total expenditure and funding of the Capital Programme for 2019/20 is
summarised in the table overleaf:
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2019/20
Original
Budget
£ (000)
21,205

Capital Expenditure
Financing:
Capital Receipts
Grants and Contributions
Borrowing
Capital Expenditure Charged to
Revenue
Total Funding
18.

1,930

415

415

3,847

2,859

2,876

13,758

13,313

13,452

1,670

658

791

21,205

17,245

17,534

The capital programme assumes new borrowing in 2019/20 of £13.602m and
this increases the Council’s CFR for the year as shown below:

Opening Balance

2019/20
Original
Budget
£ (000)
3,650

2019/20
Revised
Budget
£ (000)
3,756

2019/20
Estimated
Outturn
£ (000)
3,756

16,136

13,313

13,452

(156)

(91)

(91)

19,630

16,978

17,117

Add unfinanced capital expenditure
Less Minimum Revenue Provision
(MRP)
Closing Balance
19.

2019/20
2019/20
Revised
Estimated
Budget
Outturn
£ (000)
£ (000)
17,245
17,534

At the 29 February 2020, the Council‘s actual borrowing position was as
follows:
Borrowing position as at the 29 February 2020
Interest
Full Year
PWLB Ref:
Amount o/s
Term
Type
Rate
Repayments
507499

£443,243

2.59%

50

Annuity

£16,102

507503

£443,223

2.58%

50

Annuity

£16,070

509130

£1,641,250

2.39%

50

Annuity

£56,729

509131

£1,000,000

2.24%

50 Maturity

£22,400

509165

£8,451,646

2.48%

50

£11,979,362

2.46%

Total Borrowing
20.

Annuity

£297,572
£408,873

Borrowing activity is constrained by prudential indicators for gross borrowing
and the CFR, and by the authorised limit. The authorised limit is the
“affordable borrowing limit” required by Section 3 of the Local Government Act
2003. Once this has been set, the Council does not have the power to borrow
above this level. The table below demonstrates that during 2019/20 the
Council plans to maintain gross borrowing within its authorised limit.
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2019/20
Original
Budget
£ (000)

Treasury Indicators

Actual as at
29 February 2020
£ (000)

Authorised Limit for External Debt

20,000

57,400

Operational boundary for External Debt

10,000

52,000

Gross External Debt (actual)

12,488

11,980

(22,096)

(28,798)

(9,608)

(16,818)

Investments
Net Borrowing/(Investments)
21.

The operational boundary is the expected borrowing position of the Council
during the year. Periods where the actual position is either below or over the
boundary are acceptable subject to the authorised limit not being breached.

22.

The actual financing costs as a proportion of net revenue stream identifies the
trend in the cost of capital, (borrowing and other long-term obligation costs net
of investment income), against the net revenue stream.
2019/20
Original
Budget
£ (000)
1,670

2019/20
Estimated
Outturn
£ (000)
791

Capital Financing Requirement (CFR)

19,630

17,117

Annual Change in CFR

15,980

13,361

In-Year Borrowing Requirements

12,488

11,980

Ratio of Financing costs to Net Revenue Stream %

0.53%

-1.64%

Prudential
Indicators
Capital Expenditure Charged to Revenue

23.

The Council has maintained an under-borrowed position this year, which
means that the CFR was not fully funded with loan debt, as cash supporting
the Council’s reserves, balances and cash flow was used instead. This
strategy is prudent as investment returns remain low and counterparty risk on
placing investments is minimised.

Non-Treasury Investments
24.

The Council continues to invest in the economic regeneration of Rother
through its Property Investment Strategy (PIS) and the expected income from
these non-Treasury Investments is estimated as follows:
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2019/20 Estimated Property Investment Income
Rental
Income
£
106,000

Property
14 Terminus Road

MRP &
Interest
Net Income
£
£
(16,102)
89,898

18-40 Beeching Road

86,394

(16,070)

70,324

16 Beeching Road

97,000

(28,364)

68,636

401,750

(148,786)

252,964

Glovers House
Market Square, Battle

56,096

Total

747,240

0
(209,322)

56,096
537,918

25.

In addition to the above properties the Council has also purchased a property
in Barnhorn Green, which should bring in further rental income in the future.

26.

Since the last report to Audit and Standards Committee on the 9 December
2019, the Council has purchased Market Square in Battle at a total cost of
£3.221m including the costs of purchase. The budget for rental income from
all investment properties is £1,939,750. This is made up of £975,670 for the
existing assets and £964,080 for the properties purchased through the PIS.
The latest estimated outturn for 2019/20 is £1,695,405 a shortfall of £244,345.
This equates to a 5.8% gross return on the value of all properties including
those purchased under PIS. After allowing for borrowing costs the return on
PIS properties is generating an expected return of 2.54%.

New CIPFA Guidance
27.

New guidance on non-treasury investments has been published by CIPFA.
This guidance is currently being reviewed to consider its impact on the PIS. It
should be noted that this is only guidance and does not change the underlying
legislation that the Council looks to comply with regarding its PIS.

Conclusion
28.

The investment activity during the year conformed to the approved strategy
and the Council had no liquidity difficulties. The investment environment for
treasury activities remains very difficult with absolute returns continuing to be
very low. The diversification into Property Funds has increased the net overall
return but does come with a greater degree of capital risk than other
investments and is less liquid. The Council’s PIS has regeneration at its heart
and is planned to generate returns in excess of 2% (net of borrowing costs),
which is greater than predicted for treasury investments. Again, this comes
with greater risk due to the commitment to repaying borrowing and the direct
operational risks of managing property.

Malcolm Johnston
Executive Director
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Risk Assessment Statement
The risks arising from the Councils treasury investments and its non-Treasury
investments are outlined in this report. Failure to follow the Council’s investment
strategy could increase the risk of financial loss.
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Agenda Item 13
Rother District Council
Report to

-

Audit and Standards Committee

Date

-

18 May 2020

Report of the

-

Executive Director

Subject

-

Accounting Policies 2019/20

Recommendation: It be RESOLVED: That the Council’s proposed accounting
policies be approved and be adopted in completing the 2019/20 Statement of
Accounts and the critical judgements be noted.

Assistant Director Resources: Robin Vennard

Introduction
1.

This report presents the accounting policies that will be used in the
preparation of 2019/20 Statement of Accounts and summarises the changes
from 2018/19 introduced as a result of amendments to the Code of Practice
on Local Authority Accounting 2019/20 (the Code) or as part of the Council’s
annual review process. The report also explains the requirement to include
notes on the critical judgements used in the production of the Statement of
Accounts which have been presented alongside the accounting policies in line
with best practice.

Accounting Policies
2.

The Council’s accounting policies are the specific principles, conventions,
rules and practices that are applied in the production and presentation of the
annual Statement of Accounts. These policies have to be disclosed as a note
to the annual accounts. A copy of the policies can be found at Appendix A.

3.

The Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting for 2019/20 has been
reviewed and it introduces no significant changes, compared to the previous
year, that need to be implemented. However, the Council, as part of its annual
review of policies, has taken the opportunity to make some minor changes to
improve the wording and presentation of the policies and to align them more
closely to the disclosure requirements under the Code.

4.

In applying the accounting policies set out in Appendix A the Council will need
to make certain judgements about complex transactions or those involving
uncertainty about future events. The external auditors (Grant Thornton) are
kept informed of these matters.

5.

It is recommended that the proposed accounting policies to be used to
prepare the Council’s 2019/20 Statement of Accounts are approved by the
Audit and Standards Committee before the financial statements are prepared.
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Critical Judgements
6.

In line with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and the Code
the Council is required to disclose those judgements that management have
made in the process of applying the Council’s accounting policies that have
the most significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial
statements. Management has made one such judgement concerning
Business Rates appeals, which is shown at Appendix B.

Future Events
7.

National issues as highlighted below may have a bearing on the preparation
of the accounts.

8.

There is a high degree of uncertainty in respect of future levels of funding for
local government. The Spending Round 2019 and the provisional local
government finance settlement for 2020/21 announced in December 2019
provides certainty of government spending for next year only. Local
government also faces the challenge of trying to plan for the impact of the Fair
Funding Review and Local Business Rates Retention proposals. The auditors
will continue to review the Council’s going concern status should levels of
funding continue to decrease together with all major economic assumptions
that form the basis of the statement of accounts.

9.

The financial impact of the United Kingdom leaving the European Union
remains uncertain. It could be positive or negative, but it is likely to affect
interest and inflation rates, labour costs and property and rental values. Whilst
the Council’s accounts will be prepared after the UK’s exit on 31 January it will
still remain too early to be able to properly quantify the impact on the values
disclosed therein.

10.

This situation is being carefully monitored in line with other national events
such as the potential impact of the coronavirus and is a standing item for
discussion with the auditors and external valuers.

Consultation
11.

Consultation has taken place with the Councils External Auditors, Grant
Thornton UK LLP.

Conclusion
12.

Committee is asked to review and approve the Council’s proposed accounting
policies, to be adopted in completing the 2019/20 Statement of Accounts and
to note the critical judgements.

Malcolm Johnston
Executive Director
Risk Assessment Statement
The Council needs to have in place accounting policies that meet the requirements
of the relevant local government accounting code of practice. Failure to do so may
result in the misreporting of the Council’s finances, could adversely affect decision
making and result in the external auditors giving a qualified opinion on the accounts.
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Appendices:
Appendix A – Accounting Policies
Appendix B – Critical Judgements
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Appendix A
ACCOUNTING POLICIES
1.

General Principles

The Statement of Accounts summarises the Council's transactions for the 2019/20
financial year and its position at the year-end of 31 March 2020. The Council is
required to prepare an annual Statement of Accounts by the Accounts and Audit
Regulations 2015 which those Regulations require to be prepared in accordance
with proper accounting practices. These practices primarily comprise the Code of
Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2019/20, supported by
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). The accounting convention
adopted in the Statement of Accounts is principally historical cost, modified by the
revaluation of certain categories of non-current assets and financial instruments.
2.

Accruals of Income and Expenditure

Activity is accounted for in the year that it takes place, not simply when cash
payments are made or received. In particular:










3.

Revenue from contracts with service recipients whether for services or the
provision of goods, is recognised when (or as) the goods are transferred to
the service recipient in accordance with the performance obligations in the
contract. However, for low individual value annual transactions (e.g. annual
payment for beach hut licences) this is recognised on a cash basis.
Supplies are recorded as expenditure when they are consumed - where there
is a gap between the date supplies are received and their consumption they
are carried as inventories on the Balance Sheet.
Expenses in relation to services received (including services provided by
employees) are recorded as expenditure when the services are received
rather than when payments are made.
Interest receivable on investments is accounted for as income on the basis of
the effective interest rate for the relevant financial instrument rather than the
cash flows fixed or determined by the contract.
Where revenue and expenditure have been recognised but cash has not been
received or paid, a debtor or creditor for the relevant amount is recorded in
the Balance Sheet. Where debts may not be settled, the balance of debtors is
written down and a charge made to revenue for the income that might not be
collected.
Accounting for Council Tax and Non-Domestic Rates

The Council collects income from payers of Council Tax and Non-Domestic
Ratepayers, but only part of the income relates to this Council, the balance being
collected on behalf of other major precepting authorities, including the Government
(for business rates). The amounts of debtors, adjustments for doubtful debts,
overpayment creditors and receipts in advance that relate to the precepting
authorities are shown as a single net debtor or creditor in the balance sheet. The
element of the Collection Fund due to preceptors is held as part of the Short-Term
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Creditors balance. Annual changes in the amounts held for preceptors are shown as
part of financing activities in the Cash Flow Statement.
The amounts legally credited to the General Fund are those estimated before the
start of the financial year, including distributions of estimated surplus, or
contributions towards estimated deficits. In accounting terms, however, the Council’s
share of the collectable debit (including adjustments to allowances for doubtful debts
and appeals) are credited to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement
(CI&ES). The difference between the cumulative amounts for statutory and
accounting purposes forms the Collection Fund Adjustment Account (an unusable
reserve) and the annual adjustment forms part of the accounting and financing
adjustments.
4.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash is represented by cash in hand and deposits with financial institutions
repayable without penalty on notice of not more than 24 hours. Cash equivalents are
investments that mature in no more than ninety days from the date of acquisition and
that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash with insignificant risk of
change in value. In the Cash Flow Statement, cash and cash equivalents are shown
net of bank overdrafts that are repayable on demand and form an integral part of the
Council's cash management.
5.
Prior Period Adjustments, Changes in Accounting Policies and
Estimates and Errors
Prior period adjustments may arise as a result of a change in accounting policies or
to correct a material error. Changes in accounting estimates are accounted for
prospectively, i.e. in the current and future years affected by the change and do not
give rise to a prior period adjustment. Changes in accounting policies are only made
when required by proper accounting practices or the change provides more reliable
or relevant information about the effect of transactions, other events and conditions
on the Council's financial position or financial performance. Where a change is
made, it is applied retrospectively (unless stated otherwise) by adjusting opening
balances and comparative amounts for the prior period as if the new policy had
always been applied.
Material errors discovered in prior period figures are corrected retrospectively by
amending opening balances and comparative amounts for the prior period.
6.

Charges to Revenue for Non-Current Assets

Services, support services and trading accounts are debited with the following
amounts to record the cost of holding non-current assets during the year:





depreciation attributable to the assets used by the relevant service
revaluation and impairment losses on assets used by the service where
there are no accumulated gains in the Revaluation Reserve against
which the losses can be written off
amortisation of intangible assets attributable to the service.
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The Council is not required to raise council tax to cover depreciation, revaluation and
impairment losses or amortisations. However, it is required to make an annual
provision from revenue to contribute towards the reduction in its overall borrowing
requirement. This provision, known as Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP), is equal
to an amount calculated on a prudent basis determined by the Council in accordance
with statutory guidance. Depreciation, revaluation and impairment losses and
amortisations are therefore replaced by the contribution in the General Fund
Balance, by way of an adjusting transaction with the Capital Adjustment Account in
the Movement in Reserves Statement for the difference between the two.
7.

Employee Benefits

Benefits Payable during Employment
Short-term employee benefits are those due to be settled within 12 months of the
year-end. They include such benefits as wages and salaries, paid annual leave and
paid sick leave, bonuses and non-monetary benefits (e.g. cars) for current
employees and are recognised as an expense for services in the year in which
employees render service to the Council. An accrual is made for the cost of holiday
entitlements (or any form of leave, e.g. time off in lieu) earned by employees but not
taken before the year-end which employees can carry forward into the next financial
year. The accrual is made at the wage and salary rates applicable in the following
accounting year, being the period in which the employee takes the benefit. The
accrual is charged to Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services, but then
reversed out through the Movement in Reserves Statement so that these benefits
are charged to the General Fund in the financial year in which payment is made.
Termination Benefits
Termination benefits are amounts payable as a result of a decision by the Council to
terminate an officer's employment before the normal retirement date or an officer's
decision to accept voluntary redundancy and are charged on an accruals basis to the
relevant service cost line in the CI&ES when the Council is demonstrably committed
to the termination of the employment of an officer or group of officers or making an
offer to encourage voluntary redundancy. Where termination benefits involve the
enhancement of pensions, statutory provisions require the General Fund balance to
be charged with the amount payable by the Council to the pension fund or pensioner
in the year, not the amount calculated according to the relevant accounting
standards. In the Movement in Reserves Statement, appropriations are required to
and from the Pensions Reserve to remove the notional debits and credits for pension
enhancement termination benefits and replace them with debits for the cash paid to
the pension fund and pensioners and any such amounts payable but unpaid at the
year-end.
Post-Employment Benefits
The majority of the Council’s employees are members of the Local Government
Pensions Scheme, administered by East Sussex County Council. The Scheme
provides defined benefits to members (retirement lump sums and pensions), earned
as employees worked for the Council.
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The Local Government Scheme is accounted for as a defined benefits scheme:








The liabilities of the East Sussex pension fund attributable to the Council are
included in the Balance Sheet on an actuarial basis using the projected unit
method - i.e. an assessment of the future payments that will be made in relation
to retirement benefits earned to date by employees, based on assumptions about
mortality rates, employee turnover rates, etc. and projections of projected
earnings for current employees.
Liabilities are discounted to their value at current prices, using a discount rate
based on the indicative rate of return on high quality corporate bond chosen by
the Fund’s Actuary.
The assets of the East Sussex pension fund attributable to the Council are
included in the Balance Sheet at their fair value:
o quoted securities - current bid price
o unquoted securities - professional estimate
o unitised securities - current bid price
o property - market value
The change in the net pensions’ liability is analysed into the following
components:
o current service cost - the increase in liabilities as a result of years of
service earned this year - allocated in the CI&ES to the services for
which the employees worked
o past service cost - the increase in liabilities arising from current year
decisions whose effect relates to years of service earned in earlier
years - debited to the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services in
the CI&ES as part of the cost of the Resources service
o net interest on the defined benefit liability, i.e. net interest expense for
the Council – the change during the period in the net defined benefit
liability that arises from the passage of time charged to the financing
and investment income line of the Comprehensive Income and
Expenditure Statement – this is calculated by applying the discount
rate used to measure the defined benefit obligation at the beginning of
the period to the defined benefit liability at the beginning of the period –
taking account of any changes in the net defined benefit liability during
the period as a result of contribution and benefit payments.
o remeasurements comprising:
 the return on plan assets, excluding amounts included in net
interest on the net defined liability, charged to the Pension
Reserve as Other Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
 actuarial gains or losses - changes in the net pensions liability
that arise because events have not coincided with assumptions
made at the last actuarial valuation or because the actuaries
have updated their assumptions - charged to the Pensions
Reserve as Other Comprehensive Income and Expenditure.
o contributions paid to the East Sussex pension fund - cash paid as
employer's contributions to the pension fund in settlement of liabilities;
not accounted for as an expense.
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In relation to retirement benefits, statutory provisions require the General Fund
balance to be charged with the amount payable by the Council to the pension fund or
directly to pensioners in the year, not the amount calculated according to the
relevant accounting standards. In the Movement in Reserves Statement, this means
that there are appropriations to and from the Pensions Reserve to remove the
notional debits and credits for retirement benefits and replace them with debits for
the cash paid to the pension fund and pensioners and any such amounts payable
but unpaid at the year-end. The negative balance that arises on the Pensions
Reserve thereby measures the beneficial impact to the General Fund of being
required to account for retirement benefits on the basis of cash flows rather than as
benefits are earned by employees.
Discretionary Benefits
The Council also has restricted powers to make discretionary awards of retirement
benefits in the event of early retirements. Any liabilities estimated to arise as a result
of an award to any member of staff are accrued in the year of the decision to make
the award and accounted for using the same policies as are applied to the Local
Government Pension Scheme.
8.

Events after the Reporting Period

Events after the Balance Sheet date are those events, both favourable and
unfavourable, that occur between the end of the reporting period and the date when
the Statement of Accounts is authorised for issue. Two types of events can be
identified:


those that provide evidence of conditions that existed at the end of the
reporting period - the Statement of Accounts is adjusted to reflect such
events.
 those that are indicative of conditions that arose after the reporting period the Statement of Accounts is not adjusted to reflect such events, but where a
category of events would have a material effect, disclosure is made in the
notes of the nature of the events and their estimated financial effect.
Events taking place after the date of authorisation for issue are not reflected in the
Statement of Accounts.
9.

Fair Values

The Council measures some of its non-financial assets (surplus assets and
investment properties), and its available for sale financial assets, at fair value at each
reporting date. The Council also discloses fair values for financial assets and
liabilities categorised as loans and receivables. Fair value is the price that would be
received to sell an asset or transfer a liability in an orderly transaction at the year
end. The fair value measurement assumes that the transaction takes place either in
the principal market for the asset or liability, or, in the absence of a principal market,
in the most advantageous market.
The Council measures the asset or liability using the assumptions that market
participants would use when pricing the asset or liability, assuming that they act in
their economic best interest.
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When measuring the fair value the Council takes into account the market
participants’ ability to generate economic benefits by using the asset or liability in its
highest or best use, or by selling it to another party that would use the asset or
liability for its highest and best use.
The Council uses valuation techniques that are appropriate in the circumstances and
for which sufficient data is available, maximising the use of observable inputs and
minimising the use of unobservable inputs.
Inputs to the valuation techniques for assets and liabilities that are measured or
disclosed in the financial statements are categorised within the fair value hierarchy,
as follows:
Level 1

Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or
liabilities that the Council can access at the year end.

Level 2

Inputs, other than quoted prices within Level 1, that are observable for the
asset or liability, either directly or indirectly.

Level 3

Unobservable inputs for the asset or liability.

10. Financial Instruments
Financial Liabilities
Financial liabilities are recognised on the Balance Sheet when the Council becomes
a party to the contractual provisions of a financial instrument and initially measured
at fair value and carried at their amortised cost. Annual charges to the Financing and
Investment Income and Expenditure line in the CI&ES for interest payable are based
on the carrying amount of the liability, multiplied by the effective rate of interest for
the instrument. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated
future cash payments over the life of the instrument to the amount at which it was
originally recognised.
This means that the amount presented in the Balance Sheet is the outstanding
principal repayable (plus accrued interest) and interest charged to the CI&ES is the
amount payable for the year according to the loan agreement.
Liabilities include trade payables. It has been assessed that the carrying amount in
the Balance Sheet is a proxy for the fair value of those liabilities.

Financial Assets
Financial assets are classified based on a classification and measurement approach
that reflects the business model for holding the financial assets and their cash flow
characteristics. There are three main classes of financial assets measured at:


Amortised cost



Fair value through profit or loss (FVPL)



Fair value through other comprehensive income (FVOCI)
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The business model of the Council is to hold investments to collect contractual cash
flows. Financial assets are therefore classified at amortised cost, except for those
whose contractual payments are not solely payment of principal and interest (i.e.
where the cash flows do not take the form of a basic debt instrument).
Financial Assets Measured at Amortised Cost
Financial assets measured at amortised cost are recognised on the Balance Sheet
when the Council becomes a party to the contractual provisions of a financial
instrument and are initially measured at fair value. They are then measured at their
amortised cost. Annual credits to the Financing and Investment Income and
Expenditure line in the CI&ES for interest receivable are based on the carrying
amount of the asset multiplied by the effective rate of interest for the instrument. For
most of the loans that the Council has made, this means that the amount presented
in the Balance Sheet is the outstanding principal receivable (plus accrued interest)
and interest credited to the CI&ES is the amount receivable for the year in the loan
agreement.
However, the Council has from time to time makes a number of loans to voluntary
organisations at less than market rates (soft loans). When soft loans are made, a
loss is recorded in the CI&ES (debited to the appropriate service) for the present
value of the interest that will be foregone over the life of the instrument, resulting in a
lower amortised cost than the outstanding principal.
Interest is credited to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line in
the CI&ES at a marginally higher effective rate of interest than the rate receivable
from the voluntary organisations, with the difference serving to increase the
amortised cost of the loan in the Balance Sheet. Statutory provisions require that the
impact of soft loans on the General Fund Balance is the interest receivable for the
financial year – the reconciliation of amounts debited and credited to the CI&ES to
the net gain required against the General Fund Balance is managed by a transfer to
or from the Financial Instruments Adjustment Account in the Movement in Reserves
Statement.
Any gains and losses that arise on the de-recognition of an asset are
credited/debited to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line in the
CI&ES.
Expected Credit Loss Model
The Council recognises expected credit losses on all of its financial assets held at
amortised cost, either on a 12-month or lifetime basis. The expected credit loss
model also applies to lease receivables and contract assets. Lifetime losses are
recognised for trade receivables (debtors) held by the Council.
Impairment losses are calculated to reflect the expectation that the future cash flows
might not take place because the borrower could default on their obligations. Credit
risk plays a crucial part in assessing losses. Where risk has increased substantially
since an instrument was initially recognised, losses are assessed on a lifetime basis.
Where risk has not increased substantially or remains low, losses are assessed on
the basis of 12-month expected losses.
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The Council has a substantial amount of investments and employs treasury
management advisers in addition to full time professional staff. However, reasonable
and verifiable information to support the measurement of lifetime losses on individual
instruments is not available without undue cost or effort. Losses are mainly assessed
for the portfolio on a collective basis.
Financial Assets are amalgamated into the following groups to assess risk and
associated loss allowances whilst making use of a simplified approach contained in
regulations.
Group 1 – Commercial investments in line with treasury management policy
including counterparties that have external credit ratings of A or better. Loss
allowances will be assessed on a group basis using the simplified approach of
collective assessment.
Group 2 – Loans to related parties. Loss allowances for these loans are assessed on
an individual basis and / or an individual borrower basis.
Group 3 – Other loans to local businesses, in support of the Council vision and
objectives. Loss allowances for these loans are assessed on an individual basis and
/ or an individual borrower basis.
Financial Assets Measured at Fair Value through Profit or Loss
Financial assets that are measured at FVPL are recognised on the balance sheet
when the Council becomes a party to the contractual provisions of a financial
instrument and are initially measured and carried at fair value. Fair value gains and
losses are recognised as they arrive in the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of
Services.
The fair value measurements of the financial assets are based on the following
techniques:


Instruments with quoted market prices – the market price



Other instruments with fixed and determinable payments – discounted cash
flow analysis

The inputs to the measurement techniques are categorised in accordance with the
following three levels:


Level 1 inputs – quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical
assets that the authority can access at the measurement date.



Level 2 inputs – inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that
are observable for the asset, either directly or indirectly.



Level 3 inputs – unobservable inputs for the asset.

Any gains or losses that arise on the derecognition of the asset are credited or
debited to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line in the CI&ES.
Financial Assets Measured at Fair Value through Other Comprehensive Income
Financial assets that are measured at FVOCI are recognised on the balance sheet
when the Council becomes a party to the contractual provisions of a financial
instrument and are initially measured and carried at fair value. Fair value gains and
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losses are charged to the Other Comprehensive Income and Expenditure and are
held in the Financial Instrument Revaluation Reserve.
Movements in amortised cost are charged to the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision
of Services
Cumulative gains/losses on fair value are transferred to the Surplus or Deficit on the
Provision of Services on derecognition.
11.

Government Grants and Contributions

Whether paid on account, by instalments or in arrears, government grants and thirdparty contributions and donations are recognised as due to the Council when there is
reasonable assurance that:
 the Council will comply with the conditions attached to the payments, and
 the grants or contributions will be received.
Amounts recognised as due to the Council are not credited to the CI&ES until
conditions attached to the grant or contribution have been satisfied. Conditions are
stipulations that specify that the future economic benefits or service potential
embodied in the asset acquired using the grant or contribution are required to be
consumed by the recipient as specified, or future economic benefits or service
potential must be returned to the transferor.
Monies advanced as grants and contributions for which conditions have not been
satisfied are carried in the Balance Sheet as liabilities. When conditions are satisfied,
the grant or contribution is credited to the relevant service line (attributable revenue
grants and contributions) or Taxation and Non-Specific Grant Income (nonringfenced revenue grants and all capital grants) in the CI&ES.
Where capital grants are credited to the CI&ES, they are reversed out of the General
Fund Balance in the Movement in Reserves Statement. Where the grant has yet to
be used to finance capital expenditure, it is posted to the Capital Grants Unapplied
Reserve. Amounts in the Capital Grants Unapplied Reserve are transferred to the
Capital Adjustment Account once they have been applied to fund capital
expenditure.
The Council has elected to charge a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) on new
builds with appropriate planning consent. The income from the levy will be used to
fund various projects described as “infrastructure” in a broader sense than used for
Council property in Note 16 below. The infrastructure investment is determined by a
panel and it is not necessarily this Council that will undertake the works. Part of the
CIL income is retained to offset the cost of administration and is accounted for as
income for the Strategy and Planning service. Some is also payable to parishes: this
is treated as an agency service and is excluded from the CI&ES. The rest is intended
for use to finance capital and is treated as capital contributions. As it is received
without conditions it is recognised immediately as capital grants and contributions
income and is then transferred to the Capital Grants Unapplied Reserve.
The income from CIL is accounted for on an accruals basis and recognised
immediately in the CI&ES at the commencement date of the chargeable
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development. Surcharges and interest received in accordance with the CIL
regulations will be accounted for as if they were CIL receipts.
12.

Investment Property

Investment properties are those that are used solely to earn rentals and/or for capital
appreciation. The definition is not met if the property is used in any way to facilitate
the delivery of services or production of goods or is held for sale.
Investment properties are measured initially at cost and subsequently at fair value,
being the price that would be received to sell such an asset in an orderly transaction
between market participants at the measurement date. As a non-financial asset,
investment properties are measured at highest and best use.
Properties are not depreciated but are revalued annually according to market
conditions at the year-end. Gains and losses on revaluation are posted to the
Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line in the CI&ES. The same
treatment is applied to gains and losses on disposal.
Rentals received in relation to investment properties are credited to the Financing
and Investment Income line and result in a gain for the General Fund Balance.
However, revaluation and disposal gains and losses are not permitted by statutory
arrangements to have an impact on the General Fund Balance. The gains and
losses are therefore reversed out of the General Fund Balance in the Movement in
Reserves Statement and posted to the Capital Adjustment Account and (for any sale
proceeds greater than £10,000) the Capital Receipts Reserve.
13.

Intangible Assets

Expenditure on non-monetary assets that do not have physical substance but are
controlled by the Council as a result of past events (e.g. software licences) is
capitalised when it is expected that future economic benefits or service potential will
flow from the intangible asset to the Council.
Internally generated assets are capitalised where it is demonstrable that the project
is technically feasible and is intended to be completed (with adequate resources
being available) and that the Council will be able to generate future economic
benefits or deliver service potential by being able to use the asset. Costs relating to
the development of computer software for internal use are capitalised where it can
be measured reliably as attributable to the asset and is restricted to that incurred in
the development phase. When the software is available for its intended use, these
costs are amortised in equal annual amounts over the estimated useful life of the
software.
Amounts capitalised include the total cost of any external products or services and
labour costs directly attributable to development. Management judgement is involved
in determining the appropriate internal costs to capitalise and the amounts involved.
The useful life is determined by management at the time the software is acquired
and brought into use and is regularly reviewed for appropriateness. For computer
software licences, the useful life represents management's view of the expected
period over which the Council will receive benefits from the software.
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Intangible assets are measured initially at cost. The depreciable amount of an
intangible asset is written down over its useful life, to the appropriate line in the
CI&ES. No intangible assets are recorded with indefinite lives. An asset is tested for
impairment whenever there is an indication that the asset might be impaired, and
any losses are posted to the appropriate line in the Income and Expenditure
Statement.
The calculated amounts for amortisation and impairment are charged to the Cost of
Services in the CI&ES, but they are not proper charges against the General Fund. A
transfer is therefore made from the Capital Adjustment Account to the General Fund
to reverse the impact.
14.
Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases where the terms of the lease transfer
substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership of the property, plant
or equipment from the lessor to the lessee. All other leases are classified as
operating leases.
Where a lease covers both land and buildings, the land and buildings elements are
considered separately for classification.
Arrangements that do not have the legal status of a lease but convey a right to use
an asset in return for payment are accounted for under this policy where fulfilment of
the arrangement is dependent on the use of specific assets.
All of the Council’s leases have been determined to constitute operating leases.
The Council as Lessee
Rentals paid under operating leases are charged to the CI&ES as an expense of the
services benefitting from use of the leased property, plant or equipment. Charges are
made on a straight-line basis over the life of the lease, even if this does not match
the pattern of payments (e.g. there is a rent-free period at the commencement of the
lease).
The Council as Lessor
Where the Council grants an operating lease over a property or an item of plant or
equipment, the asset is retained in the Balance Sheet. Rental income is credited to
the appropriate line in the CI&ES. Credits are made on a straight-line basis over the
life of the lease, even if this does not match the pattern of payments (e.g. there is a
premium paid at the commencement of the lease). Initial direct costs incurred in
negotiating and arranging the lease are added to the carrying amount of the relevant
asset and charged as an expense over the lease term on the same basis as rental
income.
15.
Overheads and Support Services
The cost of overheads and support services are charged to service segments in
accordance with the Council’s arrangements for accountability and financial
performance.
16.
Property, Plant and Equipment
Assets that have physical substance and are held for use in the production or supply
of goods or services, for rental to others, or for administrative purposes and that are
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expected to be used during more than one financial year are classified as Property,
Plant and Equipment.
Recognition
Expenditure on the acquisition, creation or enhancement of Property, Plant and
Equipment is capitalised on an accruals basis, provided that it is probable that the
future economic benefits or service potential associated with the item will flow to the
Council and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. Expenditure that
maintains but does not add to an asset's potential to deliver future economic benefits
or service potential (i.e. repairs and maintenance) is charged as an expense when it
is incurred.
Measurement
Assets are initially measured at cost, comprising:





the purchase price;
any costs attributable to bringing the asset to the location and condition
necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by
management
the initial estimate of the costs of dismantling and removing the item and
restoring the site on which it is located.

The cost of assets acquired other than by purchase is deemed to be its current
value, unless the acquisition does not have commercial substance (i.e. it will not lead
to a variation in the cash flows of the Council). In the latter case, where an asset is
acquired via an exchange, the cost of the acquisition is the carrying amount of the
asset given up by the Council.
Assets are then carried in the Balance Sheet using the following measurement
bases:






Vehicles, plant, etc. and infrastructure - depreciated historical cost.
Community assets and assets under construction - historic cost.
Land and buildings - current value, determined as the amount that would be
paid for the asset in its existing use (existing use value - EUV). Where there is
no market-based evidence of current value because of the specialist nature of
an asset, depreciated replacement cost is used as an estimate of current
value.
Surplus Properties – fair value, as described in accounting policy 1.9 above,
equating to market value for their highest and best use from a market
participant’s perspective.

Assets included in the Balance Sheet at current value are subject to a full valuation
once every five years, but are subject to a desktop review at the end of each year to
ensure that their carrying amount is not materially different from their current value,
or fair value at the year-end. Increases in valuations are matched by credits to the
Revaluation Reserve to recognise unrealised gains. Exceptionally, gains might be
credited to the CI&ES where they arise from the reversal of a loss previously
charged to a service. Where decreases in value are identified, they are accounted
for by:
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where there is a balance of revaluation gains for the asset in the Revaluation
Reserve, the carrying amount of the asset is written down against that
balance (up to the amount of the accumulated gains)
where there is no balance in the Revaluation Reserve or an insufficient
balance, the carrying amount of the asset is written down against the relevant
service line(s) in the CI&ES.

The Revaluation Reserve contains revaluation gains recognised since 1 April 2007
only, the date of its formal implementation. Gains arising before that date have been
consolidated into the Capital Adjustment Account.
The values of Land and Buildings assets individually worth less than £10,000 are
recorded, but not included in the balance sheet values.
Impairment
Assets are assessed at each year-end as to whether there is any indication that the
value of an asset may be impaired. Where indications exist and any possible
differences are estimated to be material, the recoverable amount of the asset is
estimated and, where this is less than the carrying amount of the asset, an
impairment loss is recognised for the shortfall.
Where impairment losses are identified, they are accounted for by:




where there is a balance of revaluation gains for the asset in the Revaluation
Reserve, the carrying amount of the asset is written down against that
balance (up to the amount of the accumulated gains)
where there is no balance in the Revaluation Reserve or an insufficient
balance, the carrying amount of the asset is written down against the relevant
service line(s) in the CI&ES.

Where an impairment loss is reversed subsequently, the reversal is credited to the
relevant service line(s) in the CI&ES, up to the amount of the original loss, adjusted
for depreciation that would have been charged if the loss had not been recognised.
Depreciation
Depreciation is provided for on all Property, Plant and Equipment assets by the
systematic allocation of their depreciable amounts over their useful lives. An
exception is made for assets without a determinable finite useful life (i.e. freehold
land and certain Community Assets) and assets that are not yet available for use
(i.e. assets under construction).
Depreciation is calculated on the following bases:






dwellings and other buildings - straight-line allocation over the useful life of the
property as estimated by the Valuer. Useful life is between 10 and 50 years
depending on the asset.
vehicles, plant, furniture and equipment - a percentage of the value of each
class of assets in the Balance Sheet, as advised by a suitably qualified officer.
Useful life is between 7 and 20 years.
Infrastructure - straight-line allocation over 50 years.
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No depreciation is charged in year of acquisition but is charged at a full year rate in
the year of disposal.
Reclassified assets are depreciated from year of reclassification.
Revaluation gains are also depreciated, with an amount equal to the difference
between current value depreciation charged on assets and the depreciation that
would have been chargeable based on their historical cost being transferred each
year from the Revaluation Reserve to the Capital Adjustment Account.
Componentisation of Property Assets
Where an item of Property, Plant and Equipment asset has major components
whose cost is significant in relation to the total cost of the item, the components are
depreciated separately. Where the Council has revalued a property, or carried out
major capitalised works, it has been necessary to identify the major components
making up the property using the following major component analysis:
•
•
•
•

Land
Buildings
External areas (such as car parks)
Plant and equipment (such as lifts and heating systems)

The Council has also adopted a de minimis level of 10% of the building value or
£50,000 to apply componentisation.
Disposals
When an asset is disposed of or decommissioned, the carrying amount of the asset
in the Balance Sheet is written off to the other Operating Expenditure line in the
CI&ES as part of the gain or loss on disposal. Receipts from disposals (if any) are
credited to the same line in the CI&ES also as part of the gain or loss on disposal
(i.e. netted off against the carrying value of the asset at the time of disposal). Any
revaluation gains accumulated for the asset in the Revaluation Reserve are
transferred to the Capital Adjustment Account.
Amounts received for a disposal in excess of £10,000 are categorised as capital
receipts and are credited to the Capital Receipts Reserve and can then only be used
for new capital investment. Receipts are appropriated to the Reserve from the
General Fund Balance in the Movement in Reserves Statement.
The written-off value of disposals is not a charge against council tax, as the cost of
non-current assets is fully provided for under separate arrangements for capital
financing. Amounts are appropriated to the Capital Adjustment Account from the
General Fund Balance in the Movement in Reserves Statement.
17.

Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets

Provisions
Provisions are made where an event has taken place that gives the Council a legal
or constructive obligation that probably requires settlement by a transfer of economic
benefits or service potential, and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of
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the obligation. For instance, the Council may be involved in a court case that could
eventually result in the making of a settlement or the payment of compensation.
Provisions are charged as an expense to the appropriate service line in the CI&ES in
the year that the Council becomes aware of the obligation, and are measured at the
best estimate at the balance sheet date of the expenditure required to settle the
obligation, taking into account relevant risks and uncertainties.
When payments are eventually made, they are charged to the provision carried in
the Balance Sheet. Estimated settlements are reviewed at the end of each financial
year - where it becomes less than probable that a transfer of economic benefits will
now be required (or a lower settlement than anticipated is made), the provision is
reversed and credited back to the relevant service.
Where some or all of the payment required to settle a provision is expected to be
recovered from another party (e.g. from an insurance claim), this is only recognised
as income for the relevant service if it is virtually certain that reimbursement will be
received if the Council settles the obligation.
Contingent Liabilities
A contingent liability arises where an event has taken place that gives the Council a
possible obligation whose existence will only be confirmed by the occurrence or
otherwise of uncertain future events not wholly within the control of the Council.
Contingent liabilities also arise in circumstances where a provision would otherwise
be made but either it is not probable that an outflow of resources will be required, or
the amount of the obligation cannot be measured reliably. Contingent liabilities are
not recognised in the Balance Sheet but disclosed in a note to the accounts.
Contingent Assets
A contingent asset arises where an event has taken place that gives the Council a
possible asset whose existence will only be confirmed by the occurrence or
otherwise of uncertain future events not wholly within the control of the Council.
Contingent assets are not recognised in the Balance Sheet but disclosed in a note to
the accounts where it is probable that there will be an inflow of economic benefits or
service potential.
18.
Reserves
The Council maintains two groups of reserves, usable and unusable.
Usable reserves comprise the following:




Capital Receipts Reserve: proceeds from the sales of non-current assets are
initially credited to the CI&ES, but legally can only be used to finance capital
expenditure, and so are transferred to the Capital Receipts Reserve and
afterwards used for this specific purpose.
Capital Grants Unapplied: the Council receives grants and contributions
towards capital expenditure, and, where repayment conditions are not present
or no longer apply, they are credited to the CI&ES and immediately
transferred into the Capital Grants Unapplied Reserve until required to finance
capital investment.
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Earmarked Reserves: The Council may set aside earmarked reserves to
cover specific projects or contingencies. These are transferred from the
General Fund and amounts are withdrawn as required to finance such
expenditure. The expenditure itself is charged to the appropriate line in the
CI&ES. There are no legal restrictions on the use of earmarked reserves, and
unspent balances can be taken back to the General Fund in the same way.
General Fund: this represents all other usable reserves, without legal
restrictions on spending, which arise from annual surpluses or deficits.

Unusable Reserves consist of those which cannot be used to finance capital or
revenue expenditure:








Revaluation Reserve: this consists of accumulated gains on individual items
of Property, Plant and Equipment. The Reserve contains only gains
accumulated since 1 April 2007, the date that the Reserve was created.
Accumulated gains before that date were consolidated into the balance on the
Capital Adjustment Account. The balance is reduced when assets with
accumulated gains are:
o revalued downwards or impaired and the gains are lost
o used in the provision of services and the gains are consumed through
depreciation, or
o disposed of and the gains are realised.
Capital Adjustment Account: Receives credits when capital is financed from
the General Fund or from the Capital Receipts and Capital Grants Unapplied
reserves and receives debits to offset depreciation and other charges relating
to capital which are not chargeable against the General Fund. The account
contains revaluation gains accumulated on non-current assets before 1 April
2007, the date on which the Revaluation Reserve was created to hold such
gains.
Deferred Capital Receipts: in some cases (particularly former housing stock
disposed of, where the purchaser financed the transaction through a
mortgage from the Council) an asset is disposed of, but the income cannot be
collected immediately. The Council maintains records for a long-term debtor,
offset by a balance in the Deferred Capital Receipts Account. When the
income is received the debtor is written down and a transfer is made between
this account and the Capital Receipts Reserve.
Pensions Reserve: The Pensions Reserve absorbs the timing differences
arising from the different arrangements for accounting for post-employment
benefits and for funding benefits in accordance with statutory provisions. The
Council accounts for post-employment benefits in the CI&ES as the benefits
are earned by employees accruing years of service, updating the liabilities
recognised to reflect inflation, changing assumptions and investment returns
on any resources set aside to meet the costs. However, statutory
arrangements require benefits earned to be financed as the Council makes
employer’s contributions to pension funds or eventually pays any pensions for
which it is directly responsible. The debit balance on the Pensions Reserve
therefore shows a substantial shortfall in the benefits earned by past and
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current employees and the resources the Council has set aside to meet them.
The statutory arrangements will ensure that funding will have been set aside
by the time the benefits come to be paid.
Collection Fund Adjustment Account: this represents the differences arising
from the recognition of Council Tax income and Non-Domestic Rates in the
CI&ES as they fall due from payers, compared with the statutory
arrangements for paying across amounts from the Collection Fund to the
General Fund.
Accumulated Absences Reserve: this contains the difference between the
statutory and accounting liability for the cost of accumulated absences: the
cost is properly chargeable to the CI&ES, but not to the General Fund.
Financial Instrument Revaluation Reserve: this contains the gains made by
the Council arising from increases in the value of its investments that have
quoted market prices or otherwise do not have fixed or determinable
payments. The balance is reduced when investments with accumulated gains
are:
o revalued downwards or impaired and the gains are lost.
o disposed of and the gains are realised.

19.
Revenue Expenditure Funded from Capital under Statute
Expenditure incurred during the year that may be capitalised under statutory
provisions but that does not result in the creation of a non-current asset is charged
as expenditure to the relevant service in the CI&ES in the year. Where the Council
has determined to meet the cost of this expenditure from existing capital resources
or by borrowing, a transfer in the Movement in Reserves Statement from the General
Fund Balance to the Capital Adjustment Account then reverses out the amounts
charged so that there is no impact on the level of council tax.
20.
VAT
VAT payable is included as an expense only to the extent that it is not recoverable
from Her Majesty's Revenue and Customs. VAT receivable is excluded from income.
21.
Interests in Companies and Other Entities
The Council has no material interests in companies and other entities that have the
nature of subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures and therefore is not required to
prepare group accounts. In the Council’s own single entity accounts, the interests in
companies and other entities are recorded as financial assets at cost, less any
provision for losses.
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Appendix B
Critical Judgements
Business Rates Appeals Provision
There was a business rates revaluation which took effect on 1 April 2017 (‘The 2017
List’) and changed the rateable values of assessable properties. At the same date
the Valuation Office Agency (VOA) introduced changes to the appeals process for
business rates valuations – introducing a system known as ‘Check, Challenge,
Appeal’.
The Council uses monthly data compiled by a company called Analyse Local to
estimate an appropriate provision for appeals, both already made and yet to be
made in respect of the rates payable for any year. It also updates the provision for
prior years each year based on this information.
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Agenda Item 14
Rother District Council
Report to

-

Audit and Standards Committee

Date

-

18 May 2020

Report of the

-

Executive Director

Subject

-

Annual Risk Management Update

Recommendation: It be RESOLVED: That the report be noted.
Assistant Director Resources: Robin Vennard
Introduction
1.

This update report for Members covers the progress in Risk Management
during 2019/20. Risk refers to the uncertainty that surrounds future events
and outcomes. It is essential that the Council has a strong approach to Risk
Management, particularly with the current environment of substantial financial
and resource pressures.

Progress
2.

The issue of Risk Management is now routinely reviewed every six months by
the Strategic Management Team (SMT) and Heads of Service. This year has
been dominated in preparing for Brexit and the uncertainties that has brought
both in terms of the Council’s operations and the general public. The
Corporate Risk Framework and associated plans continue to be reviewed and
updated on a regular basis. The Council is supported by its insurers in
providing training and guidance to staff.

Current Risk Register
3.

The Corporate Risk Framework has been updated during this year and is
attached at Appendix A. This is a live document and the key changes have
been:









The adjustment of some of the risk ratings in the light of new information.
Pandemic – updated actions due to Corona virus
Spending Review and Business Rate reset by Government – highlighting
the risk to the Council’s finances as a result of the major review by the
Government which could see a further erosion of the Council’s finances.
Property Investments – highlighting the risks inherent in property
investment including the risk of Government intervention.
Delivering Savings and Income targets as set out in Medium Term
Financial Plan (MTFP) – highlighting the risk of failing to identify and
deliver the income and savings targets set out in the MTFP.
Loss of staff and recruitment – highlighting the risk to the Council through
the loss of key staff through redundancy or due to the financial uncertainty.
Also notes the difficulties in recruitment of staff being experienced,
particularly as a result of being a rural authority.
Major Projects – The Council has a number of major projects to deliver
including new leisure centre, new housing and new commercial properties.
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It is well placed with experienced and trained officers in place, but there is
a risk to project delivery if those resources are no longer available.
Conclusion
4.

Risk Management has been progressed throughout this year. We will
continue to look at emerging and changing risks, exercise potential risks and
update the register where appropriate.

Malcolm Johnston
Executive Director
Risk Assessment Statement
No risks are foreseen with this report, which updates on progress. However, the
failure to review and update the risk environment would be a significant failing on the
part of the Council.
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Appendix A
Likelihood
(1,3,5)

Version 10 - Mar 20
1

Major network attack

Impact
(1,3,5)

IT Network failure

3

Significant contract falls to RDC

●Loss of network storage
●No power
●Loss of communications / internet

3

Data Loss

5

Extreme Weather

●Service failure
●Financial damage
●Resources drained
●Loss of frontline services
●Staff committed to emergency
●Staff unable to get to work

National Fuel Shortage

7
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8

Significant loss of staff due to pandemic

3

●Loss of main services
●Staff committed to emergency
●Travel problems
●30%+
●Flu etc.
●Across all services
●Particular note of cover for significant posts

3

5
Coastal / River Flooding

Failure of a significant system supplier (e.g.
Ocella)

11

12

15

5

●Reputational damage
●Financial damage
●Resources drained
Breach of Data Protection
●Reputational damage / legal
●Financial damage
●Resources drained
●Leakage / theft
Significant Financial investment loss by Council ●Banks
●Staff committed to emergency
●Loss of income streams or assets

13

Civil Unrest

14

Town Hall Fire / Flood

●Loss of staff
●Staff committed to emergency
●Staff unable to get to work
●Loss of Accommodation
●Loss of IT Infrastructure
●Loss of IT desktops

3

3

1

1
Failure of the ESCC Pension Fund

Well established back up.
ICT BCP covers this risk.
Possible "mechanical" in terms of main cable damage
Review legal aspects.
Create waste and street sweeping response plan.
Consider other response plans.
Separate Waste Contract Risk Register (MG).
Three authority review needed.

5

5

5

15

15

15

25

3

9

3

3

3

5

5

Residual
Rating

RV

3

5

15

RV

3

5

15

JP

3

5

15

RV

3

5

15

CC

3

3

9

CC

3

3

9

RV

5

3

15

TL

3

3

9

RV

3

3

9

MJ

3

3

9

RV

3

3

9

RV

1

5

5

CC

1

5

5

CC

1

5

5

RV

1

5

5

Some experience here already.
Prolonged extreme weather is the issue.

Communications Plan needed.
Recent work on Brexit plans helps informs actions required of RDC.
Guidance to staff on precautions, minimise travel of travelling officers, hand
cleansers at entrances to Council buildings

More an Emergency plan than BCP issue.
Could have an impact on transport.
Social media alerts. Communication - PR implicit.
Neighbour council back up system or data transfer.
Rights of user software.
Contingency for alternatives.
Web based systems need checking.
System to be replaced if supplier no longer exists.
Corporate direction - similar to Link data and voice, encourage use of county
wide systems for the future/future purchase, which will reduce risk.
ESCROW agreements will reduce impact.

Early Legal Service plan & advice.
Budget arrangements for managing this.

Work to Identify where service failure is in a legal case.
Take steps to mitigate.

Regulalr training for staff
Learning from incidents. IT security measures. Data Risk log.

Reputational and significant financial risk under GDPR.
Wider issue of Data Protection and consequences of data theft.

9

9
Management approval of transactions.
Compliance with Investment Strategy to spread the risk.
Treasury advice.
15 Audit Service.
Business Continutity Plan enacted

Very unlikely.

5
Homeworking facilities.
Continued facility in Amherst Road.
Reciprocal arrangement with neighbours.
Local Authority Duty to co-operate

5

5

5

ESCC Investment Panel operating within agreed investment
strategy.
Fund Managers adherence to their mandate.
5 Ultimately Government Intervention/bailout.

●Investment Failure
●Significant shortfall in funds
●Fraud
1

Many staff live in Bexhill.
Homeworking facilities.
Guidance to staff in advance of weather warnings.
RDC Emergency Plan.
Priority Grid for Service staffing
Fuel priority grid including key staff & contractors.
Homeworking facilities.
Priority Grid for Service staffing .
Contacts with local, national & professional agencies.
Homeworking facilities.
Immediate medical prevention supplies available.
Priority list for staff vaccinations.
Priority Grid for Service staffing.
Local Authority Duty to Co-operate.
RDC Emergency Plan
Local Authority Duty to Co-operate.
Rye Bay Flood Plan.
Flood network to cascade information.
Contingency for simple alternative e.g. Excel
ESCROW agreements.

9

Significant Legal case against Council

3

15

5

●Service Specific
●Unit4 Business World, Ocella, Academy, CRM,
Whitespace, enterprise, M3
●Customer Service

3
10

5

Contract for full range of backup support.
Budget arrangements for emergency expenditure.
15 Cheques can still be issued.
Rehearsed BCP Action Card with this scenario.
Budget arrangements for managing this.
Three authority BCP for Waste Collection contract

●Major issues with transport
●Staff diverted to emergency
●Staff committed to recovery programme
3

9

15

Likelihood Impact
Lead (1,3,5)
(1,3,5)

Back ups are maintained.
Budget arrangements for managing this.

3
6

5

●Staffing to manage transition
●Waste, Grounds Maintenance
●Financial Implications
3

4

Contingency
Contract for full range of backup support.
Budget arrangements for emergency expenditure.
Cheques can still be issued. Training and practical exercise
undertaken regularly

●Shut down to counter attack
●Rebuilding due to successful attack
●Data / PC loss due to successful attack

3
2

Rating

Comments / Actions
Already many IT systems in place to prevent this.
ICT have active antivirus and firewalling, including various security
posturing.
Continue with Essential Maintenance Plan. Disaster recovery contract to be
regularly reviewed.

Consider neighbour council back up.
Potential damage to infrastructure.
Paper files vulnerable.
ICT BCP covers this risk.
New Governance arrangements brought in by Government in 2015. This
adds a further layer of scrutiny over and above the Investment Panel and will
examine the operation and performance of the fund.

16

Safeguarding Children and Vulnerable Adults

● Failure to identify child/adult at risk
● Failure to report to relevant agency when
child/adult at risk identified
● Financial loss through legal compensation

Staff training delivered and regularly updated.
Clear and understood communication channel from officers to
lead safeguarding officer.

1
17

Fallout from Brexit

18

Major Incident requiring our staff to support it

19

Major incident preventing travel

●Financial market changes & instability
●European funding loss
●Investment uncertainty
●Loss of staff
●Staff committed to emergency
●Staff committed to recovery programme
●Loss of staff for more than one day
●Major incident blocking transport
●Major road closure

5

3

1
20

Financial shutdown RDC

Terrorist Incident involving RDC

22

Substantial / prolonged Electricity failure

●Impact on Public
●Impact on Staff
●Managing incident and recovery
●Loss of frontline services & systems
●Staff committed to emergency
●Staff unable to get to work
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24

1

1

25

Significant facility falls to RDC

26

Amherst Road Fire / Flood

●Loss of staff
●Staff committed to cover
●Staff home commitments
●Staffing to manage transition
●De La Warr, museum, charity
●Staffing to manage recovery / maintenance
●Loss of accommodation
●Loss of IT equipment
●Loss
of income

1

3

1
27

Significant Financial fraud against Council

Spending Review and Business Rate reset by
Government

3
Property Investments

●long term loss of tenants leading to loss of
income.
●major structural falure of building not covered
through insurance
●Restrictions imposed by Government on
investment in commercial property

30

Delivering Savings and Income targets as set
out in MTFP

● failure to identify/deliver savings
● failure to identify/deliver source of additional
income ● accelerated use of reserves
●emergency action required to balance budget

1

31

Loss of staff and recruitment

●loss of key staff due to redundancies and
financial uncertainty
●difficulties in recruiting to key posts

Management approval of transactions.
Insurance.

Directors to foster good relations and cooperation on these issues

15

5

Homeworking facilities.
Potential to work from other authorities.
Service priority grid.
Protocol with staff on web message, website can be updated
5 remotely.
Rehearsed BCP Action Card with this scenario.
Budget arrangements for managing this.
three authority BCP for Waste.

5

5

5

3

3

3

3
Liaison with Unison
Ongoing work to achieve good industrial relations.
3 40% union membership (monitored).
Budget arrangements for managing this
3

3

Homeworking facilities
Continued facility in Town Hall
Reciprocal arrangement with neighbours
3 Local Authority Duty to co-operate
Audit service
Management approval of transactions
Insurance

3

5

3

3

3

3

5

5

RV

5

2

10

TL

3

1

3

CC

1

3

3

RV

1

3

3

TL

1

3

3

JP

1

3

3

1

3

3

CC

1

3

3

JP

3

1

3

CC

1

1

1

RV

1

1

1

RV

3

3

9

BH

1

3

3

RV

3

3

9

CC

3

3

9

Feasibility study on emergency generator provision.

Consider neighbour council back up.
To give consideration to partners occupying the building.
Homeworking, if kit taken home and is safely off site. Another building/area
CC
is required to work from?
Very unlikely, but could shift radically if membership of Unison increased.

Consider neighbour council back up.
To give consideration to partners occupying the building.
ICT BCP covers this risk.
Review insurance cover.
Audit Service highlights areas of risk.
Fidelity guarantee insurance in place.
Whistle blowing policy in place and staff reminded of its existence.
Comms team to be informed if major fraud discovered to manage Press
interest.

Robust Financial Plan
Use of reserves as short term support
lobbying of MPs

Influencing government decisions as an individual Council unlikely to be
successful. Support of LGA/ Rural Services Network to lobby on behalf of
Districts more likley to have influence

Robust appraisal processes
Active tenant management including regular assessment of
financial stability
Keep up to date with Government view on commercial property
investment by Local Authorities
Understanding of market for types of commercial property

The Council has a very thorough process in assessing property investments.
Risks are minimised through use of professional advisors including valuation
and surveyors. The risk around Government intervention is difficult to
mitigate and if imposed may have implications beyond commercial property
investments if borrowing is to be limited

Strong partnership between Members and Officers
Dedicated resources to lead delivery of targets

It is likely that the Council will not achieve a balanced budget without taking
some diffuclt decisions in terms of service provision. This requires a strong
partnership between Members and Officers to achieve.

3

9
alternative ways of working,
flexibility where possible
15 technology

1

Identify staff to manage the facility.
Closure / Management Plan to be drawn up.

3

9

CC

Identify key staff & brief
Ability to closely manage access to Council.

BCP Action card on loss of premises.
Regular inspection and maintenance of electrical supply to
Council buildings.
Flexible working arrangements.
3 Priority Grid for Service staffing.
Homeworking facilities
Reciprocal arrangement with neighbours.

1

3

Consider neighbour council back up.
Hastings are able to provide back up and support so that cheques can be
produced.
Customer advice and information to be put on website and telephone
systems.
Cheques can still be produced.

5

●loss of grant income and share of business rates
through changes in funding allocation mechanism

29

Regular reviews of how Brexit affects Rother

9

●Reputational damage
●Financial damage
●Resources drained

1
28

Financial advice to manage this as required. See separate
detailed analysis of risks and mitigation plan.

3

Buildings unavailable due to incident / accident ●Loss of accommodation
●Buildings cordoned
●Structural Damage
Significant & prolonged strike

5

Monitoring intelligence.
Liaison with Police.

1
23

3

●Bank shutdown
●Loss of Income stream / assets
●Build up of backlog

1
21

5

Action plan in place to ensure robust procedures in place.
New safeguarding policy adopted by Council.
All relevant new staff receive training. Further training/awareness to be
provided to staff over the next 12 months.
Procedures in place in Housing Division to ensure where Police have been
made aware of location of vulnerable family, this information is updated for
any subsequent move.

greater
greater use of

32

Knowledge management on staff exit

●loss of knowledge to perform prime functions
●unique roles not carried forward by the
organisation

Exit process to include full role analysis and capture of unique
duties/knowledge

5
33

Major Projects

3

15

●failure to deliver major project
●financlal loss
●service failure
●reputational damage

Adequate project resources
project managers
support
management practices
in securing external funding
2

3

6

capable
training and
Robust risk
unsuccessful

Identify staff to be knowledge recipient for each exisitng member of staff

CC

1

3

3

The Council has a number of major projects to deliver including new leisure
centre, new housing and new commercial properties. It is well placed with
experienced and trained officers in place, but there is a risk to project
delivery if those resources are no longer available. The projects are also at
risk if the Council is unsuccessful in securing external funding to make them
finanically viable.
CC

1

3

3
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Agenda Item 15
Rother District Council
Report to

-

Audit and Standards Committee

Date

-

18 May 2020

Report of the

-

Executive Directors

Subject

-

Procurement Strategy

Recommendation: it be RESOLVED: That Cabinet be requested to recommend to
Council that the draft Procurement Strategy at Appendix A, as amended, be
approved and adopted.
Assistant Director Resources – Robin Vennard

Introduction and Background
1.

Members may be aware that the Council’s Procurement Strategy has been in
need of updating. During July 2019 the Council’s procurement partner, East
Sussex Procurement Hub (ESPH), held a workshop with Members to inform
the development of a new strategy that would meet legal requirements and
policy objectives. Members are asked to review the draft strategy and make
changes as necessary. The draft strategy (as amended) at Appendix A will
need to be referred to Cabinet and if supportive to recommend to full Council
its adoption.

2.

In 2018/19 the Council spent £6.2 million on goods, works and services, we
clearly have a responsibility to make sure this spending represents best value
for money. The importance of effective procurement has never been greater
for local government. The demand for public services is increasing, while
resources are drastically reducing. The pressure to find greater efficiencies
and improve productivity is driving councils to look for different ways to deliver
better outcomes for local people. The Council uses the services of the ESPH
which is hosted by Wealden District Council. It is a three way partnership
including Hastings Borough Council, although the Hub do undertake wider
joint procurements across East Sussex and beyond where there is an
economic/market advantage in procuring together.

The new strategy
3.

The draft Procurement Strategy has been developed using Procurement
Strategy for Local Government in England 2018 toolkit as its basis. The
strategy explains how the Council will continue to develop and benefit from
the professional expertise of the East Sussex Procurement Hub and the
systems employed to make sure that the Council delivers value for money
and “spends its money wisely”.

4.

The strategy
procurement
environment
Council will

explains what the Council is setting out to achieve through the
of goods and services including considerations such as the
and socio-economic issues. It provides reassurance that the
continue to spend public money in a way which is fair,
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accountable and gets the very best value. The Strategy sets out the key
responsibilities for Members and Officers and has a number of key
performance measures that can be reported on.
Current Major Contracts
5.

To give Members an indication of the scale of contracts that are managed by
the Council with the support of the ESPH, Appendix B details the major
contracts the Council has including their value and renewal dates.

Conclusion
6.

The draft procurement strategy gives officers and Members a sound basis for
procurement decisions. It strengthens the governance around procurement
and increases Members involvement. The Strategy can be updated annually
for any changes (including legislative) and the impact it is having will be
monitored through the key performance indicators and reported to Members
on a regular basis.

Malcolm Johnston
Executive Director

Dr Anthony Leonard
Executive Director

Risk Assessment Statement
Failure to adopt a robust and up to date procurement strategy could lead to financial,
legal and reputational challenge and damage to the Council.
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Procurement Strategy
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Contacting us:
Please contact us if you have any questions or comments about this strategy.
Email: procurement@rother.gov.uk or esph@wealden.gov.uk
Phone: 01323 443350
Write to:
East Sussex Procurement Hub
c/o Wealden District Council
Council Offices
Vicarage Lane
Hailsham
East Sussex
BN27 2AX

2
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1.0

Introduction
In 2018/19 we spent £6.2 million on goods, works and services; we clearly have a
responsibility to make sure this spending represents best value for money. The
importance of effective procurement has never been greater for local government. The
demand for public services is increasing, while resources are drastically reducing. The
pressure to find greater efficiencies and improve productivity is driving councils to look
for different ways to deliver better outcomes for local people.

1.1.

This strategy explains how we will continue to develop and benefit from the
professional expertise of the East Sussex Procurement Hub over the next three years
and the systems we use to make sure that Rother District Council delivers on its value
of “spending money wisely”.

1.2.

Whether you are a Councillor, senior manager or budget holder at the Council, or one
of our suppliers or partners, reading this strategy will help you understand what the
Council is setting out to achieve through how we procure goods and services – and
how this affects you. For everyone else, including Rother residents and council
employees, it is a reassurance that we will continue to spend public money in a way
which is fair, accountable and gets the very best value.

1.3.

As well as the expertise and experience of our successful team, we have used the
National Procurement Strategy for Local Government in England 2018 toolkit to put
together this plan. This combined expertise and good practice has allowed us to
identify five areas of focus. Putting our energy into these areas will have the biggest
impact on supporting the Council’s aims and ambition.

2.0

What is Procurement?

2.1.

Procurement is the process of acquiring, goods, works and services, covering both
acquisition from third parties and in-house providers. The process spans the whole
cycle from identification of needs through to the end of a contract or the end of the
useful life of an asset. It involves options appraisal and the critical ‘make or buy’
decision which may result in the provision of services in-house in appropriate
circumstances. Some purchases are outside the scope of this Strategy, for example
treasury management decisions in where to place surplus cash or the purchase of
property.

3.0

Why is procurement important?

3.1.

The impact of procurement is far greater than just the definition of a ‘process’ and our
vision, aims and objectives set out in this strategy detail the contribution that effective
procurement arrangements can make to a range of socio-economic and
environmental agendas. These include a successful local economy, a thriving
voluntary sector, community empowerment, environmental issues and value for
money.

3.2.

Good procurement is essential to ensure good public services, from buying works,
goods and services that work as they are supposed to, to achieving savings that can
help reduce spending or be ploughed back into front-line services. It can also
contribute to the Council meeting its own and national objectives in relation to climate
change and the commitment to being a carbon neutral Council by 2030.

3.3.

Local Government spends over £60billion a year procuring a wide range of works,
goods and services, from everyday items ICT equipment to major construction
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projects such as leisure centres, schools and hospitals. All those who, as taxpayers,
use and fund public services have the right to expect government to meet the highest
professional standards when it procures on their behalf.
4.0

Vision for Procurement

4.1.

The Council’s vision for procurement over the term of this strategy is to demonstrate
value for money through the effective whole life procurement of goods, services and
works. This will ensure procurement benefits the community and the organisation,
whilst minimising and mitigating impacts to the environment.

5.0

Strategic Procurement Aims

5.1.

The Council’s strategic procurement aims, based on the Local Government
Association National Procurement Strategy, are shown below. Appendix 1 provides
greater detail:






5.2.

Success of this strategy will depend on the implementation and effectiveness of the
following key principles and actions:
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Showing Leadership
A strategic approach to procurement should be at the heart of thinking for our
Councillors and decisions makers because procurement is not merely about
ensuring compliance. There is an ever-growing need to engage with service
heads and procurement teams on high value, high risk procurements to drive
innovation, generate savings and identify opportunities for income generation.
Behaving Commercially
The Council will improve public sector commissioning and procurement to
increase the effectiveness and efficiency of government. This means improving
the skills of our leaders, both Members and officers so their teams can design
service provision, influence external parties, and shape and manage markets to
get the best outcomes. This can be done by creating commercial opportunities,
managing contracts and supplier relationships and risk management.
Achieving Community Benefits
The Council can use procurement to achieve wider financial and non-financial
outcomes, including improving wellbeing of individuals and communities, social
value and improved environment.

Political and management endorsement and support.
Council-wide recognition of the importance of the role of procurement in
delivering improvement and efficiency.
Improved forward planning by service areas.
Adequate financial, staffing and expert resources.
Effective prioritisation of projects to the available resources.
Adequate support from key internal functions throughout the procurement
cycle.
Continued development of procurement capacity and capability within services,
encouragement of continuous improvement.
Identification, allocation and continuous management of risk.
Management of performance shortfalls and adequate tools to tackle poor
performance.
Continuity of knowledge throughout the procurement phases and the delivery of
regular and effective training.
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6.0

The Procurement Cycle

6.1.

Effective procurement forms a continuous cycle of action and improvement, from
identification of needs through to review of delivery and achievement of outcomes and
includes procurement and contract management activity. The stages are interdependent – each stage builds on the previous ones. The outcome for the
procurement exercise may not be known at the outset and this may result in a grant
being awarded, provision remaining in-house or a fully tendered procurement.

6.2.

This strategy is aimed at promoting effective procurement across all services and
should be read in conjunction with the Council Procurement Procedure Rules and
Financial Procedure Rules.

6.3.

There are several types of procurement procedures we can legitimately use, these are
described below:
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Open Procedure – any supplier may submit a bid for an advertised opportunity.
Restricted Procedure – any supplier may express an interest to participate in
this procedure, but only those suppliers who pass a pre-selection process may
submit bids.
Competitive negotiated procedure – any supplier may express an interest to
participate but only those who pass a pre-selection process may submit an
initial bid and then to negotiate.
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Competitive dialogue – any supplier may express an interest to participate but
only those who pass a pre-selection process may enter into a dialogue over
possible solutions to our requirements. Following the conclusion of the dialogue
we must invite a minimum of 3 bids.
Innovation partnership – allows us to develop innovative products, works or
services where no suitable solution exists in the market and then to purchase
the resulting products, services or works.
Framework agreements - a framework agreement is a particular type of
contract where a council or buying organisation establishes an arrangement
where a number of suppliers are accepted as competent to deliver the service
and the framework specifies the terms for awarding specific contracts as
required. Contracts obtained from a framework are called call-offs and the
framework specifies the terms of call-offs, such as awarding directly to a single
supplier or through a mini-competition with all suppliers. The restrictions on
framework agreements are that they cannot exceed four years and the terms of
a contract cannot be varied substantially from what is set out in the framework.
Only authorities clearly identified as part of the framework can award contracts,
though the contracts awarded can last longer than the framework itself.
Dynamic Purchasing System - a Dynamic Purchasing System is like a
framework agreement, but it allows new suppliers to be added as potential
suppliers over the duration of the arrangement and there is no time limit on its
application.
Light Touch Regime Regulations - contracts valued above the threshold for
services specified as part of the Light Touch Regime have to follow the
procedure for publishing an opportunity through a contract notice or prior
information notice in OJEU, as well as publishing the contract award notice in
OJEU. However, we are not bound to follow any of the procedures specified
under the full regulations.

7.0

Legislation

7.1.

Public procurement operates in a highly regulated environment that is governed by
legislation and policies set by the European Union (EU), nationally through statute and
case law and locally by the Council’s Constitution. Please see Appendix 2 for details
of the relevant legislation and procedure rules.

8.0

Governance, structure and responsibilities

8.1.

The National Procurement Strategy recommends that local authorities demonstrate
political and senior officer leadership of procurement.

8.2.

Members role in procurement includes:
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Authorising this Procurement Strategy and reviewing progress on the strategic
aims and for ensuring compliance with the Procurement Procedure Rules.
Making key decisions in the procurement process for major projects.
Considering the impact of a new service or a substantially varied service.
Considering procurements where there is high public interest.
Considering where procurement leads to significant reputational or financial
risk.
Assessing the impact and likelihood of failing to meet legislative requirements.
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8.3.

Strategic Management Team (SMT) including Heads of Service are responsible for:







8.4.

Operational Managers and Relevant Staff are responsible for:




8.5.

Ensuring that the staff in their areas have the right level of skills to deliver
effective procurement and will also monitor all procurement activity in their
services.
Ensuring for specific, high value (current OJEU limit for services) or high risk
contracts, project teams are formed to ensure that technical, legal and
commercial issues are considered, using the project management framework.
Staff involved directly with the purchase of goods, services and works must
ensure they comply with this strategy, and the Procurement Procedure Rules,
with reference to the guidance from East Sussex Procurement Hub (ESPH);
and conduct relationships with suppliers and the Council in an ethical and
appropriate manner to ensure they promote their employer in a positive way.

The East Sussex Procurement Hub is a shared service for Rother, Wealden and
Hastings and offers procurement guidance in line with best practice, and monitors
procurement activity across the Council, including:
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Management of the strategy and to review progress against the implementation
of the actions.
Strategic leadership and governance of procurement including legal
compliance.
Ensuring the Procurement Strategy aligns with corporate objectives.
Overseeing the arrangements for procurement and to ensure they are
operating effectively.
Ensuring value for money and risk management are considered as part of any
procurement activity.
Ensuring equality and sustainability are considered at each stage of the
procurement process.

Coordinating this procurement strategy on behalf of the Council, and leading on
the implementation of the procurement aims.
Providing assistance to contract client officers in the control and management
of contracts.
Development and maintenance of procurement documentation and ESPH web
pages to publicise procurement plans, information and advice to potential
suppliers and staff; to comply with transparency requirements.
Continue the development of e-procurement to deliver savings in transactional
processes.
Providing assistance to contract owners in the planning and co-ordination of
improvement of current contracts, business continuity, exit strategies and post
contract appraisals and reviews.
Ensuring the procurement process eliminates the potential for fraud and
favouritism towards any supplier.
Supplier analysis to identify supplier base, spend per supplier, spend per
category.
Coordinate and monitor the Council Contracts Register to allow improved
advanced planning for procurement and contract management activity.
Organising training for staff, to include specific procurement training, induction
and Procurement Procedure Rules, and use of the procurement portal.
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9.0

Value for Money (VFM)

9.1.

Value for money does not mean the lowest cost. There are many aspects to achieving
VFM through the procurement process; mainly to select a procurement model that is
proportionate to the value and risk of individual contracts. It also requires a
proportionate approach to the evaluation of cost and quality; where the costs can be
broadly predetermined there will be a higher weighting towards quality.

9.2.

VFM is not just about price, there are a wide range of other considerations that may
be taken into account when assessing VFM, including for example, quality relevant
and appropriate to the specifics of the contract; social value in terms of community
experience, environmental considerations and outcomes and whole life value.

10.0

Social Value

10.1. The Public Services (Social Value) Act 2012 requires consideration of how the
services procured might improve the economic, social and environmental well-being of
the area. It is defined as improving economic, social and environmental wellbeing from
public sector contracts over and above the delivery of the services directly required at
no extra cost. Used properly, additional social value can be beneficial to both
suppliers and councils and represent a joint effort to exploit maximum value from
procurement.
10.2. Our Social Value Policy is currently in development and will set out our approach to
ensure that all resources are used wisely and that the Council protects and enhances
the environment whilst ensuring the efficient use of resources and delivery of value for
money.
11.0

Sustainable Procurement

11.1. Sustainability is an important consideration when making procurement decisions. It
ensures that the Council considers the environmental impact of procurement
decisions.
11.2. The Council is committed to making our spending decisions in a way that delivers both
value for money on a whole life cycle basis, and achieving wider economic, social and
environmental benefits.
11.3. The Council is committed to achieving the aims of the Council’s Environmental Policy
and Strategy, and will:



12.0

Require our suppliers and contractors to reduce the impact of goods, works
and services by considering whole life costs; ending our use of single use
plastics; and the carbon impacts associated with goods works and services.
Require information from potential suppliers on how they will help us to
progress our environmental objectives as part of the delivery of a contract.

Supporting the Local Economy

12.1. The Council recognises that there are significant advantages of engaging with small
local businesses, for both the Council and the local economy. The Council is
committed to using procurement processes that encourage such businesses to
compete for opportunities.
9
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12.2. The Council is precluded from any explicit local buying policies by the Treaty of Rome;
however we will procure in a manner that benefits the local economy. Procurement
Aim 3 – achieving community benefits, in Appendix 1 further identifies our aims in
relation to supporting the local economy. The Council will also recommend to
suppliers and contractors that local suppliers are used in the supply chain, where
appropriate.
13.0

Ethical Procurement

13.1. Ethical procurement considers the impact of environmental, economic and social
factors along with price and quality. The Council must be aware and look out for signs
of unacceptable practices in the supply chain such as modern slavery, fraud and
corruption.
13.2. The Council will:










14.0

Train all relevant staff using the Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply’s
online course on Ethical Procurement and Supply.
Require contractors to comply fully with the Modern Slavery Charter 2015,
wherever it applies, with contract termination as a potential sanction for noncompliance.
Challenge any abnormally low-cost tenders to ensure they do not rely upon any
potential contractor practising modern slavery.
Highlight to our suppliers that contracted workers are free to join a trade union
and are not to be treated unfairly for belonging to one.
Publicise our whistle-blowing policy for staff to blow the whistle on any
suspected examples of modern slavery.
Require our contractors to adopt a whistle-blowing policy which enables their
staff to blow the whistle on any suspected examples of modern slavery.
Regularly review our contracted spending to identify any potential issues with
modern slavery.
Highlight to our suppliers any risks identified concerning modern slavery and
refer them to the relevant agencies to be addressed.
Refer for investigation via the National Crime Agency’s national referral
mechanism any of our contractors identified as a cause for concern regarding
modern slavery.
Annually report on the implementation of this policy and publish on our website.

Management of Risk

14.1. Risk management is an integral part of a procurement process and must be
considered at the planning stage of any procurement process. The Council will identify
the risks associated with all major procurement activity and the contingencies for
service disruption in each project and how these are to be mitigated and managed.
14.2. For any high financial value, high risk or high profile procurement and which also
involves significant risk including staff transfer; or significant potential for reputational
or financial risks the Council will utilise the project management methodology
throughout a projects life to ensure it delivers the project objectives and outcomes.
Risks and issues register(s) relating to the procurement will be set up and regularly
monitored by the project team.

10
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15.0

Managing Contracts and Supplier Relationships

15.1. Contract and relationship management refers to the effective management and control
of all contracts from their planning inception until their completion by the appointed
contractor(s). It covers the supported policies, procedures and systems needed to
undertake it, together with broader issues from the identification and minimisation of
risk, successful and timely delivery of outcomes and performance, effective control of
cost and variations, and the maintenance of clear communications and operational
relationships with contractors.
15.2. Buyers and contract managers will be proactive in relation to managing contracts and
performance in order to ensure that positive output and outcomes are maximised, cost
variations are minimised and any issues in relation to the delivery of the contract are
appropriately addressed at the earliest opportunity.
15.3. The Council is aware of the risk presented by economic crime (fraud, corruption and
bribery) and the impact it has on the ability of the Council to deliver its services. A
culture is embedded in the Council where fraud is neither ignored nor tolerated. The
Council has effective policies and practices in place to minimise the likelihood of
economic crime and to enable staff, contractors and public to report concerns
anonymously.
16.0

Business Continuity

16.1. Business continuity is the process of preparing for and responding to a disaster, event
or situation that could have a serious impact on the delivery of services. For high risk
procurements the suppliers will be required to submit a business continuity plan as
part of the tender submission. All key suppliers will be required as part of contract
management to provide an annual update of their business continuity plans.

11
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Appendix 1
Local Government Association National Procurement Strategy – Strategic Aims

Vision for
procurement

Our vision for procurement over the term of this strategy is to demonstrate value for money through the effective
procurement of goods, services and works on a whole life basis in terms of generating benefits to the
community and the organisation, whilst minimising impacts to the environment.

Procurement
Aim 1 Showing
Leadership

With local government third party expenditure totalling around £60 billion a year in revenue alone, procurement clearly
has a major contribution to make. A more strategic approach to procurement should be at the heart of thinking for our
Councillors and decisions makers because procurement is not merely about ensuring compliance. There is an evergrowing need to engage with service heads and procurement teams on high value-high risk procurements to drive
innovation, generate savings and identify opportunities for income generation.
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Engaging
Councillors

What it is: Councillors set the Council vision and strategic priorities and must be satisfied that the procurement and
commercial arrangements for their delivery are robust. Councillors make key decisions, particularly in major projects, and
maintain oversight of the performance of key contracts, agreeing corrective action where necessary. Councillors need to
be fully engaged in these roles. Councillor engagement needs to be supported through training, good procurement and
commercial advice and reporting arrangements.
Why it is important: When Councillors are fully engaged with procurement and commercial matters, the quality of
decision-making is better and oversight and accountability are improved. Among other things, Councillor engagement
leads to better project delivery and better outcomes for the local community.

Engaging
Senior
Managers
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What it is: Key decision-makers value and benefit from procurement and commercial advice, including advice at the
early stages of major projects. This is a two-way process requiring action by senior managers on the one hand and by
procurement and commercial advisors on the other.
Why it is important: Good procurement and commercial (wherever possible, provided in-house or shared between
councils) can have a decisive impact on the outcome of a project, particularly one involving innovation. It is important that
senior managers engage with the procurement and commercial issues from the earliest stages of the project.

What it is: The Council works as a single team to design and implement solutions for public services and
commissioners / budget holders, and commercial and procurement advisors work together as part of that team.
Working with
Partners

Engaging
Strategic
Suppliers

What it is: The Council takes a strategic approach to the management of relationships with the most important suppliers
(otherwise known as Strategic Supplier Relationship Management). This activity should be carried out cross-department
and is most effective when done cross-organisation.
Why it is important: Effective management of strategic supplier relationships can deliver a range of benefits
including improved outcomes for the public, added social value, reduced cost, reduced risk and innovation.
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Procurement
The Council needs to improve public service commissioning and procurement to increase the effectiveness and efficiency
Aim 2 of government. This means improving the skills of public sector leaders so their teams can design service provision,
Behaving
Commercially influence external parties, and shape and manage markets to get the best outcomes.

Creating
Commercial
Opportunities
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Why it is important: A team approach is the best use of limited resources and can lead to innovative solutions and
better results. The team approach should characterise how Council departments work together and how the Council
works with other councils, health, fire, police, housing, VCSEs and other partners.

What it is: There are many ways in which commercial opportunities can be created through the strategic management of
the commercial cycle and the services and assets delivered through the contracts it creates. Commercialisation is a
broad and important subject to the sector. This key area is confined to how procurement teams should contribute to
helping identify and create commercial opportunities.
Why it is important: As grants from central government are reduced, organisations are required to look at other means
of reducing funding deficits. Commercial opportunities can be created in many different ways, from conventional means
such as increasing returns on assets to the way it engages with its development partners and third party contractors.

What it is: Contract and relationship management is the process by which all contracts and variations are managed
effectively to control costs, secure the quality and timeliness of agreed outcomes and performance levels and minimise
the occurrence of risks.
Managing
Contracts and
Relationships

Why it is important: Research by the International Association for Contract and Commercial Management (IACCM)
shows that contracts exceed their expected costs by 9.4 per cent on average over their lifetime through poor
performance or commercial failure can seriously damage a council’s reputation and its ability to deliver effective
services and support to local communities.
What it is: A series of actions and policies designed to reduce or even eliminate the probability of a perceived risk
occurring and minimising the detrimental effects that may occur should it materialise.

Managing
Strategic Risk
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Procurement
Aim 3 Achieving
Community
Benefits

Why it is important: The occurrence of any risk, particularly when it could be foreseen, can have a devastating impact
on the organisation’s reputation and the lives of the people it serves, the quality of the services that it provides, and even
its financial viability.

The Council can use procurement to achieve wider financial and non-financial outcomes, including improving wellbeing of
individuals and communities, social value and improved environment.
What it is: Social value is about improving economic, social and environmental wellbeing from public sector
contracts over and above the delivery of the services directly required at no extra cost.

Obtaining
Social
Value
Local small
medium
enterprises
(SMEs) and
microbusiness
engagement
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Why it is important: Experience from procurements let by Councils that have fully included social value requirements
has shown that a minimum +20 per cent social value ‘additionality’ can be obtained on contract value by way of direct
community benefits.
What it is: SMEs are non-subsidiary, independent firms. Usually employing up to 50 employees
Why it is important: SMEs play a major role in creating jobs and generating income for those on low incomes; they help
foster economic growth, social stability, are a source of innovation and contribute to the development of a dynamic private
sector. With the potential localisation of business rates, it will be even more important for local authorities to encourage
the establishment and growth of SMEs in their areas.

Enabling
voluntary,
community
and social
enterprise
(VCSE)
engagement
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What it is: The VCSE sector is diverse in size, scope, staffing and funding of organisations. It provides a broad range of
services to many different client groups. However, VCSE sector organisations share common characteristics in the
social, environmental or cultural objectives they pursue, their independence from government, and the reinvestment of
surpluses for those objectives.
Why it is important: VCSE organisations can play a critical and integral role in health and social care including as
providers of services; advocates; and representing the voice of service users, patients and carers.

Appendix 2
Legislation, Council policy and procedure rules relating to Procurement
Public procurement operates in a highly regulated environment that is governed by legislation
and policies set by the European Union (EU), nationally through statute and case law and
locally by our Constitution and Contract and Procurement Procedure Rules, and other relevant
Council policies. These are listed below:
EU Directives and Public Contract Regulations (PCR) 2015
The EU procurement regime is based on the Treaty principles of transparency, nondiscrimination, equal treatment and proportionality. The directives give detailed instructions on
how public procurement over a certain threshold should be carried out. The detail behind the
legislation and regulations is complex, and since their inception has been supplemented by a
raft of case law.
In December 2009, the Remedies Directive provided additional regulations which provide
suppliers with additional powers to challenge and arrange for a contract award to be set aside
under certain conditions.
The Public Contracts Regulations 2015 came into force in February 2015. Failure to adhere to
the provision of the EU Directive and The Public Contracts Regulations 2015 can result in the
authorities becoming subject to Court action or enforcement action by the European Union.
Local Government Transparency Code 2015
The Transparency Code requires the Council to publish details of every invitation to tender for
contracts with a value that exceeds £5,000. The Council must also publish details of any
contracts, commissioned activity, purchase order, framework agreement or any other legally
enforceable agreement with a value that exceeds £5,000.
The Public Services (Social Value) Act 2012
This act places a duty on local authorities, at the ‘pre-procurement’ phase of procuring services
to consider how and what is being procured might improve the economic, social and
environmental well-being in their community; and how they might secure that improvement in
the procurement process itself as long as such action is relevant to what is being procured, and
is considered to be proportionate. This applies to all public services contracts with only an
element of goods or works. It does not apply to public works contracts or public supply (goods)
contracts.
Community Right to Challenge (Localism) Act 2012
This act to enables “relevant bodies”, for example voluntary and community groups, employees
or Parish Councils, to challenge to take over local services that they think they can run
differently or better. The right enables a relevant body to submit an expression of interest (EOI)
to a relevant authority to provide or assist in providing a relevant service.
Freedom of Information Act 2000
This act provides people with the right to access to information held by public bodies. This with
the government’s transparency agenda has consequences for those contracting with the
partners where the financial details of contracts awarded may be made public.
Data Protection Legislation
The General Data Protection Regulation 2016 and the Data Protection Act 2018 sets out the
basis on which the Council processes the personal data we collect. Any contract must clearly
set out the roles and responsibilities of the Council and the contractor, and require the
16
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contractor to comply with Data Protection legislation and indemnify the Council against any
claim.
Procurement Procedure Rules, Financial Procedure Rules and Scheme of Delegation
As part of its corporate governance arrangements the Council must ensure that there are
adequate controls, procedures and standard documentation in place to satisfy the need to
meet probity, propriety and transparency tests. Procurement Procedure Rules, Financial
Procedure Rules and Scheme of Delegation fulfil this requirement and they are part of the
approved Constitution. They must be observed by both Members and Officers within the
procurement process.

17
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Appendix 3
KPIs
The KPI’s below will be used to measure our progress toward the level of ambition set out
in this strategy. These will be assessed in 2020 and 2021 as follows:



where the KPI includes a value, by comparison of actual results against target; and
where the KPI does not include a value, by utilising the National Procurement
Strategy toolkit to assess (with input from procurement and commissioning officers
across the Council) the Council’s maturity level.

Key
Area
1.

Key
Area
2.

Performance Level
Value for Money and
Efficiency
Delivery of budget
savings through
procurement.

Governance
Procurements are
undertaken legally
(including in
accordance with
changes in
legislation/case law e.g.
Brexit), consistently and
within the PPRs/FPRs

Baseline

Target 2020 - 2021

Baseline

Target 2020 - 2021

2019/20 – 1.5%, £93,000

Baseline
Procurement Practice
Notices issued by
Government on a
regular basis identifying
impacts of legislative
changes on the
procurement process.
PPRs are reviewed
annually; training and
guidance is provided.
Exemptions of PPRs are
routinely monitored and
reported to Audit and
Standards Committee
annually in conjunction
with the Performance
Report.

1.5% of qualifying
spend as agreed with
Finance on an annual
basis.
Target 2020-2021
The impacts of new
legislation are reviewed
and procurement
processes updated
accordingly.
Procurement
governance refresher
training is provided
and attended by all
procurement officers
on a regular basis.
The number of exemptions
reduced year on year from
the baseline figure from
19/20.
On-contract spend to
increase year on year from
the baseline figure in
19/20.
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Performance Level

Baseline

Target 2020 - 2021

3.

Review of tender
documentation and
procurement toolkits.

Standard
tender/toolkit
documents in
place and being
used across the
Council.

All tender documents and
procurement toolkits
reviewed to ensure they
reflect up-to-date
procurement practices.

4.

External events

Keeping abreast
with central
government
briefings and
taking appropriate
action, as and
when required.

Thorough understanding of
the possible impact on all high
value/risk contracts.

Basic systems,
controls and
reporting are in
place to ensure
compliance and
minimise potential
for financial loss
from both internal
and external
sources.

Well defined systems to be in
place targeting both financial
loss and fraud.

5.

Key
Area

Fraud and financial loss

Obtaining Social Value
Policy and scope.

6.

Baseline
A process and
policy is in place to
identify which
contracts should
include social
value.

Contingency plans in place in
the event of contract failure.

Audit teams working closely
with all departments.

Target 2020 - 2021
Social Value Policy is being
developed to ensure social
value is always considered as
part of the procurement
/commissioning process.
The Council will establish the
baseline figure as to the
number of procurement
exercises which have included
social value criteria at end
19/20 and then increase this
sum year on year.
The Council will look into
developing a mechanism for a
monetary sum to be offered for
Community Benefits.
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Performance Level
7. Councillor or cabinet
board/authority Member
given responsibility for
reporting leading on
social value.

8. Market engagement and
Contract Management

9. Governance and
accountability

Baseline
The Council has a
Lead Member who
has responsibility for
leading on social
value.

Target 2020 - 2021
Individual named officer(s)
within ESPH given
responsibility for reporting to
Lead Member and Scrutiny
Board, and managing and
delivering social value across
procurement and
commissioning.
Relevant officers are
provided with social value
training.
The Council is
We will continue to work
currently work
proactively to support third
closely with the
sector suppliers and their
business community understanding of social value.
on various projects
and meet regularly
Performance reviews will be
with representatives undertaken and regular
from third sector
feedback obtained. Action will
organisations.
be taken to ensure
continuous improvements to
Where relevant,
social value implementation
specific, targeted
and delivery.
social value action
plans are agreed at
the commissioning/
procurement stage,
are bound into the
contract and
performance
against those
targets are
monitored.
Social value is
recognised as a
core principle of the
council’s
procurement
strategy.
All relevant
procurement
documentation is
available on Council
Website.
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We will continue to ensure
Lead Member for social value
has direct oversight of social
value performance.
We will embed social value
into commissioning and
procurement practice, tools,
resources and processes with
a ratified policy that is
published.

Performance Level
Local SMEs, microKey
Area business and VCSE
engagement
10. Policy
and scope.

11.

Key
Area
12.

Facilitating good
relationships with
SMEs , microbusinesses and
VCSE
organisations

Commercial
opportunities
Annual
Procurement
Programme

Baseline

Target 2020 - 2021

Baseline

Target 2020 - 2021

Commissioners
have started to
communicate what
local needs are
and the desired
market outcomes.

Commissioners have
informed SMEs, microbusinesses and VCSE
organisations what local
needs there are and the
desired market outcomes.

Relationships
between SMEs,
micro-businesses,
VCSE
organisations and
other providers are
not facilitated. It is
not considered to
be an area where
intervention is
needed or
appropriate.

The Council will organise and
facilitate a bi-annual
“understand the buyer” event
to engage with SMEs / VCSE
organisations.

Baseline

Target 2020-2021

Forward planning
is undertaken in
some areas and/or
for some
acquisition types.

Forward planning is always
undertaken across the
organisation for all strategic
contracts.

Opportunities to
create new
revenue streams
are sometimes
investigated in
some departments
and for some
expenditure
categories.
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The value of spend with local
suppliers and SMEs to
increase year on year from
the baseline figure of 40% in
19/20.

Procurement encouraged to
contribute ideas for revenue
generation in the forward
planning process.

13.

14.

Performance
Level
Tendering

Performance
reporting

Baseline

Target 2020 - 2021

Tendering is seen
as a commercial
process by the
organisation.
Standard tender
documentation is
drafted to
encourage bidder
participation and is
focused on
innovation and
opportunities.
Procurement is
seen as an integral
contributor to the
planning phase.

The Council will ensure that
tendering opportunities are
focused on innovation and
opportunities, and carried out
in conjunction with
development partners to
maximise market
attractiveness.

Performance
reporting is
undertaken and
includes
commercial and
social benefits
achieved, as well
as savings across
the whole
organisation.

The Council will report
performance on commercial
and social benefits achieved.

ESPH produce
summary reports
for chief officers
and elected
Members on an
annual basis.
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The Council will provide an
annual report covering
achievements and
aspirations which will be
published on our website.

Performance Level
15. Post contract review

Baseline
Post contract
reviews are
undertaken by
most directorates
and/or identified
categories of
expenditure.
Such reviews
are seen as
being an
integral part of
improving
outcomes and
identifying
commercial
opportunities.

Supplier
relationships and
contract
management
16. Data
collection and
analysis

Key
Area

23

Post contract reviews will be
undertaken as part of
council policy.
The Council will develop welldefined published criteria for
undertaking post contract
reviews including the
identification of commercial
opportunities.
ESPH will support the post
contract review process.

Baseline

Target 2020 - 2021

The Council has
partial data and
intelligence on our
strategic suppliers.

The Council will routinely
collect and analyse data and
intelligence on supplier
performance, cost, financial
status, added social value
and risk.

The Council has a
contract register
with access
possible at officer
level, mainly
viewing and
searching
capability.
17. Early engagement
with future strategic
suppliers

Target 2020 - 2021

Our future needs
are signalled to
the market using a
variety of channels
including
publication of
pipeline
information and
engagement
events.
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The Council will have
complete data sets for all
major third party spend.

The Council will work with
the combined authority/
group of councils and take a
lead role for market
engagement.
The Council will take the
lead in early engagement for
any joint projects
undertaken.

Performance Level
18. Supplier financial
distress

Baseline
The Council has a
structured
approach to early
engagement of
suppliers in
financial
difficulties.

The Council will include
supplier financial distress
clauses in all contracts for
goods, works and services.
The Council will provide
guidance to commissioners
and contract managers on
managing suppliers in
financial distress.

19.

Savings and benefits
delivery

A formal policy is
in place for
capturing savings
and accruing
benefits from
contracts but this
is not uniformly
implemented.

Savings captured from
contracts and benefitsrealisation will be applied
uniformly across the Council
and reported to chief
officers on a regular basis.

20.

Recognition and
cultural acceptance

There is
recognition by the
organisation of
contract and
relationship
management in
directorates.

Contract and relationship
management will be
recognised as being
essential to overall contract
performance.

Job roles are
designated as
contract manager
and/or contain
specific contract
and management
activity in their
content
description in
some directorates.
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Performance will be
reviewed with job holders in
their annual appraisals.

Performance Level
21. Skills and knowledge

Baseline
Staff have access
to general contract
management
training given as a
one-off exercise
rather than an
ongoing skills
enhancement
programme.

Target 2020 - 2021
Contract and relationship
management will be
acknowledged as a core
competency across the
Council.
Briefings on contract and
relationship management
will form a part of all
induction and management
programmes.
Refresher programmes will
be available to all staff
involved in contract and
relationship management.

Key
Enablers
Area
22. Developing Talent

Baseline
The ESPH service
plan includes
support for staff to
obtain professional
qualifications and
for
apprenticeships.

Target 2020 - 2021
The Council will have a
planned approach to
talent development in
relation to future
procurement and contract
management workload
including:
 Contracts pipeline
 Resourcing plan
 Competency framework
 Remuneration strategy
 Comprehensive training

and development plan
including provision for
development of staff not
currently in procurement
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Performance Level
23. Exploiting Digital
Technology

Baseline
The Council
currently has a
basic purchase
ordering
functionality for
some products
and/or services
using finance and/
or operational
systems.
There is limited
procurement and
contract
management
information
available via static
sources.
The Council uses
an electronic
tendering and
quotations system
for some tenders/
quotes.
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Target 2020 - 2021
The Council will make use
of an integrated Procure
to Pay (P2P) system in
conjunction with online
ordering for all services/
products. However, this
may include some human
intervention and paper
trails.
Some procurement and
contract management
Information will be
available online to all
stakeholders with
appropriate search and
filtering functions
available.

Appendix 4
Glossary
Buying – placing orders under relevant contracts, use of purchasing cards and
purchase-to-pay systems, receipting, making payments and associated transactions.
This is also sometimes called Purchasing.
Category Management – best practice approach to managing and organising
Procurement spend and resources; a structured framework of activities designed to
deliver better Procurement outcomes through a holistic approach which focuses on
the interrelated needs of buyers and suppliers; managing buying activity by grouping
together related Goods, Works and Services across the Council and mapping them
onto the Provider market, to improve quality, savings and efficiency across the Council
as a whole.
Commissioning – the entire cycle of assessing the needs of people in a local area,
designing and putting into place Goods, Works and Services to meet those needs,
and monitoring and evaluating the outcomes. In a commissioning approach, the
Council seeks to secure the best outcomes for local communities by making use of all
available resources, whether the resources are provided in-house, externally or
through various forms of partnership. This activity continues throughout the Whole
Lifecycle.
Contract Management – the tasks and activities which seek to ensure the Council
receives what has been contracted to receive, at the price we contracted to receive it,
taking account of agreed change and continuous improvement. Activity is focused
from prior to the contract starting though to contract expiry and de-commissioning. It
includes supplier relationship management and also ensures that we meet our
obligations under the contract.
Goods – things that the Council buys, such as pens and paper, or plants and
seeds, or fruit and vegetables.
Procurement – the tasks and decisions which secure an external Provider to provide
what is required, at a price that can be afforded. Activity is focused on the period from
prior to advertising a tender to signing the contract. It includes both competitive
tenders and circumstances where we negotiate with a single supplier.
Provider – any organisation that provides Goods, Works or Services to the Council
or on behalf of the Council.
Purchasing – placing orders under relevant contracts, use of purchase-to-pay cards
and systems, receipting, making payment, and associated transactions.
Services – services that the Council buys include specialist support for vulnerable
children and adults, and also repairs and maintenance services, financial advice,
designs and surveys for new building works.
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SME or Small and Medium Enterprises – firms that employ 9 or fewer staff (micro),
and firms that employ 50 or fewer staff (small), and firms that employ 250 or fewer
staff (medium), and with a turnover of less than £50 million.
Social Value – the additional economic, social and environmental benefits that a
contract achieves.
Value for Money or VfM – buying the right thing at the right price, taking account of
price, quality, outcomes and whole life costs; the combination of whole-life costs and
benefits to meet the customer’s requirement; the relationship between economy,
efficiency and effectiveness.
Whole lifecycle – the whole cycle of assessing needs, analysing options,
preparation, Procurement, mobilisation, Contract Management and exit, including
disposal/value of any assets acquired under the contract.
Works – construction works that the Council buys, including construction of new
buildings, or extensions, and also creation and improvements to roads and bridges
and open spaces.
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Agenda Item 16
Rother District Council
Report to

-

Audit and Standards Committee

Date

-

18 May 2020

Report of the

-

Executive Director

Subject

-

Appointment of an Audit Independent Person to the Audit
and Standards Committee

Recommendation to COUNCIL: That:
1) a non-voting Audit Independent Person be appointed to the Audit and Standards
Committee for a period of two years with the option of extending this for a further
two years;
2) the role description, skills and competencies and person specification at
Appendix A be agreed; and
3) the Council’s Constitution be amended accordingly.
AND
It be RESOLVED: That subject to Council’s approval of recommendations 1 to 3
above:
4) an Interview Panel be appointed comprising the Chairman of the Audit and
Standards Committee, Audit Manager and Assistant Director Resources; and
5) the proposed appointee be recommended to the next available meeting of the
Audit and Standards Committee for onward recommendation to Council.
Background
1.

Audit Committees are a key component of corporate governance. They are a
key source of assurance about the organisation’s arrangements for managing
risk, maintaining an effective control environment, and reporting on financial
and non-financial performance.

2.

Although not a legal requirement, the appointment of independent co-opted
Members is considered good practice.
Independent Members with
appropriate skills and experience supplement those of the elected Members
and improve the effectiveness of an Audit Committee.

Discussion
3.

The Audit and Standards Committee are requested to consider the
appointment of an Audit Independent Person (AIP) to the Committee. The AIP
would be a non-elected member of the public with some experience in the
area of audit, similar to the Independent Persons (IPs) appointed under the
Localism Act to deal with standards related matters of this Committee’s work.
The AIP would be a non-voting Member of the Committee and will be there in
an advisory/consultative manner.
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4.

A suitably qualified and experienced AIP serving on the Audit and Standards
Committee can bring specialist knowledge and insight to the workings and
deliberations of the Committee which, when partnered with elected Members'
knowledge of working practices and procedures, ensures:





An effective independent assurance of the adequacy of the risk
management framework.
Independent review of the Council's financial and non-financial
performance.
Independent challenge to and assurance over the Council’s internal
control framework and wider governance processes.
Oversight of the financial reporting process.

5.

It is proposed that recruitment be on a competitive basis following the
Council’s employment rules, including an open advertisement and interviews,
as currently undertaken for the IPs appointed under the Localism Act. An
advert will be placed on the Council’s website and highlighted through social
media messages and MyAlerts inviting applications with a closing date to be
confirmed once Council has considered the matter. The vacancy will also be
notified to all Councillors and all Parish and Town Councils within the Rother
area.

6.

The expectation is that the AIP will attend every meeting of this Committee
and is likely to have discussions with the relevant officers outside of the formal
meetings. It is proposed that an annual allowance of £900 per annum be
attached to the role to cover all expenses, including travel to meetings.

7.

A draft role description, skills and competencies and person specification is
attached at Appendix A. It is recommended that the AIP is appointed for a
term of two years with the option of extending this for a further two years.

8.

Any costs associated with the recruitment, selection, appointment and
subsequent payments to any AIP will need to be contained within existing
revenue budgets.

9.

The Council’s Constitution will need to be amended to reflect the additional
role on the Committee.

Recommendations
10.

It is recommended that the Council agrees to the appointment of a non-voting
Audit Independent Person to the Audit and Standards Committee for a period
of two years with the option of extending this for a further two years.

11.

Assuming full Council agree to recommendations 1 to 3 of this report, the
Council’s Constitution will need to be amended to reflect the new role.

12.

It is hoped the role description, skills and competencies will attract candidates
who are able to commit to the expectations of the role. Suitable candidates
will be interviewed by a Panel comprising the Chairman of the Audit and
Standards Committee, Audit Manager and Assistant Director Resources.

13.

The Panel will make a recommendation to the next available meeting of the
Audit and Standards Committee for onward recommendation to full Council.
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Malcolm Johnston
Executive Director
Risk Assessment Statement
There are no risks attached to this report as, subject to recruiting an appropriate
person in line with the job description and person specification, this initiative should
augment the Audit and Standards Committee’s independence, provide additional
expertise, and provide an opportunity for the community to play an enhanced role in
the governance of the Council.
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Appendix A
Role Description for Audit Independent Person
1. To engage fully in collective consideration of all audit matters before the Audit
and Standards Committee, taking into account a full range of relevant factors,
including legislation and supporting regulation (e.g. the Accounts and Audit
Regulations 2015), professional guidance (e.g. that issued by the Chartered
Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) or the Chartered Institute of
Internal Auditors (IIA)), and the advice of the Council’s Section 151 officer.
2. To participate fully in the discharge of all audit functions, as set out in the Audit
and Standards Committee’s terms of reference and the constitution.
3. To promote the concept of proportionate, effective risk management and internal
control throughout the organisation; and to champion the work of Internal Audit,
External Audit and Risk Management.
4. To participate in periodic review of the overall effectiveness of the Audit and
Standards Committee with regards to audit matters, and of its terms of
reference.
Audit Independent Person– Skills and Competencies
1. Demonstrates up to date knowledge, skill and a depth of experience in the fields
of audit, accounting, risk management and performance management.
2. Operates consistently and without bias.
3. Is an effective role model; supports appropriate behaviours and challenges
opinions and advice where appropriate, separating major issues from minor
ones.
4. Contributes proactive, proportionate and independent thought, and also
collaboration with officers to temper the opinions of Committee Members.
5. Works sensitively with people inside and outside Committee.
6. Listens to and balances advice.
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Audit and Standards Committee
Person Specification for Audit Independent Person
Experience Knowledge / experience in matters of an audit nature.

Skills

Knowledge / experience of risk management, performance
management and financial governance.

Essential

Working to high behavioural standards, demonstrating
honesty, probity and the highest level of integrity in
conduct.

Essential

Experience gained working in a large, or public sector,
organisation.

Desirable

Serving on a committee.

Desirable

Ability to weigh / sort complex evidence and reach rational
conclusions, incorporating appropriate advice.

Essential

Ability to be objective, independent and impartial.

Essential

Ability to work in a group.

Essential

Ability to make reasoned decisions.

Essential

Strong strategic awareness and ability to identify emerging
external factors that may impact on strategy,
implementation of plans, or reputation with key
stakeholders.

Essential

A good communicator with excellent interpersonal skills,
able to both empower and challenge supportively.

Essential

Knowledge Knowledge of the locality of Rother, and knowledge of its
communities.

Other

Essential

Desirable

Knowledge of the Council’s strategic priorities and
objectives, as set out in the Corporate Plan.

Desirable

Understanding of the complexity of issues surrounding
audit and risk management in local government.

Desirable

Understanding of committee procedures.

Desirable

Must live or work in the Rother District Council area.

Essential

Must not be a serving local government officer or
Councillor.

Essential

Must have no personal, legal or contractual relationship
with Rother District Council (including employees or
Members or former staff), or any other relationship / activity
which might represent a conflict of interest.

Essential

Able and willing to devote the necessary time to the role.

Essential
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Agenda Item 17
AUDIT AND STANDARDS COMMITTEE

WORK PROGRAMME 2019 - 2020
DATE OF
COMMITTEE

SUBJECT
Part A – Standards Reports (none scheduled)

Monday 18 May
2020

Part B – Audit Reports
 Grant Thornton – Audit Progress Report and Sector Update
 Grant Thornton – External Audit Plan 2019-20
 Internal Audit Report to 31 December 2019
 Internal Audit Plan 2020-21
 Review of Internal Audit 2019-20
 Annual Governance Statement
 Annual Property Investment Update
 Treasury Management Update
 Accounting Policies 2019-20
 Annual Risk Management Update
 Rother Procurement Strategy
 Appointment of an Audit Independent Person to the Audit
and Standards Committee
WORK PROGRAMME 2020 – 2021

Monday
22 June 2020

Part A – Standards Reports
 Code of Conduct Complaints Monitoring
 Ombudsman Complaints Monitoring
 Public Interest Test
Part B – Audit Reports
 Internal Audit Report to 31 March 2020
 Treasury Management Report – 2019/20 Outturn
Part A – Standards Reports (none scheduled)

Wednesday
29 July 2020

Part B – Audit Reports
 Grant Thornton – Annual Governance Report 2019/20
 Statement of Accounts 2019/20
 Treasury Management Report
ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION
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